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Abstract
This thesis addresses the optimal control of traffic networks. In road traffic control, the
objective is to reduce congestion and minimize the total delay incurred by all drivers,
for example by controlling traffic lights, adjusting variable speed limits, and by ramp
metering for freeways. If a model of the traffic dynamics is available, then an optimal
control problem can be posed as a mathematical optimization problem. However, such
optimization problems are typically non-convex, due to the nonlinear relationship between traffic density and traffic flow. Computing the global optimizer of non-convex
problems is computationally intractable in most cases, even for problems of only moderate size. In addition, problem data in traffic models are often not known with certainty.
For example, predictions of future traffic demand are never exact. Furthermore, the
flow-density relationship ultimately depends on the behavior of individual drivers and
therefore, significant variance is observed in practice, in particular during congestion.
The main objective of this thesis is to identify a class of traffic control problems that can
be reduced to convex optimization problems, and therefore solved efficiently, despite the
nonlinear traffic dynamics and potential uncertainty in the model.
In particular, we consider a special case of the dynamic traffic assignment problem, in
which the aim is to optimize the operation of a traffic network by controlling flows, e.g.
via traffic lights or variables speed limits, but without re-routing traffic. We consider a
first-order, compartmental model based on the celebrated cell transmission model, with
diverging junctions described by first-in, first-out (FIFO) dynamics. If the fundamental
diagram is relaxed, then a convex problem is obtained. Prior work has established
conditions under which solutions of the relaxed problem are feasible in the original system
dynamics, or can be mapped to a feasible solution with equal objective value. In this
thesis, we generalize these conditions, for the case when demand functions are concave
and non-decreasing and supply functions are concave and non-increasing. In this case,
we prove that if the objective is to minimize the total time spent in traffic, controlling
solely the flows into merging junctions is sufficient to achieve the optimal objective value
of the relaxed problem. We derive this result by introducing an alternative system
representation, obtained via a state transformation. In the new representation, the
system dynamics are convex and state-monotone. Notably, this result also implies that
the non-transformed FIFO diverging dynamics are monotone with respect to a particular,
polyhedral cone.
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Subsequently, we consider the uncertainty inherent in traffic models, which poses
a challenge for model- and optimization-based control approaches. We propose a robust counterpart to the deterministic traffic control problem, in which we introduce
uncertainty sets for the flow-density relationship and future traffic demand. We seek to
minimize the worst-case, cumulative delay incurred by all drivers, for any uncertainty
realization. For a network with controlled merging junctions, and uncertainty sets that
satisfy certain technical conditions, we show that the this robust counterpart can be
reduced to a finite-dimensional, convex, and deterministic optimization problem, whose
numerical solution is tractable.
Finally, we show that monotonicity of the traffic dynamics in our setting can be
leveraged to analyze an important special case, the problem of (optimal) freeway ramp
metering. Empirical studies have shown that in freeway ramp metering, decentralized
feedback laws often achieve performance comparable to optimization-based, centralized
control approaches. While heuristic explanations for this observation have been suggested, a theoretical analysis of this phenomenon has been lacking. We use our prior
results to derive sufficient optimality conditions for a particular, decentralized and nonanticipative ramp metering policy, for a freeway with monotone dynamics. Notably, we
demonstrate numerically that this policy shows comparable closed-loop behavior to the
successful Alinea ramp metering policy. We therefore conclude that if optimization-based
or coordinated ramp metering policies seek to improve performance substantially over
decentralized policies such as Alinea, then they need to specifically target non-monotone
effects, in particular the capacity drop of a congested bottleneck.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation behandelt die optimale Regelung von Strassenverkehrsnetzen. Das Ziel ist, Staus zu vermeiden oder zu reduzieren, indem Lichtsignale und variable Geschwindigkeitsbeschränkungen in Abhängigkeit von der Verkehrsdichte in Echzeit
angepasst werden. Die Berechnung idealer Steuersignale kann unter Zuhilfenahme eines
mathematischen Modell des Strassenverkehrsnetzes als Optimierungsproblem formuliert
werden. Die nichtlineare Abhängigkeit von Verkehrsdichte und Verkehrsfluss führt allerdings zu nichtkonvexen Nebenbedingungen und die resultierenden, nichtkonvexen Optimierungsprobleme sind im Allgemeinen nicht effizient lösbar. Der wissenschaftliche
Beitrag dieser Dissertation besteht in der Herleitung einer Klasse von Optimalsteuerungsproblemen für Verkehrsnetze, welche auf konvexe Optimierungsprobleme zurückgeführt
und daher effizient gelöst werden können.
Dazu konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf einen Spezialfall, die Steuerung eines Strassenverkehrsnetzes ausschliesslich mittels selektiver Regelung des Verkehrsflusses, etwa mittels Lichsignalen oder variablen Geschwindigkeitsbeschränkungen, ohne dass die Routenwahl einzelner Fahrer beeinflusst werden könnte. Die theoretische Analyse des Problems
erfolgt auf der Basis eines Strassenverkehrsmodells erster Ordnung, basierend auf dem
erfolgreichen “Cell Transmission Model”, welches insbesondere die first-in, first-out Dynamik von Strassenverkehr reproduziert. Es ist bekannt, dass in bestimmten Spezialfällen
die konvexe Relaxation verwendet werden kann, um eine Lösung des nichtkonvexen Problems zu berechnen. Diese Dissertation zeigt, dass dies insbesondere für das Problem
der optimalen Verkehrsregelung gilt, falls dynamische Vorfahrtsregelung (zum Beispiel
mittels Verkehrsampeln) an allen Kreuzungen möglich ist und beschreibt ferner Bedingungen, welche im voraus sicherstellen, dass die aktive Steuerung bestimmter Kreuzungen nicht notwendig ist, um den insgesamt optimalen Verkehrsfluss zu erreichen. Im
Gegensatz zur existierenden Literatur wird dieses Resultat mittels der Theorie monotoner Systeme hergeleitet. Wir zeigen, dass ein äquivalentes Verkehrsmodell, hergeleitet
mittels einer Zustandstransformation, monoton im Zustand und konvex in Zustand und
Steuergrösse ist. Wir beweisen ferner, dass aus diesen Eigenschaften die Exaktheit der
konvexen Relaxation entsprechender Optimalsteuerungsprobleme folgt.
In der Praxis wird allerdings die Modellunsicherheit zu einem potentiellen Problem: viele Parameter des verwendeten Verkehrsmodells sind zum Zeitpunkt der Optimierung nur näherungsweise bekannt oder sogar inhärent stochastisch, insbesondere die
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Abhängigkeit von Verkehrsdichte und Verkehrsfluss und das zukünftige Verkehrsaufkommen. Diese Modellunsicherheit sollte in der Optimierung explizit berücksichtigt werden.
Zu diesem Zweck wird das Problem der robusten Verkehrsregelung definiert, in welchem
Kenntnis der exakten Parameterwerte zum Zeitpunkt der Optimierung nicht vorausgesetzt wird, sondern nur, dass diese Teil einer bekannten Menge an möglichen Parameterwerten sind. Wir zeigen, wie das Problem der Verkehrsoptimierung unter worst-case
Bedingungen (in Bezug auf die unbekannten Parameterwerte) auf ein deterministisches,
konvexes Optimierungsproblem zurückgeführt werden kann, falls ähliche Annahmen wie
zuvor erläutert (insbesondere die Möglichkeit der dynamischen Vorfahrtsregelung) erfüllt
sind.
Darüber hinaus wenden wir die vorherigen Resultate auf einen weiteren Spezialfall an,
auf die Optimierung der Zuflussregelung für Schnellstrassen, besser bekannt im Englischen als “ramp metering”. Die empirische Erprobung hat gezeigt, dass verhältnismässig
einfache Rückkopplungsregler, welche den Zufluss in Abhängigkeit von der lokal gemessenen Verkehrsdichte regeln, häufig ähnlich gute Resultate erzielen wie komplexe Optimalregler. Zwar wurden heuristische Erklärungen für dieses Phänomen vorgeschlagen,
doch fehlt bisher eine schlüssige, theoretische Analyse. Wir zeigen, dass sich aus den
vorhergehenden Resultaten dieser Dissertation im Falle monotoner Verkehrsdynamik
hinreichende Optimalitätsbedingungen für eine verteilte Regelstrategie herleiten lassen,
welche ähnliches Regelverhalten wie der in der praktischen Anwendung erfolgreiche
“Alinea”-Regler zeigt. Daraus schliessen wir, dass koordinierte, optimierungsbasierte
Zuflussregelung primär dazu dienen sollte, nicht-monotonen Phänomenen, wie dem Abfall der Strassenkapazität an einem Engpass im Stau (besser bekannt im Englischen als
“capacity drop”), entgegenzuwirken.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

An unfortunate consequence of urbanization and the desire for personal mobility is the
increase in traffic congestion, which seems to have become ubiquitous in metropolitan
areas around the world. For example, the widely-cited 2015 INRIX Traffic Scorecard
[SELB] estimates that in 2014, 6.9bn person hours were lost due to congestion in 471
metropolitan areas in the US, a productivity loss of $160bn in total. The trend depicted
in Figure 1.1a also shows that congestion is becoming more and more pervasive.1 For
Switzerland, a similar trend can be observed as depicted in Figure 1.1b. Notably, congestion is pervasive in freeways close to urban agglomerations, despite the small number
of metropolitan cities in Switzerland. Only the agglomeration of Zurich exceeds one million inhabitants, and unsurprisingly, the surrounding freeways rank highest in statistics
measuring congestion as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
However, increasing the road network capacity by constructing additional roads or
enlarging existing ones is expensive at best and impossible at worst, in particular in
urban areas, where space is scarce. Alternatively, intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) can help to improve the operation of the road network and alleviate the impact
of congestion, by monitoring the state of traffic and by adapting traffic control in real
time, based on the measured state [KV15]. In particular, road networks can be directly
controlled via traffic light signals, mostly at urban intersections and on arterial roads,
but also by controlling the flow onto freeways via ramp metering. Furthermore, variable
speed limits (VSL) are used, mostly on freeways. Other variable message signs (VSM)
warn of congestion and re-route (parts of the) traffic by suggesting alternative routes.
1

Later versions, in particular the 2017 INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard, state that this trend continues, but fewer data as in [SELB] are reported, which makes a direct comparison difficult.
2
Available
online
at:
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/de/home/statistiken/
mobilitaet-verkehr/verkehrsinfrastruktur-fahrzeuge/schweiz-strassenverkehrszaehlung.
assetdetail.441713.html, accessed May 6th, 2018.
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roads [BfS17] (own translation).

Figure 1.1: Data from the US and from Switzerland alike show an ongoing increase in
congestion. Note that the data in 1.1a depict the (estimated) total delay, that is, the sum
of the delays of all individual drivers on both freeways and urban roads, whereas in 1.1b,
the duration of “individual” congestion incidents (on Swiss federal roads) is summed for
each year, without taking into account how many vehicles are affected in each incident.
In addition, traffic demand can be influenced and curtailed by introducing congestion
pricing as for example in London or by tolled lanes (HOT/HOV lanes, mostly in the US).
In Switzerland, the freeway network is monitored by the center for traffic management
(VMZ, “Verkehrsmanagementzentrale”) via a dense grid of traffic sensors [Rap05].3 . The
current status of ITS implementation on Swiss federal roads is described in [Bun15]:
on certain freeways, variable speed limits and temporary restrictions on overtaking for
trucks are in use. Field tests for the temporary opening of service lanes for regular
traffic to increase freeway capacity in times of high traffic demand have been conducted
and several such projects (some intended as temporary measures until construction to
increase freeway capacity is completed) are scheduled in the coming years (2018-2030). In
addition, pilot projects for ramp metering are in operation. Currently, ramp metering is
used to disperse traffic arriving at the ramps in waves, for example during green lights at
adjacent intersections on arterial roads. In addition, alternative routes are recommended
to drivers via radio broadcasting in case of heavy congestion. Urban roads are managed
by the municipalities. For the most part, they are operated according to pre-computed
3

Strictly speaking, the “Nationalstrassen” (federal road network) are monitored, which encompass
the vast majority of freeways and some important arterial roads, which are also operated by the federal
state. The existence of a dense network of traffic sensors in Switzerland seems remarkable since the
absence of comprehensive traffic measurements in most states of the US (California being a notable
exception [Var01]) is highlighted as a critical obstacle to the wide-spread usage of ITS technology in
[KV15]
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Figure 1.2: Average daily traffic volume (number of vehicles) on Swiss federal roads.
Map and visualization of traffic volume by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office,2 based
on traffic and congestion data from [BfS15].
schedules, but the city of Zurich also uses adaptive perimeter control for controlling
congestion in the inner city [OMT14].4
The problem of controlling a road network dynamically, that is, based on the measured or estimated state of traffic, is known as the dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)
problem [PZ01, CBM+ 11]. To realize the full potential of ITS, it is desirable to optimize the operation of a traffic network in real time. However, major challenges in DTA
include the stochastic nature of traffic, with uncertainty in traffic state estimates, in predictions of future, external traffic demand and in traffic dynamics within the network.
In addition, optimizing typical traffic models in real-time is computationally intractable,
for traffic networks of practically-relevant size. Therefore, practitioners often need to
4

Note that [OMT14] mostly examines the potential of an extension of the current system based on
the macroscopic fundamental diagram, but the system currently in operation is briefly described as well.
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resort to suboptimal and heuristic traffic control policies [APK09]. Nevertheless, there
exist special instances of the DTA problem which can be efficiently and reliably solved
to optimality. In particular, certain variants of the DTA problem can be reduced to
convex optimization problems, if specific assumptions on the traffic network structure,
on its dynamics and on the nature of stochastic influences are made. These special cases
are relevant, not only for applications where reality happens to abide by these assumptions, but also as building blocks in algorithms for more general versions of the DTA
problem. For example, they might be used to compute an initial plan of traffic controls
efficiently, which is subsequently refined by using more accurate, but computationally
expensive models. Alternatively, they might be used as surrogate models, that is, for
solving sub-problems and computing approximate descent directions efficiently, while
optimizing a more general model. A suitable analogy would be the usage of convex
relaxations in mixed-integer and (non-convex) nonlinear programming. In fact, traffic
control policies in which the nonlinear traffic dynamics are handled by mixed-integer
[FOSS15, FSS15] and nonlinear programming [KPMHS02, KPM05, GHR13] have been
proposed. Knowledge of special instances for which the DTA problem can be reduced
to a convex optimization problem promises to assist in deriving problem formulations
with tight relaxations, which is a major factor in determining how efficiently non-convex
optimization problems can be solved [BW05].
In this thesis, we address a special case of the DTA problem, known as the freeway
network control (FNC) problem, in which only flow control (via traffic lights or variable
speed limits), but no control of traffic routing is considered. The emphasis is on deriving
a class of problem instances for which the FNC problem can be reduced to a convex
optimization problem and hence, solved efficiently. In particular, we demonstrate how
the theory of monotone systems can be used to do so. The content and the specific
contributions of this thesis are described in detail in Section 1.3.

1.2

Literature review

The term dynamic traffic assignment was introduced in [MN78a, MN78b]. It refers to a
broad spectrum of problems in which a traffic network is actively controlled via traffic
lights, active traffic routing or variable speed limits in order to optimize an objective, for
example the total time that all vehicles spend in traffic. Main challenges in DTA are the
stochastic nature of traffic, both concerning uncertain predictions of future, external traffic demand and randomness in the traffic evolution within the network, the development
of appropriate models that reproduce important traffic phenomena, and the computational intractability of optimal control problems for such models [PZ01, CBM+ 11]. A
special case of the DTA problem is the freeway network control (FNC) problem, which
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studies the optimal operation of a road network using only control of traffic flows, for
example via traffic lights or by VSL, but without re-routing traffic. Typically, macroscopic traffic models, which model traffic in terms of quantities like flows and densities,
are employed for formulating and solving FNC problems. Both first-order models, most
notably the cell transmission model (CTM) [Dag94, Dag95], and second-order models
such as Metanet [MP90, KPD+ 02] have been proposed. Second-order models are potentially more accurate since they can inherently reproduce certain traffic phenomena that
are not always reproduced by first order models, like the empirically observed capacity
drop of a congested bottleneck [SG13] (although modifications that allow to incorporate
the capacity drop in first-order models have also been proposed [KSRP17]). However,
FNC formulations obtained from first-order models tend to be more tractable: in particular, convex optimization problems are obtained in some special cases as explained
subsequently. Nevertheless, the FNC problem is a non-convex optimization problem in
general, due to the nonlinear flow-density relationship, called the “fundamental diagram
of traffic”, and computing a global optimizer is often computationally intractable. An
example for an optimization-based control approach for second-order models is the “advanced motorway optimal control” tool (AMOC) [KPMHS02, KPM05], which employs
a direct-shooting method to compute local optima of the non-convex FNC problem. If
more sophisticated traffic models are used, then even the computation of gradients for
optimization might become intractable and a black-box approach has to be pursued,
as for example in SCOOT [RB91], a commercial software package for dynamic traffic
control (and in its predecessor TRANSYT, for optimizing non-adaptive traffic signal
plans). SCOOT includes a tool to optimize control inputs via “a series of frequent
small adjustments to signal timings to minimise the modelled vehicle delays throughout the network”5 . For evaluation, micro-simulators like VISSIM [Fel94] and AIMSUN
[BC05] are available, which simulate the interactions between individual vehicles. Recently, the “traditional” fundamental diagram, which characterizes the flow-density relationship of an individual road (or lane), has also been generalized to district-sized
sub-networks of urban road networks by introducing the “macroscopic fundamental diagram” (which should be distinguished from macroscopic traffic models, as defined before)
[DG08, GD08, GS11]. The macroscopic fundamental diagram has also been employed
as a model in optimization-based traffic control [GHR13, HRG13, OMT14].
Since the objective of this thesis is to identify instances of the FNC problem that
can be reduced to convex problems and hence solved to global optimality, we consider
first-order models based on the CTM. Originally, the CTM was obtained as a discretization of the kinematic wave model [LW55, Ric56]. It describes road traffic by a linear
conservation law and the nonlinear fundamental diagram, which models the relation5

SCOOT product website, https://trlsoftware.co.uk/products/traffic_control/scoot, accessed 13.05.2018
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ship between traffic flow and traffic density. Finite-horizon optimal control problems
for systems modeled by the CTM lead to non-convex optimization problems in general,
due to the nonlinear fundamental diagram. However, a convex optimization problem is
obtained if a concave fundamental diagram is assumed (as in e.g. [CB95, Cas12], but
not [PBHS90a]; see [Jac06] for a comprehensive overview of parametric models for the
fundamental diagram) and the corresponding constraints, modeling local traffic demand
and the supply of free space on the road, are relaxed. In particular, a linear program is
obtained if a triangular or trapezoidal fundamental diagram is used [Zil00]. In general,
an optimal solution of the relaxed problem does not satisfy the dynamics of the CTM,
but subsequent work has identified conditions for which the relaxation yields solutions
that are feasible in the original, non-relaxed problem, or solutions which can be readily
mapped to a feasible solution with equal objective value. In particular, it turns out that
for a freeway segment with only onramp and off-ramp junctions, solutions of the relaxed
problem are feasible with respect to the CTM dynamics [GH06]. This result relies on
the assumption that onramps are metered and inflow from onramps is not obstructed by
mainline congestion, while off-ramps are assumed to be uncongested and hence, they do
not obstruct mainline flow via congestion spillback. In [GHK+ 08] it has been shown that
the corresponding model, called the asymmetric CTM (ACTM), is in fact a monotone
system.
It is natural to ask whether monotonicity properties can be leveraged to facilitate
the analysis and control of systems based on the CTM. However, it turns out that the
dynamics of first-in, first-out (FIFO) diverging junctions as used in the CTM are not
monotone with respect to the positive orthant, or any other orthant order [CA15].6
In [CA16], it is shown that certain compartmental models for traffic networks satisfy
a mixed-monotonicity property instead, and it is emphasized that the non-monotone
dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions are exactly what dynamic traffic control should
target in order to realize improvements over the uncontrolled case. Strong results on
the dynamical properties of a class of monotone, first-order dynamical flow networks, in
particular regarding robustness, stability and convergence behavior, are summarized in
[Com17]. Since the dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions are monotone in the uncongested region of the state space, these results apply locally to uncongested equilibria of
the CTM, however, they do not extend to the congested case. A similar idea has also
been employed to analyze the robustness of optimal trajectories [CLS16]. Alternative
6

[Car92] already identified the FIFO behavior of road traffic as major cause for non-convexity of DTA
problems, much before monotonicity of traffic dynamics or the lack thereof was analyzed. In addition
to issues due to FIFO diverging junctions, [Car92] also discusses the problems arising if the flow of
different commodities (e.g. different types of vehicles or traffic streams with different origin-destination
maps), that traverse the traffic network in FIFO manner, is optimized. An extension of the CTM for
multi-commodity traffic networks is described in [Pap90], but the analysis of such a model is out of the
scope of this thesis.
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models for diverging junctions with monotone (with respect to the positive orthant) dynamics have also been suggested [LCRS14, LCS14], but these models do not preserve
the turning rates. In routing problems, the turning rates are not assumed to be fixed a
priori, but they are actuated variables instead. With actuated turning rates, diverging
junctions do not exhibit FIFO dynamics, allowing one to circumvent the issues arising
from the non-monotone effects. In particular, it has been shown that a certain class
of distributed, monotone routing policies is maximally resilient towards capacity reductions in individual links, in a worst-case setting [CSA+ 13b, CSA+ 13a]. These results
make use of monotonicity of a class of flow networks with infinite cell capacities. In
an alternative setting with finite cell capacities, it was shown that certain monotone
routing policies stabilize maximum-throughput equilibria by explicitly making use of the
back-propagation of congestion [CLS15].
It has also been suggested that solutions to the relaxed FNC problem (using relaxed
demand and supply constraints) for arbitrary networks can be made feasible if flow
control is available in every cell of the CTM, for example via variable speed limits
[MH12, CLS16]. However, it is questionable whether the assumption of flow control in
every cell is realistic, in particular for freeway networks. Even if variable speed limits are
implemented, possible operation modes are usually restricted, with only a few, discrete
speed limits to chose from and constraints on how often these may change, both spatially
and temporally. Therefore, a crucial question is whether demand control in every cell is
necessary to achieve the optimal cost of the relaxed problem, or if, for example, ramp
metering is sufficient to do so. An answer is known for the special case of a symmetric
triangular fundamental diagram in which the congestion wave speed is equal to the freeflow velocity in every cell. In this case, the solution to the relaxed FNC problem can be
made feasible by only controlling flows into merging junctions [CLS16, Proposition 2].
In this thesis, we will generalize this result to more general shapes of the fundamental
diagram.
A problem for all model- and optimization-based FNC policies is the inherent uncertainty in traffic models. In particular, the model evolution depends on future traffic demands. Uncertainty in traffic demand predictions is a major challenge for traffic control [PZ01]. In addition, real-world measurements show significant variance in
the observed fundamental diagram, in particular during times of congestion, see e.g.
[DGK+ 09, KV10, CdWMO+ 15] for recent real-world case studies. The system evolution
is particularly sensitive to variance in the cell capacity, that is, in the maximum equilibrium flow [MDH11]. Many of the proposed traffic control policies rely purely on feedback
to mitigate the effects of uncertainty, but use a certainty-equivalent approach for prediction and optimization. However, some recent work considers the effects of uncertainty
explicitly. If one makes the additional assumption that a control policy can always be
found which keeps all roads in free flow, for all possible external traffic demands, then one
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can use the fact that the traffic network dynamics (including FIFO diverging junctions)
are monotone in the uncongested region. In turn, one can certify that any policy that
keeps the network in free-flow for the worst-case (pointwise-maximal) external demand
achieves the same for any other (smaller) external demand pattern [SB16]. However, being able to always keep a traffic network in free-flow is a very strong assumption, which
is typically not satisfied for those traffic network that one seeks to control actively. The
robustness analysis provided by [CLS16, Propositions 3 and 4] relies on a similar idea, as
it is assumed that the perturbed trajectory remains in the free-flow region. Therefore,
it does not extend to trajectories in which congestion backlog blocks upstream diverging
junctions. In [KV12], an approach for traffic forecasting has been proposed, which is
robust to variations in external traffic demand and in the fundamental diagram, so long
as these are contained in compact uncertainty sets. The method relies on monotonicity
to keep the problem tractable, however, the non-monotone behavior of FIFO diverging
junctions necessitates the use of over-approximations of the resulting uncertainty sets
of the predicted states. This means that the bounds on predicted states can become
prohibitively conservative (that is, very loose) quickly, in particular if the initial state
is close to the boundary between free-flow and congested states. In this thesis, we will
address the FNC problem in the presence of model and prediction uncertainty. In case
merging junctions are controlled, and if certain conditions on the demand and supply
functions and on the uncertainty sets are met, we show that the FNC problem in the
presence of uncertainty can be reduced to a convex problem.
A special case of the FNC problem is of particular interest: the control of a freeway
segment by ramp metering. Ramp metering refers to the active control of the inflow of
cars onto a freeway via the onramps, by means of controlling a traffic light at every onramp. Freeway ramp metering has been established as an effective and practically useful
tool to improve traffic flows on congestion-prone freeways [PDD+ 03, PK00]. If studied
using the CTM (and assuming that certain technical conditions are satisfied), this special
case admits a convex reformulation [GH06], which makes it suitable for optimizationbased control. In practice, policies based on integral and proportional-integral feedback
laws [PBHS90a, PBHS90b, Ste94] have achieved considerable success. Particularly noteworthy is the widely-applied, decentralized Alinea policy [PHSB91] and its variants, for
example extensions for the automatic estimation of the critical density [SPK04] and for
the control of a distant, downstream bottleneck [WKPP14]. In such ramp metering
policies, local ramp metering controllers operate based on measurements from sensors in
close vicinity to a particular onramp. Extensions like HERO (“HEuristic Ramp metering
coOrdination”) realize ramp coordination via mostly heuristic (but well-tested) coordination rules and with only a limited exchange of information [PP08, PPVG10]. These
control policies have been shown to rival the performance of optimal ramp metering
policies in certain real-world evaluations [PKMP10]. While it is apparent that local or
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rule-based coordinated feedback controllers are far easier to implement than model-based
optimal control policies, it is not obvious under what conditions the performance of distributed, non-predictive ramp metering policies comes close to the centralized, optimal
control solution. A special case for which the optimal control policy can be explicitly
constructed is analyzed in [ZL04]. It is stated that the structure of the explicit solution
“explains why some local metering algorithms [...] are successful – they are really close
to the most-efficient logic”. However, no proof of optimality is provided. In this thesis,
we use monotonicity to derive sufficient conditions for global optimality of a particular
decentralized ramp metering policy, which can be interpreted as an “idealized” (relying
on perfect model knowledge instead of integral feedback) version of Alinea.
The theory of monotone systems will be essential in deriving the results in this
thesis. Basic definitions and relevant results are summarized separately in Chapter 2,
“Preliminaries on monotone systems”, where a review of the corresponding literature is
also provided.

1.3

Outline and contributions

In this thesis, we address the FNC problem with the objective of minimizing the total
time spent (TTS) by all vehicles, for traffic networks modeled by a compartmental model
based on the CTM. In particular, diverging junctions are modeled using the FIFO rule.
Our main objective is to extend the range of problems which can be efficiently solved to
optimality, that is, for which a convex reformulation is available.
To this end, we consider a subclass of FNC problems, for which additional assumptions hold. In particular, we assume that merging junctions are controlled, that demand functions are concave, non-decreasing, and that supply functions are concave,
non-increasing. The traffic network model is described in detail in Chapter 3. A central
result of this thesis is that the convex relaxation of the FNC problem for a network
satisfying the previously described assumptions is tight. Our proof of this result makes
uses of monotonicity of the dynamics of the corresponding traffic model. This might be
surprising, since it is well-known that FIFO diverging junctions are not monotone with
respect to the positive orthant, or any orthant order. However, we show that they are
monotone with respect to a polyhedral cone (which is not an orthant). Equivalently,
one can transform the traffic dynamics via a state transformation into an equivalent system representation, which we call the augmented, cumulative CTM (ACCTM).7 If our
7

In fact, we first define the cumulative CTM (CCTM), which contains one particular constraint that
violates state monotonicity, and then augment the CCTM to obtain a state-monotone reformulation,
hence the name.
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assumptions on the control of merging junctions and on demand and supply functions
hold, then the ACCTM is convex and monotone in its states. We show that convex
relaxations of finite-horizon, optimal control problems for convex, state-monotone systems (with convex, state-monotone cost functions) are tight, in general. Hence, the
convex relaxation of the FNC problem with controlled merging junctions is tight, and
we demonstrate how to map any solution of the relaxed problem to a solution of the
original, non-convex FNC problem with equal objective value. The main contributions
of Chapter 4, where we derive these results, are summarized below. Citations in bold
denote publications where the corresponding result was first published.
(i) FIFO-diverging junctions are monotone with respect to a polyhedral cone [SL18c].
(ii) The convex relaxation of the FNC problem for networks with controlled merging
junctions, concave, non-decreasing demand functions and concave, non-increasing
supply functions is tight. Existing results make more restrictive assumptions on the
network structure [GH06], the available actuation [MH12] or demand and supply
functions [CLS16]. This result was first published in [SL18a].
(iii) The previous result follows from state-monotonicity and convexity of the ACCTM
dynamics, constraints and objective. Hence, it generalizes to model variants as long
as these preserve state-monotonicity and convexity (in ACCTM states) [SL18a].
(iv) Convexity and state-monotonicity of dynamics, constraints and objective imply
that a system (in particular the ACCTM) is optimally operated at steady-state,
that is, repeating a cycle will not improve the average objective value (the average
traffic throughput) over the objective value in the optimal equilibrium [SRGL17].
The proof of the latter result for general convex, state-monotone systems is presented in
Section 2.4.2, while the application to the ACCTM is presented in Section 4.2.1.
In Chapter 5, we consider a generalization of the deterministic FNC problem and
consider the impact of uncertainty in the model parameters. It turns out that monotonicity of a suitable reformulation of the traffic dynamics can also be leveraged for
analyzing the impact of model uncertainty and uncertain predictions of future, external
traffic demand. In particular, we assume that uncertainty sets of a suitable shape for
these quantities are known and we seek to optimize the worst-case system performance
in terms of TTS.
A central insight of this thesis is that for traffic networks with controlled merging
junctions, the problem of optimal control in the presence of uncertainty turns out to be
simpler than predicting tight bounds on the evolution of the uncontrolled system. The
reason for this seemingly counterintuitive observation is that in general, the worst-case
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uncertainty realization is hard to identify for the uncontrolled traffic network. For example, an increase in the external traffic demand may lead to an improvement of the overall
TTS. However, we show that the same is not true if control of merging flows is available.
In this case, the worst-case uncertainty realization can be identified and the optimization becomes tractable. We also analyze how the optimal, robust feedback policy can
be accurately approximated by receding horizon policies, which can be evaluated more
efficiently, while retaining robustness guarantees. In summary, the main contributions
of Chapter 5 are as follows.
(v) The robust counterpart to the FNC problem, which accounts for uncertainty in the
fundamental diagram and in predictions of future, external traffic demand, admits
a convex reformulation [SL18b].
(vi) Monotonicity of the traffic dynamics implies that the point-wise maximal external
demand realization and the point-wise minimal demand and supply functions are
the worst-case uncertainty realization for traffic networks with optimally-controlled
merging junctions. The same is not necessarily true if merging junctions are not
controlled, as demonstrated via counterexamples [SL18b].
(vii) A robust MPC controller with worst-case performance guarantees is proposed
[SL18b].
We also consider a practically relevant, special case of the FNC problem: the control
of a freeway segment via ramp metering. The network graph forms a line topology in
this case, to which metered onramps merging onto the freeway are attached. This special
case is of particular interest, since it is the first instance of the FNC problem for which
exactness of the convex relaxation was proven [GH06]. The former, known result can
be interpreted as a special case of our more general result on the optimal control of
traffic networks with controlled merging junctions, but monotonicity arguments can be
leveraged to obtain even stronger results. In particular, we use monotonicity to derive
sufficient conditions for global optimality of a particular, decentralized ramp metering
policy, called the best-effort policy. This result provides a theoretical explanation of why
and when the performance of distributed, non-predictive ramp metering and optimal
control policies coincide. The assumption of perfect model knowledge employed in the
definition of the best-effort policy is not practical, and it is only made to keep the
theoretical analysis tractable. We proceed to show in a numerical study that the besteffort policy can in turn be interpreted as an idealized version of the successful Alinea
policy, which replaces the need for perfect model knowledge with feedback. This work
is presented in Chapter 6, and its main contributions are summarized in the following.
(viii) Sufficient optimality conditions for global optimality of decentralized ramp metering are derived, based on monotonicity arguments [SRL17].
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(ix) We demonstrate numerically that the Alinea policy shows similar closed-loop behavior as the best-effort policy, which explains why in the absence of a capacity
drop, it achieves nearly optimal performance [SRL17].

1.4

Publications

This thesis is comprised of content from published, peer-reviewed articles, as well as
manuscripts which are currently under review, in particular
[SRL17] Marius Schmitt, Chithrupa Ramesh, and John Lygeros. Sufficient optimality conditions for distributed, non-predictive ramp metering in the monotonic
cell transmission model. Transportation Research Part B: Methodological, 105:401
– 422, 2017,
[SRGL17] Marius Schmitt, Chithrupa Ramesh, Paul Goulart, and John Lygeros.
Convex, monotone systems are optimally operated at steady-state. In Proceedings
of the IEEE American Control Conference (ACC), pages 2662–2667, 2017,
[SL18a] Marius Schmitt and John Lygeros. An exact convex relaxation of the
freeway network control problem with controlled merging junctions. Transportation
Research Part B: Methodological, 114:1–25, 2018,
[SL18b] Marius Schmitt and John Lygeros. On convexity of the robust freeway network control problem in the presence of model uncertainty. Submitted to
Transportation Research Part B: Methodological, under review. Preprint available:
arXiv:1803.11163, 2018.
In addition, content from the technical note
[SL18c] Marius Schmitt and John Lygeros. On monotonicity of FIFO-diverging
junctions. arXiv preprint [online]. Available: arXiv:1802.08065, 2018,
which has been made available online, but without peer-review, is used. The following
papers have also been published during my doctorate but are not part of this thesis.
[SGGL15] Marius Schmitt, Paul Goulart, Angelos Georghiou, and John Lygeros.
Flow-maximizing equilibria of the cell transmission model. In Proceedings of the
European Control Conference (ECC), pages 2634–2639. IEEE, 2015,
[RSL16] Chithrupa Ramesh, Marius Schmitt, and John Lygeros. Distributed
learning in the presence of disturbances. In Proceedings of the European Control
Conference (ECC), pages 257–262. IEEE, 2016.
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In [SGGL15], the freeway ramp metering problem is analyzed and conditions are provided
that ensure that a closed-loop equilibrium maximizes throughput. In particular, if Alinea
converges to an equilibrium in the presence of constant external traffic demand, then this
equilibrium maximizes throughput. This work can be seen as a predecessor to [SL18a],
where optimality of ramp metering policies for finite horizon problems with time-varying
external demand is discussed.
The main purpose of the learning strategy described in [RSL16] is to demonstrate
that even under very weak assumptions on model knowledge and with limited communication between local controllers, distributed policies can be designed, which converge to
favorable equilibria eventually. The functionality of such a policy is demonstrated on an
example for coordinated ramp metering in the presence of a capacity drop, but policies
combining model knowledge and heuristics, like the one described in Section 4.3.2 of this
thesis, outperform it substantially.
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CHAPTER

Preliminaries on monotone systems
Monotone systems are systems that preserve the ordering of trajectories. In this thesis, we will make extensive use of the theory of monotone systems in order to analyze the dynamics of traffic networks and to optimize their operation. In the following, we will introduce basic definitions and results for monotone systems. We will first
present the continuous-time case, which is considered in the majority of literature concerning monotonicity (or the lack thereof) of traffic network dynamics, in particular in
[LCRS14, LCS14, CA15, CA16]. Definitions and basic results concerning monotonicity
of discrete-time systems are introduced subsequently. Discrete-time models as used in
[GH06, MH12] are better suited for formulating finite-horizon optimal control problems
that can be solved numerically. For this reason, we will use discrete-time models in the
majority of this thesis.1
In the following, we use R to denote the set of real numbers, R+ = [0, +∞) for the set
of non-negative real numbers and consequently, Rn+ for the closed, positive orthant. The
integers are denoted as Z and the natural numbers {0, 1, . . . } as N. For the cartesian
product of sets Si for i ∈ I, we write
Si . The symbols ≥ and ≤ denote component-

×
i∈I

wise inequalities. The kth component of a vector x ∈ Rn is denoted as xk . Analogously,
if the components of some vector are indexed using elements e of some finite set S, then
we write xe . Instead of referring to a subset S ⊂ S of components as “xe , for all e ∈ S”,
we occasionally write xe∈S , if the latter version is convenient. Additional notation will
be introduced throughout the thesis, but in particular in the remainder of this chapter,
where monotone systems are introduced, and in Chapter 3, where the traffic model is
defined.

1

To show that central results extend to the continuous-time case, we include the monotonicity analysis
of the continuous-time traffic dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2. Preliminaries on monotone systems

2.1

Basic definitions

In this section, we introduce basic definitions that are required to define partial orders,
and, in turn, monotone systems. To begin with, recall the basic definitions of convex
sets, convex functions and cones, e.g. from [BV04].
Definition 2.1 (Convex set). A set X ⊆ Rn is convex if for all x, y ∈ X and λ ∈ [0, 1],
it holds that λx + (1 − λ)y ∈ X.
Definition 2.2 (Convex/ concave function). A real-valued function f : X → R is convex,
if its domain X ⊆ Rn is convex and for every x, y ∈ X and all λ ∈ [0, 1], it holds that

f λx + (1 − λ)y ≤ λf (x) + (1 − λ)f (y). The function f : X → R is concave, if −f (·)
is convex.
In later sections, we will also consider vector valued functions f : X → Rm . We will
call such functions convex if every component fi (·), for i = 1, . . . , m, is a convex function.
Definition 2.3 (Cone). A set K ⊆ Rn is a cone if for every x ∈ K and every λ ∈ R,
λ > 0, it follows that λx ∈ K. A cone is called pointed if K ∩ (−K) = {0}. It is called
proper if it is closed, convex, pointed and has non-empty interior.
Example 2.1. The closed, positive orthant Rn+ is a closed, convex and pointed cone. It
is also proper.
For any proper cone K ⊂ Rn , we can define the dual cone by using the scalar product
hx, yi := x> y, for x, y ∈ Rn .
Definition 2.4 (Dual cone). The dual cone of a proper cone K ⊆ Rn is defined as
K ∗ := {y ∈ Rn : hx, yi ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ K}.
∗
Example 2.2. The closed, positive orthant Rn+ is self-dual, that is, Rn+ = Rn+ .
The dual of a proper cone is again a proper cone. To define monotone systems as
systems that preserve the ordering of trajectories, we need the concept of a partial order.
Definition 2.5 (Partial order, [BC17, Section 1.3]). A partial order is a binary relation
x  y, defined for elements x and y of a set S, which is
(i) reflexiv: x  x, for all x ∈ S,
(ii) transitive: x  y, y  z implies that x  z, for all x, y, z ∈ S and
(iii) antisymmetric: x  y, y  x implies that x = y, for all x, y ∈ S.
Closed, convex and pointed cones are of particular interest, since such a cone can be
used to define a partial order on Rn via generalized inequalities.
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Proposition 2.1 ( [RW09, Proposition 3.38] ). Consider a closed, convex and pointed
cone K ⊂ Rn . A partial order is defined by generalized inequalities of the form x K y,
where x K y iff x − y ∈ K, for x, y ∈ Rn .
Note that for a partial order defined by a generalized inequality, condition (i) is
satisfied if 0 ∈ K, which is implied if K is pointed, condition (ii) is satisfied if K is a
convex cone and condition (iii) follows if the cone K is pointed.
Remark 2.1. Some authors, in particular [BV04], restrict their attention to proper
cones, that is, closed, convex and pointed cones with non-empty interior, when defining a
partial order. We emphasize that the assumption of a non-empty interior is not necessary
for defining a partial order according to Definition 2.5, see also [RW09, BC17].2
Remark 2.2. The relations x K y iff x − y ∈ K, x 6= y and x K y iff x − y ∈ int(K),
where int(K) denotes the interior of the cone K, are also often considered [HS05]. In
particular, they are used to define strong monotonicity of dynamical systems, a property
which helps in analyzing convergence to equilibria [AS03]. By definition, x and y such
that x K y only exist if the cone K has non-empty interior. However, we do not use
the concept of strong monotonicity in this thesis.
Example 2.3. The partial order induced by the closed, positive orthant Rn+ is identical
to the partial order defined via component-wise inequalities, that is,
x Rn+ y

⇐⇒

xi ≥ yi , i = 1, . . . , n.

Using partial orders, we can define monotone functions.
Definition 2.6 (Monotone function). A function f : X → X, with X ⊆ Rn , is monotone
with respect to the partial order induced by a closed, convex and pointed cone K ⊂ Rn if
for all x, y ∈ X such that x K y it follows that f (x) K f (y).
For the sake of brevity, we also say in short that such a function is monotone with
respect to K.
Example 2.4. A function f : Rn → Rn in which every component is non-decreasing
in each argument xi , i = 1, . . . , n, is by definition monotone with respect to the positive
orthant.
2

Restricting one’s attention to conic inequalities (i.e. x K y or equivalently, x − y ∈ K) using only
proper cones K has the advantage that the treatment of duality in convex optimization is simplified,
since the dual of a proper cone is again a proper cone.
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2.2

Continuous-time systems

Consider a system defined via differential equations
ẋ = f (x).

(2.1)

We assume that the function f is defined on some open set X ⊂ Rn , that f is locally
Lipschitz continuous and that the solutions x(t) = Ψ(t, x0 ) are well-defined for all x0 ∈ X
and all t ≥ 0. In particular, this means that the set X needs to be forward invariant.
Consider a closed, convex and pointed cone K ⊂ Rn and the induced partial order, where
x K y iff x − y ∈ K. Such an ordering is used to define a monotone system.
Definition 2.7 (Monotone dynamical system). An autonomous system Ψ : R+ ×X → X
of the form (2.1) is monotone with respect to the cone K if for all x0 , y0 ∈ X with
x0 K y0 it holds that
Ψ(t, x0 ) K Ψ(t, y0 )
for all t ≥ 0.
This definition can be generalized, for example, the system may not be defined via
a differential equation. A comprehensive overview over monotone dynamical systems is
provided in [HS06]. There also exist infinitesimal characterizations of monotonicity for
systems defined via differential equations, such as the quasi-monotone condition [HS06,
Theorem 3.2].
Lemma 2.2 (Quasi-monotone condition). The system (2.1) is monotone with respect to
the proper cone K if and only if it satisfies the quasi-monotone condition, that is, for all
x, y ∈ X, and all ζ ∈ K ∗ ,
x K y, ζ > x = ζ > y =⇒ ζ > f (x) ≥ ζ > f (y),
where K ∗ is the dual cone.
Note in particular that we have assumed that K has non-empty interior in the previous lemma. For systems that are monotone with respect to the positive orthant, the
quasi-monotone condition reduces to the Kamke-Müller conditions [HS06, Equation 3.3].
Lemma 2.3 (Kamke-Müller conditions). An autonomous system of the form (2.3) is
monotone with respect to Rn+ if and only if
x ≤ y and xi = yi =⇒ fi (x) ≤ fi (y),
for all x, y ∈ X.
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The Kamke-Müller conditions imply that fi (x) is nondecreasing in xj for i 6= j. If
f (x) is differentiable, this means that
∂fi
(x) ≥ 0,
∂xj

∀i 6= j.

The concept of autonomous, monotone systems has been generalized to systems with
inputs. Consider the controlled system defined via the differential equation
ẋ = f (x, u).

(2.2)

We assume that f is defined on X × U, where X ⊆ Rn and U ⊆ Rm are open sets, that

f is locally Lipschitz continuous in x and u, and that solutions x(t) = Ψ t, x0 , u(t) are
well-defined, for all x0 ∈ X, all piecewise-continuous inputs u(t) : R+ → U (we denote
the set of all such functions as U[0,+∞) ) and all t ≥ 0. In particular, this means that the
set X must be forward-invariant for all such inputs u(t). Consider closed, convex and
pointed cones Kx ⊂ Rn and Ku ⊂ Rm .
Definition 2.8 (Monotone controlled system, [AS03]). A controlled dynamical system
Ψ : R+ × X × U[0,+∞) → X of the form (2.2) is monotone with respect to Kx and Ku if
for all x0 , y0 ∈ X with x0 Kx y0 and u(t) Ku v(t), for all t, it holds that
Ψ(t, x0 , u(t)) Kx Ψ(t, y0 , v(t))
for all t ≥ 0.
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 can be generalized to systems with inputs, see [AS03, Theorems
1 and 2] and the subsequent discussion for the former lemma, and [AS03, Equation (7)
and Proposition III.2] for the latter one. The special case of Kx = Rn+ and Ku = Rm
+
(including the case m = 0, that is, autonomous systems) is of particular interest. Such
systems are known as cooperative systems, although many authors restrict their attention
exclusively to this case and refer to these systems simply as “monotone” systems.
The fact that “such [monotone] semiflows [...] have severely restricted dynamics”
[HS05, Sec. 1.1] (a statement that generalizes to controlled, monotone systems) can be
exploited to simplify the system theoretic analysis and, for controlled systems, the controller design. Fundamental results on the asymptotic behavior of monotone systems are
described in detail in [HS05]. In particular, monotonicity can be helpful in verifying stability of a system. Asymptotic stability of an autonomous, cooperative system defined on
a compact state space can be verified via separable Lyapunov functions [RRD13, IRR14].
The stability and convergence behavior of feedback interconnections of controlled, monotone systems is studied in [AS03, AS04b]. Even stronger results are available for positive
systems, that is, systems that are linear and monotone [FR11]. Some control tasks that
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are difficult for non-monotone, linear systems are greatly simplified for positive systems.
In particular, stabilizing controllers for bounded control inputs can be found via linear
programming [RT07], distributed controllers can be synthesized using linear programming [Ran11, Ran15] and computing the structured singular value (used in the design
of robust feedback controllers) is greatly simplified [CS16].
Monotone systems are encountered for instance in the study of transportation networks [GHK+ 08, LCRS14, CA16], in the study of certain chemical reaction networks
[DLAS07], in molecular biology [AS03, AS04a] and in consensus networks [DCJ18].

2.3

Discrete-time systems

In this thesis, we will make use of monotonicity to simplify the solution of finite-horizon
optimal control problems for traffic networks. Which this objective in mind, we consider
discrete-time systems in the majority of this thesis, in order to obtain finite-dimensional
optimization problems, whose solution is numerically tractable. In this section, we will
introduce discrete-time counterparts of the definitions in the previous section. We will
tailor these definitions to our needs: in particular, we will consider time-varying systems and systems with joint state-input constraints. Consider a discrete-time dynamical
system of the form

x(t + 1) = ft x(t), u(t) ,
(2.3)
with t ∈ N, where the time-index in ft (·) indicates that the dynamics may be timevarying, subject to joint state-input constraints of the form

gt x(t), u(t) ≤ 0,
(2.4)
which may also be time-varying. The sets Vt ⊆ X × U denote the sets of all feasible

state-input pairs Vt := x ∈ X, u ∈ U : gt (x, u) ≤ 0 . As before, we assume that X ⊆ Rn
and U ⊆ Rm . The systems dynamics (2.3) are only defined for feasible state-input pairs,
that is, ft : Vt → X, whereas the constraint functions are defined for all x ∈ X and
u ∈ U, that is, gt : X × U → Rl , for some l ∈ N.
Definition 2.9. Consider closed, convex and pointed cones Kx ⊂ Rn and Ku ⊆ Rm .
A discrete-time dynamical system of the form (2.3), equipped with joint state-input constraints of the form (2.4), is called
(i) monotone with respect to Kx and Ku if for all (x, u) ∈ Vt and all y ∈ X, v ∈ U
such that x Kx y and u Ku v, it holds that (y, v) ∈ Vt and


ft x, u Kx ft y, v ,
for all t ∈ N.
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(ii) state-monotone with respect to Kx if for all (x, u) ∈ Vt and all y ∈ X such that
x Kx y, it holds that (y, u) ∈ Vt and


ft x, u Kx ft y, u ,
for all t ∈ N.
The incorporation of joint state-input constraints into the definition of a controlled,
discrete-time monotone system seems to be novel. However, such systems can be seen
as a generalization of monotone maps [HS05]. Different from the continuous-time case,

where Definition 2.8 uses the system evolution Ψ t, x0 , u(t) to define monotonicity, we
define monotonicity (respectively, state-monotonicity) in the discrete-time case using the
transition map ft and the feasible sets Vt . In this sense, Definition 2.9 is closer to the
infinitesimal characterization used in Lemma 2.3. Nevertheless, monotonicity of system
(2.3) implies that the ordering of trajectories is preserved, in the following sense.
Lemma 2.4. Consider a system of the form (2.3), equipped with joint state-input con
straints of the form (2.4), and a feasible trajectory x(t), u(t) for t ∈ {0, . . . , T } =: T

(including the case T → +∞), that is, x(t), u(t) ∈ Vt for all t ∈ T .
(i) Assume the system is monotone with respect to Kx and Ku . For all y(0) ∈ X such
that x(0) Kx y(0) and all inputs v(t) ∈ U such that u(t) Ku v(t) (for all t ∈ T ),

the trajectory defined by y(t + 1) = ft y(t), v(t) is feasible and x(t) Kx y(t), for
all t ∈ T .
(ii) Assume the system is state-monotone with respect to Kx . For all y(0) ∈ X such

that x(0) Kx y(0), the trajectory defined by y(t + 1) = ft y(t), u(t) is feasible and
x(t) Kx y(t), for all t ∈ T .
Proof. In both cases, x(0) Kx y(0) by assumption. Part (i) can be proven via induction:

assume that x(t) Kx y(t). Together with u(t) Ku v(t), this implies that y(t), v(t) ∈
Vt , according to Definition 2.9, and that


x(t + 1) = ft x(t), u(t) Kx ft y(t), v(t) = y(t + 1).
The proof of part (ii) follows along the same lines.
If monotonicity with respect to the positive orthant is considered, that is, for Kx = Rn+
and Ku = Rm
+ , then the conditions for certifying monotonicity simplify, analogously to
the Kamke-Müller conditions for the continuous-time case.
Corollary 2.5. Consider monotonicity with respect to Kx = Rn+ and Ku = Rm
+ . Then,
a system of the form (2.3), equipped with joint state-input constraints of the form (2.4),
is
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(i) monotone if the functions ft (x, u) are non-decreasing in every component of x
and u, for all (x, u) ∈ Vt , and the functions gt (x, u) are non-decreasing in every
component of x and u, for all x ∈ X, u ∈ U and all t ∈ N.
(ii) state-monotone if the functions ft (x, u) are non-decreasing in every component
of x, for all (x, u) ∈ Vt and the functions gt (x, u) are non-decreasing in every
component of x, for all x ∈ X and for all t ∈ N.

The condition that gt (x, u) is non-decreasing in x and u is not necessary for monotonicity with respect to the positive orthant, since redundant constraints might be included in gt (·), which do not influence the shape of the feasible sets Vt . However, the
condition that ft (x, u) is non-decreasing in every component of x and u (in every component of x) for all (x, u) ∈ Vt is necessary for monotonicity (state-monotonicity) with
respect to the positive orthant.3
For the majority of this thesis, we will avoid analyzing monotonicity of a system with
respect to general, convex cones K 6= Rn+ directly. Instead, we will frequently resort to
deriving an equivalent system representation in new coordinates, for example via state
transformations or by augmenting the state space, such that the system in the new coordinates is monotone with respect to the positive orthant. The main reason for this
approach is that we will make use of recent results for convex, state-monotone systems,
introduced in Section 2.4, that require monotonicity with respect to the positive orthant.
However, it is important to realize that many of our partial results, which assert monotonicity of some transformed system (obtained via a linear state transformation) with
respect to Rn+ also imply that the corresponding, original system is monotone with respect to some polyhedral cone K, which can be constructed based on the transformation.
Hence, transforming the systems of interest is only a method to facilitate analysis, but
the results ultimately depend on monotonicity of the original system dynamics.4
From now on, we will use the term “monotone” (without further clarifier) to mean
“monotone with respect to the positive orthant”, although we will occasionally use the
longer, explicit expression when we want to emphasize this fact. If monotonicity with
respect to any other partial order is considered, we will state so explicitly.

3

Otherwise, there exists (x, u) ∈ Vt and (y, v) ∈ Vt with x ≥ y, u ≥ v, such that for some i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, ft,i (x, u) < ft,i (y, v), where ft,i (·) denotes the ith -component of the dynamics. This implies
ft,i (x, u) − ft,i (y, v) ∈
/ Rn+ , hence, the system is not monotone with respect to the positive orthant. The
case for state-monotonicity is analogous.
4
This insight is discussed in more detail in Proposition 4.6 and the subsequent discussion and in
Appendix A.
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Convex, state-monotone systems

Monotonicity of a dynamical system has proven to be a helpful property in analyzing
stability. In conjunction with additional assumptions, monotonicity has also been shown
to simplify optimal control problems. The strongest results are available for positive
systems, that is, systems that are both linear and monotone (recall that here and subsequently, “monotone” means “monotone with respect to the positive orthant”). We will
not assume linearity of the system dynamics, but we are interested in the special case of
systems with both state-monotone and convex dynamics.
Definition 2.10. A discrete-time, dynamical system of the form (2.3), equipped with
joint state-input constraints of the form (2.4), is called convex, state-monotone if the
system is state-monotone, the sets X and U are closed and convex and the functions


ft x(t), u(t) , describing the system dynamics, and the functions gt x(t), u(t) , describing the constraints, are lower semi-continuous and each component is jointly convex in
x(t) and u(t), in the entire domain and for all t ∈ N.

Note that this definition implies that the sets Vt = x ∈ X, u ∈ U : gt (x, u) ≤ 0
are also closed and convex. Systems with dynamics that are both monotone and jointly
convex in state and input have first been studied in [RB14] and much of Section 2.4.1
follows their reasoning and results. However, unlike [RB14], we only assume statemonotonicity, that is, we drop the assumption of monotonicity in the inputs. In addition,
recall that our definition of a convex, state-monotone system includes joint state-input
constraints, unlike the theoretical result [RB14, Theorem 2].

2.4.1

Optimal finite-horizon control

We consider a convex, state-monotone system and seek to minimize a stage-wise, potentially time-varying cost function ct : X × U → R, for t = 0, . . . , T − 1, and a terminal

cost cT x(T ) over the horizon t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. We assume that the cost functions


ct x(t), u(t) and cT x(T ) are also lower semi-continuous, convex and state-monotone,
for every t. We consider the finite-horizon optimal control problem


PT −1
P ∗ := minimize
t=0 ct x(t), u(t) + cT x(T )
x(t),u(t)

subject to x(t + 1) = ft x(t), u(t) ,
(2.5)

x(t), u(t) ∈ Vt ,
x(0) given.
Here, P ∗ denotes the optimal value and we assume that it is attained. For such optimal
control problems over an horizon t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }, we assume that the constraints are
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imposed for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T −1}, without stating this explicitly. Such an optimization
problem is non-convex, in general, due to the non-linear equality constraints encoding
the system dynamics. However, it turns out that the convex relaxation


PT −1
R∗ := minimize
t=0 ct y(t), v(t) + cT y(T )
y(t),v(t)

subject to y(t + 1) ≥ ft y(t), v(t) ,
(2.6)

x(t), u(t) ∈ Vt ,
y(0) = x(0) given,
with optimal value R∗ can be used to construct a solution of the original problem. Note
that the nonlinear equality constraints have been relaxed in problem (2.6).
Theorem 2.6. For a convex, state-monotone system with convex, state-monotone stage
costs, the convex relaxation (2.6) is tight in the sense that for any feasible solution to
(2.6), there exists a feasible solution to (2.5) achieving the same or better cost and in
particular, the optimal values P ∗ and R∗ coincide.
The relaxation (2.6) may have non-unique optimizers, some of which are not feasible
in (2.5), but the proof of the theorem also demonstrates how to construct an optimizer
of the original problem from any optimizer of the convex relaxation.
Proof. The functions describing the cost, the system dynamics and the constraints are all
convex and thus the relaxation (2.6) is indeed a convex optimization problem. Assume

now that y ∗ (t), v ∗ (t) is a feasible solution (respectively, an optimizer) of the relaxed
problem. Consider the candidate solution u∗ (t) = v ∗ (t), x∗ (0) = y ∗ (0) and x∗ (t + 1) =

ft x∗ (t), u∗ (t) . Note that from x∗ (0) = y ∗ (0) and state-monotonicity of the dynamics,
it follows inductively that


x∗ (t) = ft x∗ (t − 1), u∗ (t − 1) ≤ ft y ∗ (t − 1), u∗ (t − 1) ≤ y ∗ (t), ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T } .



Together with y ∗ (t), v ∗ (t) ∈ Vt , this in turn implies that x∗ (t), u∗ (t) = x∗ (t), v ∗ (t) ∈

Vt , that is, x∗ (t), u∗ (t) is a feasible solution of the original problem. Furthermore, by
state-monotonicity of the cost,
T −1
X

T −1
 X

ct x∗ (t), u∗ (t) ≤
ct y ∗ (t), v ∗ (t) ,

t=0

t=0

which proves the existence of a feasible solution to the original problem (2.5) with equal

or better cost. Furthermore, if y ∗ (t), v ∗ (t) is an optimizer of the relaxed problem (2.6),
than the inequality implies that P ∗ ≤ R∗ . Since the second problem is a relaxation of
the first, P ∗ ≥ R∗ , and the second part of the claim follows.
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The existence of an exact, convex relaxation in the sense of Theorem 2.6 allows the
efficient solution of finite-horizon optimal control problems and is the main reason for
our interest in convex, state-monotone systems.

2.4.2

Optimal operation at steady-state

In model predictive control (MPC), finite-horizon problems as studied in the previous
section are solved at every time step. Then, the control input computed for the first
sampling interval is implemented, the horizon is shifted by one sampling interval and
the problem is re-solved [MRRS00, BBM17]. In classical MPC, positive-definite cost
functions are used, which, together with suitable terminal costs or terminal constraints,
ensure that the system converges to a desired equilibrium. However, one might also
choose to optimize a cost function which represents actual, economic performance criteria
like operation costs, production output or throughput of some commodity (e.g. vehicles/
traffic) through a network. This idea is known as economic MPC [EDC14, AAR12]. Typically, economic cost functions are not positive-definite and depending on the system, the
optimal operation might very well involve the system repeating a cycle [GZ14, MAA15].
Therefore, the question of which systems are optimally operated at steady state, that
is, systems for which there does not exist a periodic (or on-periodic) trajectory improving average infinite horizon cost over the cost incurred in the optimal equilibrium, is of
importance. The main result of this section is that under certain technical conditions,
convex, state-monotone systems are optimally operated at steady state.
We consider convex, state-monotone systems according to Definition 2.10, but restrict
our attention to time-invariant systems defined by (convex and state-monotone) time

invariant dynamics x(t + 1) = f x(t), u(t) and constraints g x(t), u(t) ≤ 0, with
the objective to minimize a time-invariant, lower semi-continuous, convex and state
monotone, stage-wise cost function c x(t), u(t) . As before, we use the feasible set of

state-input tuples V = x ∈ X, u ∈ U : g(x, u) ≤ 0 , which is now also time-invariant.
In addition, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. The sets X and U are closed, and they satisfy the following conditions:
(i) The set X is lower bounded, that is, there exists a finite x ∈ Rn such that x ≤ x
for all x ∈ X.
(ii) The cost is unbounded in positive directions, that is, for every c ≥ 0, there exists
x̄ such that for every x ∈ X such that x ≥ x̄, it follows that c(x, u) ≥ c, for all
u ∈ U.
(iii) The set U is compact.
(iv) The minimum c∗ = min c(x, u) s.t. x = f (x, u) is attained.
(x,u)∈V
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Assumption (iv) ensures that there exists a (potentially non-unique) equilibrium
(x , u∗ ) = arg min(x,u)∈V c(x, u) s.t. x = f (x, u) that we will call the optimal equilibrium.
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) ensure that there do not exist cost-optimal trajectories
for which certain states diverge. In practice, divergence of the states is hardly ever a
desired outcome5 . Note that if the system is defined on a compact, invariant set X, then
conditions (i) and (ii) are automatically satisfied.
∗

We seek to compare the long-term performance achievable by stabilizing the system
in the optimal equilibrium with the minimal infinite horizon average cost of any feasible trajectory. To this end, we first derive an auxiliary result that will be helpful in
constructing cost-efficient equilibria.
Lemma 2.7. Given a convex, state-monotone system with convex, state-monotone cost
satisfying Assumption 2.1, assume there exists a feasible state-input pair (x, u) ∈ V, such
that x ≥ f (x, u). Then, there exists a feasible equilibrium x◦ = f (x◦ , u), with (x◦ , u) ∈ V
and c(x◦ , u) ≤ c(x, u).
Proof. Consider the fixed point iteration
x(t + 1) = f (x(t), u) ,

x(0) := x.

We know that (x(0), u) = (x, u) ∈ V, hence x(1) = f (x, u) ≤ x(0) = x is well-defined.
Because of monotonicity of the system, we can conclude that x(t + 1) ≤ x(t) inductively,
noting in particular that this implies that (x(t + 1), u) ∈ V, which means that all iterates
are feasible. The iterates x(t) can be interpreted as the system trajectory for constant
control inputs u ∈ U, starting at initial state x(0) = x. The set X is forward invariant
and by Assumption 2.1, any x(t) ∈ X is bounded below by x ≤ x(t). Boundedness
and monotonicity of the sequence imply that the fixed point iteration converges to some
x◦ = f (x◦ , u). Note that x◦ ∈ X because X is closed and furthermore, x◦ ≤ x which
implies that (x◦ , u) ∈ V and, by monotonicity of the cost, that c(x◦ , u) ≤ c(x, u).
In the following, we will consider (finite or infinite) trajectories with initial state
x(0) ∈ X for feasible inputs u(t). We will use the notation xu (t, x(0)) to denote the state
x(t) of such a trajectory, whereby we implicitly assume that the trajectory is feasible, that

is, xu (t, x(0)), u(t) ∈ V. The average cost over any finite trajectory will be denoted
PT −1
as c (xu (t, x(0))) := T1 t=0
c (x(t), u(t)). We first restrict our attention to periodic
trajectories. If a finite trajectory returns to its initial state, i.e. xu (T, x(0)) = x(0), we
call it a cycle. The following result shows how to construct improving equilibria from
cycles.
5

Note that the assumption of radially unbounded costs, which is often invoked to exclude such a
behavior, is not suitable in this case, because of the assumption of monotonicity of the cost in the
states.
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Proposition 2.8. Consider a convex, state-monotone system with convex, state-monotone
cost satisfying Assumption 2.1. The average cost of any feasible cycle xu (t, x(0)) of finite,
but arbitrary length T is lower bounded by the cost in the optimal equilibrium.
P −1
xu (t, x(0))
Proof. For notational convenience, let us define the average state x̄ := T1 Tt=0
PT −1
1
and average input ū := T t=0 u(t) over some cycle. By convexity of X and U, x̄ ∈ X
and ū ∈ U and by convexity of the constraint functions,


1
g x̄, ū ≤ · g xu (t, x(0)), u(t) ≤ 0.
T
Therefore, f (x̄, ū) is well-defined and
T −1
T
T −1
X
1X
1X
1
x̄ =
xu (t, x(0)) =
xu (t, x(0)) =
· f (xu (t, x(0)), u(t)) ≥ f (x̄, ū)
T t=0
T t=1
T
t=0

by convexity of f . Moreover, by convexity of c
c̄ := c (xu (t, x(0))) ≥ c(x̄, ū).
Now, Lemma 2.7 implies the existence of a feasible equilibrium (x◦ , ū) improving over
the cost of the average state and input c(x◦ , ū) ≤ c(x̄, ū) ≤ c̄. Assumption 2.1 (iv)
asserts that a (not necessarily unique) optimal equilibrium with cost c∗ exists, so c∗ ≤
c(x◦ , ū) ≤ c̄, which is the desired result.
Note that this result does not require parts (ii) and (iii) of Assumption 2.1. In a
next step, we show that such a system is optimally operated at steady-state, that is,
that the average infinite horizon cost of any feasible trajectory is lower bounded by the
cost in the optimal equilibrium. To do so, let us first introduce the set of all feasible
state-action pairs that lead to a stage cost that is less than or equal to the cost incurred
in the optimal equilibrium:
Vc∗ := {(x, u) ∈ X × U : c(x, u) ≤ c∗ , g(x, u) ≤ 0}
Also, the following technical lemmas will be useful:
Lemma 2.9. The set Vc∗ is compact.
Lemma 2.10. For any infinite sequence (c(0), c(1), c(2), . . . ) with
c̄ := lim inf
T →∞

T −1
1X
c(t) = c∗ − δ < c∗
T t=0

and δ > 0, there exists a subsequence with indices T := (t1 , t2 , t3 , . . . ) such that for all
k ∈ Z+
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(i) c(tk ) ≤ c∗ and
P −1
∗
(ii) tk+11−tk τtk+1
=tk c(τ ) ≤ c −

δ
2

.

The proofs are provided in Appendix B.1. We are now ready to state the main result
of this section.
Theorem 2.11. Convex, state-monotone systems with convex, state-monotone cost functions satisfying Assumption 2.1 are optimally operated at steady-state, that is, the
minimum average infinite horizon cost achievable is equal to the cost in any optimal
equilibrium
c∗∞ := inf lim inf c (xu (t, x(0))) = c∗ .
x(0),u

T →∞

Proof. By definition, c∗∞ ≤ c∗ . Assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists an
initial state x(0) ∈ X and a feasible sequence of inputs u(t), such that
inf lim inf c (xu (t, x(0))) = c∗ − δ < c∗

x(0),u

T →∞

for some δ > 0. The proof relies on partitioning the trajectory into suitable intervals,
such that the system converges towards a cluster point at the end of each of these
intervals. Then, a procedure to construct an improving equilibrium from the trajectory
during these intervals similar to the proof of Proposition 2.8 is described.

Consider the sequence (c(0), c(1), c(2), . . . ) with c(t) := c xu (t, x(0)), u(t) . Let T :=
(t1 , t2 , t3 , . . . ) be a sequence of indices in accordance with Lemma 2.10. Since Vc∗ is
compact, the sequence (x(tk ), u(tk )) has a cluster point (x∞ , u∞ ) ∈ Vc∗ . Therefore, one
k→∞
can define new time indices S := {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . } ⊆ T such that x(sk ) −→ x∞ . These
new indices induce a partition of the time into segments {sk , . . . , sk+1 − 1} and we will
study the average state and input over each of these segments:
sk+1 −1
X
1
x̄(k) :=
x(τ ),
sk+1 − sk τ =s
k

sk+1 −1

ū(k) :=

X
1
u(τ ).
sk+1 − sk τ =s
k

Because of convexity of X and U, x̄(k) ∈ X and ū(k) ∈ U and by convexity of the
constraint functions,
sk+1 −1
X

1
g x̄(k), ū(k) ≤
g x(τ ), u(τ ) ≤ 0.
sk+1 − sk τ =s



k
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Therefore, f (x̄(k), ū(k)) is well-defined and because of convexity of the cost function and
Lemma 2.10, it follows that
sk+1 −1
X
δ
1
c(x(τ ), u(τ )) ≤ c∗ −
c(x̄(k), ū(k)) ≤
sk+1 − sk τ =s
2

(2.7)

k

and therefore, (x̄(k), ū(k)) ∈ Vc∗ . Summing over each interval {sk , . . . , sk+1 − 1}, we find
sk+1 −1
X
1
x̄(k) =
x(τ )
sk+1 − sk τ =s
k

sk+1
X
x(sk ) − x(sk+1 )
1
=
+
x(τ )
sk+1 − sk
sk+1 − sk τ =s +1
k

sk+1 −1

=

X
1
x(sk ) − x(sk+1 )
+
f (x(τ ), u(τ )) .
sk+1 − sk
sk+1 − sk τ =s
k

Using k := (x(sk ) − x(sk+1 ))/(sk+1 − sk ) and convexity of the system equations,
sk+1 −1
X
1
x̄(k) = k +
f (x(τ ), u(τ )) ≥ k + f (x̄(k), ū(k)) .
sk+1 − sk τ =s

(2.8)

k

Again, since Vc∗ is compact and (x̄(k), ū(k)) ∈ Vc∗ , it follows that the sequence (x̄(k), ū(k))
has a cluster point (x̄∞ , ū∞ ) ∈ Vc∗ . Therefore, one can yet again define new indices
i→∞
K := {k1 , k2 , k3 , . . . } ⊆ Z+
0 such that x̄(ki ) −→ x̄∞ .
k→∞

i→∞

Taking the limit as all indices go to infinity we note that x(sk ) −→ x∞ , x̄(ki ) −→ x̄∞
k→∞
i→∞
and k −→ 0. It follows that (x̄(ki ), ū(ki )) −→ (x̄∞ , ū∞ ) ∈ Vc∗ . In the limit, equation
(2.8) turns into x̄∞ := lim inf x̄k ≥ f (x̄∞ , ū∞ ) (since f (·) is lower semi-continuous).
k→∞

Feasibility of (x̄∞ , ū∞ ) follows analogously. Now, Lemma 2.7 implies the existence of
an equilibrium (x◦ , ū∞ ) improving over the cost c(x̄∞ , ū∞ ), i.e. c(x◦ , ū∞ ) ≤ c (x̄∞ , ū∞ ).
Using the bound derived in (2.7), it follows that
c(x◦ , ū∞ ) ≤ lim c (x̄(k), ū(k)) ≤ c∗ −
k→∞

δ
2

which contradicts the initial assumption that c∗ is the cost incurred in the optimal
equilibrium and therefore completes the proof.
It is worth studying the applicability and limitations of the results. Recall that
we restrict ourselves to cost functions that are monotone in the state. Quadratic cost
funtions of the form ||x(t) − x∗ ||2Q with Q  0 and x∗ being the desired steady state are
a common choice in control. But unless the state is constrained to x(t) ≥ x∗ , such a
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cost function is not monotone in the state and the presented results do not apply. The
following counterexample demonstrates that systems with a cost function that is not
monotone in the state may be optimally operated off steady-state.
Example 2.5. Consider the system with state x ∈ R2+ and input u ∈ [0, 2] with system
dynamics


u
x(t + 1) =
x1 (t)2
p
and cost c(x(t), u(t)) :=
xt (1)2 + (xt (2) − 1)2 . It is easy to verify that the system
dynamics are convex, state-monotone in V := X × U and that the cost is convex, but
not monotone in thepstate. We can parametrize
all equilibria as x1 = u, x2 = u2 with
√
steady state costs of u2 + (1 − u2 )2 ≥ 23 . But the cycle xu (t, x(0)) with x(0) = (1 0)> ,

√
1
u(0)
=
0
and
u(1)
=
1
achieves
a
better
average
cost
of
c
(x
1
+
1
+
0
=
u (t, x(0))) = 2
√
√
2
3
< 2 . Therefore, this system is optimally operated off steady-state.
2
A second counterexample illustrates that non-monotone state constraints can cause
a system to be optimally operated off steady-state.
Example 2.6. Consider the system with state x ∈ R2 and input u ∈ [0, 4]2 with system
dynamics


−2 + u1 (t)2
,
x(t + 1) = x(t) +
−2 + u2 (t)2
and cost c(x(t), u(t)) := ku(t)k1 , subject to the state constraint g(x) := −x ≤ 0. It is
easy to verify that this is a convex, state-monotone system with a convex, state-monotone
cost. However, the constraint function g(x) is not state-monotone. Any equilibrium
√
√
requires u1 = u2 = 2 with steady-state cost c(x, u) = 2 · 2. But the cycle xu (t, x(0))
with x(0) = (4 0)> , u(0) = (0, 2)> and u(1) = (2, 0)> achieves the average cost of
c (xu (t, x(0))) = 2+2
= 2. Therefore, this system is optimally operated off steady-state.
2
Without state constraints, the cost-optimal trajectory leads to divergence of the states.
This discussion concludes the preliminary chapter on monotone systems. In the
following chapter (Chapter 3), we will introduce a dynamical model for traffic networks.
Subsequently (Chapters 4-6), we will use the theoretical results on monotone systems to
analyze the dynamical behavior and the optimal operation of such networks.
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Compartmental traffic model
We use a first-order, compartmental traffic model to study the FNC problem. Such
a model can be interpreted as a variant of the CTM [Dag94, Dag95]. It is known
that the FNC problem for such a first-order model is convex in certain, special cases
[GH06, MH12, CLS16].

3.1

Conservation law

We employ a first-order, compartmental model, defined on a directed graph G = (V, E).
Edges e ∈ E ⊂ V × V model parts of the road called cells, while vertices v ∈ V model
junctions or interfaces between consecutive cells. The head of a cell e is denoted by σe
and the tail by τe . Traffic flows from tail τe to head σe . We introduce the set of merging
junctions M := {v : deg− (v) > 1} ⊂ V, with deg− (v) the in-degree of vertex v, and the
set of diverging junctions D := {v : deg+ (v) > 1} ⊂ V, with deg+ (v) the out-degree of
vertex v. A vertex with deg+ (v) = 0 is called a sink. For any cell e, we define the set of
downstream cells as E + (e) := {i ∈ E : τi = σe }. In addition, we define the set of source
cells S := {e : deg− (τe ) = 0}. The notation is summarized in Figure 4.1. The state of
the road network is described by the traffic density ρe (t) in each cell, i.e., the number
of cars in a cell divided by the length of the cell le . We consider a discrete-time model
for t ∈ N and denote the flow within a time interval of length ∆t out of cell e as φe (t).
For any two edges e and i that are adjacent in the sense that τe = σi , we define turning
P
P
rates βe,i > 0 such that i∈E βi,e ≤ 1. We allow for i∈E βi,e < 1 and assume that the
remaining percentage of traffic leaves the modeled part of the road network. For ease
of notation, we also define βe,i := 0 for non-adjacent cells (τe 6= σi ) and introduce the
routing matrix R with Re,i := βe,i .
Assumption 3.1. The directed network graph G does not contain self loops, that is,
edges of the form e = (v, v). In addition, deg+ (v) = 1 for all v ∈ M, that is, merging
and diverging junctions are distinct and merging junctions are not sinks. Furthermore,
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(a) Example notation

(b) Violations of Assumption 3.1

Figure 3.1: On the left, the notation used in the network graph is illustrated. The graph
on the right violates Assumption 3.1, in particular, edge e violates the assumption of no
self loops and vertex v violates the assumption that vertices are not both merging and
diverging junctions.
for every edge j, there exists a directed path (along edges with non-zero turning rates) to
P
some edge e with i∈E βi,e < 1.
The latter condition implies that as long as traffic keeps moving, all traffic eventually
leaves the network, or equivalently, that the spectral radius of the routing matrix is
strictly less than one [Var13, CA16].
In addition to internal traffic flows, external traffic demand we (t) enters the network
exclusively via source cells, that is, we (t) ≡ 0, for all e ∈
/ S. The evolution of the traffic
densities ρe (t) is described by the conservation law
!
X
∆t
ρe (t + 1) = ρe (t) +
·
βe,i φi (t) − φe (t) + we (t)
∀e ∈ E.
(3.1)
le
i∈E
For quantities (variables and parameters) that are indexed by the corresponding cell
index, we also use vector notation, where ρ(t) is the vector with entries ρe (t) for all e ∈ E,
for example. The conservation law can be expressed equivalently in vector notation as

ρ(t + 1) = ρ(t) + ∆t · L−1 (R − I)φ(t) + w(t) ,
where L is defined as a diagonal matrix with entries le on the main diagonal.

3.2

Fundamental diagram

To complete the model, we need to define the internal traffic flows as a function of the
densities. In general, traffic flows depend on the traffic demand, the number of cars
that seek to travel downstream within a time interval, and the supply of free space in
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downstream cells. To model this behavior, we introduce demand and supply functions for
each cell. For a triangular fundamental diagram, the discretized model can be interpreted
as the Godunov discretization of the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model [LW55,
Ric56] and the classical CTM is obtained [Dag94]. In practice, one might want to consider
more general demand and supply functions, in order to better approximate real-world
data.
Assumption 3.2. For every cell e, we introduce a traffic jam density ρ̄e . The demand
function de (ρe (t)), de : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+ is concave, Lipschitz-continuous with Lipschitz
constant γ, nondecreasing and it satisfies de (0) = 0. Conversely, the supply function
se (ρe (t)), se : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+ is concave, Lipschitz-continuous with Lipschitz constant γ,
nonincreasing and it satisfies se (ρ̄e ) = 0. Furthermore, the sampling time ∆t is chosen
such that it satisfies the bounds
∆t ≤

le
,
γ

∀e ∈ E.

(3.2)

We allow for cells with infinite capacity, that is, cells with both infinite traffic jam densities ρ̄e = +∞ and infinite supply se (ρe (t)) = +∞ for all ρe (t) ∈ [0, +∞). In such a
case, the demand function de (ρe (t)) has to be defined for ρe (t) ∈ [0, +∞).
Two parts of Assumption 3.2 deserve particular attention, the assumption that demand and supply functions are non-decreasing and non-increasing, respectively and the
assumption that they are concave. The assumption of non-decreasing demand functions
respectively non-increasing supply functions is typical. In particular, this assumption
is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for ensuring monotonicity of the traffic
network dynamics studied in [LCS14], respectively mixed-monotonicity of the model
studied in [CA16]. In fact, the stronger assumption that demand and supply functions
are strictly increasing, respectively decreasing, is used in the latter reference. In the
cited work, monotonicity is primarily used to analyze stability. In addition, empirically
observed fundamental diagrams, that is, the density-flow relationship at one point of
measurement, and parametric models of this relationship, are typically unimodal, see
e.g. [PBHS90a, CB95, Cas12] for examples or [Jac06] for a comprehensive overview. If
one interprets the rising part of the fundamental diagram as the upstream demand function and the falling part as the downstream supply function as for example in [CLS16],
then this part of the assumption is satisfied by construction.
Assuming concavity of demand and supply functions, in addition to monotonicity,
allows for the efficient solution of the FNC problem in certain cases, in particular for
a freeway network with only onramp and offramp junctions [GH06], for a network in
which demand control is available in every cell [MH12] and for networks with symmetrical demand and supply functions, if merging flows are controlled [CLS16]. The former
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two references assume the classical, triangular fundamental diagram,
n that is, piece-wise
o

e
affine demand and supply functions of the form de ρe (t) = min ve ρe , vew+w
ρ̄
and
e
e
n
o

e
se ρe (t) = min vew+w
ρ̄e , (ρ̄e − ρe )we . Here, ve is the free-flow speed and we the cone
gestion wave speed. Clearly, such demand functions are non-decreasing and such supply
function are non-increasing. Additionally, such functions are concave since they are defined as the point-wise minimum of affine functions. For such a model, the condition on
∆t can be recognized as the stability condition ve · ∆t ≤ le for all e, that arises if the
CTM is derived as a discretization of the LWR model. Many parametric models of the
flow-density relationship are concave, in particular those in [CB95, Cas12], but not the
model proposed in [PBHS90a].
In addition to the conditions described in Assumption 3.2, demand and supply functions that are jointly maximized at a (not necessarily unique) density ρce , that is,
ρce ∈ arg max de (ρe ) ∩ arg max se (ρe ),
ρe ∈[0,ρ̄e ]

ρe ∈[0,ρ̄e ]

will be of interest in Chapter 6. We call such a density ρce the critical density. Not every
pair of demand and supply function has a critical density according to this definition.
Note that this definition of the critical density differs from parts of the literature, where
the critical density is sometimes defined as the density for which de (ρe ) = se (ρe ) (which
might be unique, depending on the assumptions, see e.g. [CA15, CA16]). However, if
demand and supply functions are defined as the rising and falling part of a unimodular
fundamental diagram with a unique maximizer, then the two definitions coincide.
Examples of demand and supply functions are depicted in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2a
depicts the traditional, triangular version, with a unique critical density ρce . Figures
3.2b and 3.2c show versions with concave, non-decreasing demand and concave, nonincreasing supply functions, which satisfy Assumption 3.2 for suitable ∆t. However,
only the latter exhibits a critical density for which both demand and supply are jointly
maximized. The supply function depicted in Figure 3.2d is non-concave, and therefore,
it violates Assumption 3.2. Such supply functions are obtained if certain non-concave
fundamental diagrams (e.g. the one used in [PBHS90a]) are decomposed into demand
and supply functions. Figure 3.2e shows a concave demand function, that is decreasing
for certain densities. This example is mainly displayed for completeness, to illustrate
that concavity of demand and supply functions alone does not imply that Assumption
3.2 holds. However, there is empirical evidence for the so-called capacity drop of a congested bottleneck [SG13, KSRP17], that is, a demand function which decreases sharply
once a certain density is exceeded, as depicted in Figure 3.2f. Clearly, such a demand
function is neither monotone nor concave and hence, it does not satisfy Assumption
3.2. Our strongest results, in particular Theorem 4.5 concerning the optimal operation
of traffic networks, do not directly extend to traffic networks with cells that exhibit a
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(a) Triangular FD, composed
of piecewise-affine demand
and supply functions.

(b) Concave and nondecreasing demand resp.
non-increasing supply functions.

(c) Demand and supply functions which are jointly maximized at a critical density.

(d) Non-increasing, nonconcave supply function.

(e) Concave demand function
that is decreasing at certain
densities.

(f) Demand function with capacity drop, neither concave
nor non-decreasing.

Figure 3.2: Different shapes of the fundamental diagram, or of demand and supply
functions, respectively, may be desirable in order to approximate real-world data.
capacity drop. However, we will describe how our results can be used to design efficient
heuristics for the ramp metering problem with capacity drop (Section 4.3.2). In addition,
we will present results that allow to derive bounds on the evolution of traffic networks
in the presence of model uncertainty in Chapter 5, which can in principle also be used
to bound the evolution of traffic networks with a capacity drop.
As stated before, internal network flows are computed based on upstream traffic
demand and downstream supply of free space. For interfaces between consecutive cells
that are not junctions, that is, βi,e = 1 and βi,j = 0 for all j 6= e, the flow φe (t) is
computed as the minimum of demand and supply



φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , si ρi (t)
In the following sections, we will generalize this flow-density relationship to junctions.
Note however that according to the conservation law (3.1), external inflows we (t) into
source cells are not a priori constrained by the supply of free space. To ensure that the
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system evolution is well defined, we assume that all source cells have infinite capacity
ρ̄e = +∞ for all e ∈ S. This assumption models the case when surplus external demand
queues in or in front of source cells, until there is sufficient space for entering the modeled part of the traffic network. Alternative models, where surplus external demand is
discarded, have also been proposed. However, these models are not suitable for optimal
control problems with the objective of minimizing the TTS, as they create an incentive
to create temporary congestion in the source cells with the objective to prevent parts of
the external demand from entering the network (such that this surplus external demand
is discarded and does not contribute to the TTS). Modeling source cells as having infinite
a-priori capacity ensures that all demand is eventually served. Nevertheless, we allow
for finite capacity constraints
le ρe (t) ≤ s̄e ,

∀e ∈ S

(3.3)

to be imposed in the optimal control problem. Here, s̄e is a design specification for
the optimization problem, limiting the maximal number of cars in source cells of the
controlled traffic network.1

3.3

Diverging junctions

In this section, we generalize the flow model to diverging junctions. To do so, consider
the set N := {e ∈ E : σe ∈ M} of all cells immediately upstream of a merging junction.
For the remaining cells e ∈
/ N , that is, all cells that do not merge with other cells, we
employ the first-in, first-out (FIFO) model [Dag95]. In this model, the turning rates are
respected at all times and the flow φe (t) out of cell e is the largest flow consistent with
demand and supply constraints. Hence, the flows are computed as





1
φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , min
si ρi (t)
∀e ∈ E \ N .
(3.4)
i∈E + (e)
βe,i
The FIFO model implies that congestion in any one of the cells immediately downstream
of a diverging junction will also reduce the flow to other downstream cells, even if those
are not congested. There is strong empirical evidence for this effect, even on large
freeways [MD02]. It leads to under-utilization of certain parts of the traffic network,
hence controlling a traffic network such that this behavior is avoided, or such that its
detrimental impact is reduced, is one of the main mechanisms by which improvements
over the uncontrolled network can be achieved in the FNC setting [CA16]. The effect is
illustrated for a simple junction in Figure 3.3.2
1

Restrictive choice of s̄e can lead to infeasibility of the optimal control problem, of course.
In the depicted example, the demand function d1 ρ1 (t) = min vρ1 (t), F and the supply functions


s2,3 ρ2,3 (t) = min F/2, (ρ̄/2 − ρ2,3 (t))w are piece-wise affine, with v = 100 (km/h), w = 100 (km/h),
2
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(a) FIFO-diverging junction.
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(b) Diverging flows depend
on all downstream densities.

Merging junctions
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(c) An increase in ρ3 (t) can
lead to a decrease in ρ2 (t+1).

Figure 3.3: In a FIFO-diverging junction, congestion in any downstream cell will reduce
all flows simultaneously. For junction (a) and β2,1 = β3,1 = 21 , downstream densities
ρ2 (t) and ρ3 (t) affect the flow in a symmetric manner (b), leading to the non-monotone
effect depicted in (c).
Note that for any sink s ∈ V, the set of downstream cells is empty, that is, E + (s) = ∅

and therefore φe = de ρe (t) , if σe is a sink. Also note that we assume that the turning
rates are constant over time. This assumption is essential to the FNC problem as defined
in [CLS16], in which route choice is not externally controlled, but at discretion of the
individual drivers. Time-varying turning rates could be exploited by the traffic network
operator to indirectly alter the route choice and even the final destination of vehicles. For
example, consider a freeway, where the turning rate of vehicles leaving at a particular offramp increases after a certain time. This provides an incentive for the operator to create
congestion upstream of the off-ramp until the increase in the turning rate occurs, as this
would result in a larger number of vehicles exiting at the offramp once the corresponding
turning rate increases. Ultimately, this effect is an artifact resulting from the use of
time-varying turning rates instead of origin-destination maps for individual vehicles. A
potential remedy is the usage of a multi-commodity traffic model, where traffic moving
towards different destinations is distinguished [Pap90], but the analysis of such a model
is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.4

Merging junctions

It remains to define the merging flows, that is, φe (t) for e ∈ N . Existing models
for (uncontrolled) merging junctions, such as Daganzo’s priority rule [Dag95] and the
proportional-priority merging model [KV10] differ in how available downstream supply
is divided among upstream demand in case total demand exceeds supply. In particular,
ρ̄ = 100 (cars/km) and F = 5000 (cars/h). All cells are l1,2,3 = 1 (km) long, ρ1 (t) = 50 (cars/km) and
the sampling time is 30sec.
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Figure 3.4: Dynamics of two cells merging into one (Figure 3.4f), according to the
proportional-priority merging model (Figures 3.4a, 3.4d) and Daganzo’s priority rule

(Figures 3.4b, 3.4c, 3.4e). We use the shorthand notation φ1 = φ1 (t), d1 = d1 ρ1 (t) ,


d2 = d2 ρ2 (t) and s3 = s3 ρ3 (t) and assume that βe3 ,e1 = βe3 ,e2 = 1.
the proportional-priority model allocates available supply of free space proportional to
the upstream demand, such that
)
(



de ρe (t)
 · si ρi (t) ,
φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , P
β
d
ρ
(t)
i,j
j
j
j:σj =σe
where i is the (unique) cell downstream of the merging junction. Conversely, Daganzo’s
priority rule, originally defined only for junctions in which two cells e and j merge into
one downstream cell i, allocates the free space as
n



o
φe (t) = mid de ρe (t) , si ρi (t) − dj ρj (t) , pe · si ρi (t) ,
n



o
φj (t) = mid dj ρj (t) , si ρi (t) − de ρe (t) , pj · si ρi (t) .



in case total demand exceeds supply, that is, if de ρe (t) + dj ρj (t) > si ρi (t) . Here,
the mid-operator selects the median value out of its three arguments and we assume
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that βi,e = βi,j = 1. The values pe and pj are chosen such that pe + pj = 1 and model
the percentage of free space that is initially allocated for demand from cells e and j,
respectively. If, due to lack of traffic demand from one of the upstream cells, not all of
the initially allocated space is used, then the remaining free space can be used by surplus
traffic demand from the other upstream cell. The behavior of both merging models is
depicted in Figure 3.4.3 The proportional-priority merging model (Figure 3.4a) trades
off supply more “smoothly” than Daganzo’s priority rule (Figure 3.4b, for p1 = p2 = 21 ).
The latter also allows for additional degrees of freedom by choosing p1 6= p2 (Figure
3.4c). In both models, all traffic demand is admitted in case total demand does not
exceed supply.
In this thesis, we consider networks with controlled merging junctions, which serve as
actuators to optimize the operation of the traffic network. In certain cases, we relax this
assumption and do not require active control of specific merging flows if strong, additional conditions are satisfied. In the following, we will introduce models for (partially)
controlled merging junctions and discuss under what conditions these are consistent with
Daganzo’s priority rule or the proportional-priority merging model.

3.4.1

Controlled merging junctions

If all flows into a merging junction are controlled, we obtain a symmetric junction model.
We denote the set of symmetric junctions by MS ⊆ M and we define the set of cells
immediately upstream of a symmetric junction as NS := {e ∈ E : σe ∈ MS }. The flows
φe (t), for e ∈ NS , are control inputs, subject to the constraints

0 ≤ φe (t) ≤ de ρe (t) ,
X

βi,e · φe (t) ≤ si ρi (t) ,
e∈E

where i denotes the unique edge downstream of the symmetric junction in question.
The symmetric junction model is consistent with both Daganzo’s priority model and the
proportional-priority model, since the supply constraint ensures that the total controlled

P
demand e∈E βi,e · φe (t) never exceeds the available supply of free space si ρi (t) . To
realize a symmetric junction in the real world, all incoming roads could be equipped with
traffic lights to enable explicit control of each of the merging flows. Alternatively, the
possibility of utilizing VSL to regulate flows has also been discussed [PKP08, CPPM10,
CPP11, MH12].


In the depicted example, the demand functions d1,2 ρ1,2 (t) = min vρ1,2 (t), F and the supply


function s3 ρ3 (t) = min F, (ρ̄ − ρ3 (t))w are piece-wise affine, with v = 100 (km/h), w = 25 (km/h),
ρ̄ = 250 (cars/km) and F = 5000 (cars/h). All cells are l1,2,3 = 1 (km) long, ρ3 (t) = 0 (cars/km) and
the sampling time is 30sec.
3
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3.4.2

Partially controlled merging junctions

The assumption that all flows into merging junctions are actively controlled is rather
strong. In practice, not all such flows will be actuated. For example, in freeway ramp
metering, it is assumed that onramp flows are controlled, but there is typically no control of the mainline flow. Therefore, the question under what conditions control of a
particular flow into a merging junction is advantageous is of interest.4 It turns out that
control of certain flows into merging junctions is not required, if one can determine a
priori that certain cells never become congested. In the following, we introduce two such
types of merging models.
First, we introduce a model suitable for metered onramps. We assume that exactly
two cells merge in an asymmetric junction v ∈ MA , one cell m ∈ E modeling the
mainline and one cell o ∈ NA ⊂ E modeling a road (often, but not necessarily, an
onramp) merging into the mainline. The merging flow φo (t) is controlled, subject to

the constraint 0 ≤ φo (t) ≤ do ρo (t) . We assume that mainline congestion does not
propagate back onto the onramp.
Assumption 3.3 (Asymmetric junctions). The dynamics of any asymmetric junction
follow Daganzo’s priority model. The initial state ρ(0) and the external demand profile
w(t), for t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, are such that for any reachable state, it holds that


βe,o do ρo (t) ≤ po · se ρe (t) , ∀o ∈ NA , e : τe = σo ,
(3.5)
for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.

This assumption ensures that any feasible control input φo (t) : 0 ≤ φo (t) ≤ do ρo (t) ,
is consistent with the merging model. Furthermore, the flow out of the corresponding
mainline cell m is given as
(

φm (t) = min dm ρm (t) , . . .

)
 se (ρe (t)) − βe,o do (ρo (t)) (1 − p0 ) · se (ρe (t))
mid dm ρm (t) ,
,
βe,m
βe,m





1 
se ρe (t) − βe,o do ρo (t)
= min dm ρm (t) ,
.
βe,m
Here, the first equality is a generalization of Daganzo’s merging rule, for the case when
βe,m and βe,o are not necessarily equal to one. The “outer” minimization is added to
4

The reason we only pose this question for merging flows is that in a network with controlled merging
junctions according to Definition 3.1, actuation of non-merging flows e ∈
/ N is never advantageous. This
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 in Chapter 4, as detailed in the discussion following the
theorem.
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treat the case when total demand exceeds supply and the case when it does not in a
e,o do (ρo (t))
uniform manner. The second equality follows from realizing that se (ρe (t))−β
≥
βe,m
(1−p0 )·se (ρe (t))
,
βe,m

due to Assumption 3.3, and by a subsequent case distinction. The asymmetric junction model is based on the onramp model used in the Asymmetric CTM
(ACTM) [GH06], hence the name. Intuitively, we trade off the need for active control of
mainline flows with the additional assumption that mainline congestion does not extend
onto onramps o ∈ NA .
Second, if the supply constraint of the cell downstream of a merging junction will
never become active, it turns out that control of merging flows is not advantageous at
all. We introduce the set MU ⊂ V of all such sub-critical junctions and the set of all
cells merging in such a junction NU := {e ∈ E : σe ∈ MU }.5
Assumption 3.4 (Sub-critical junctions). The dynamics of any sub-critical junction
follow either Daganzo’s priority model or the proportional-priority model. The initial
state ρ(0) and the external demand profile w(t) (t ∈ {0, . . . , T }) are such that for any
reachable state, it holds that
X


βe,i di ρi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) , ∀e : τe ∈ MU ,
(3.6)
i∈E

for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.

This assumption implies that φe (t) = de ρe (t) for all e ∈ NU . The sub-critical
junction is a suitable model for junctions serving only low traffic volumes, such that traffic
densities remain sufficiently low in all relevant operating conditions. They complement
the idea employed when defining the asymmetric junction, that a priori exclusion of
congestion spill-back can alleviate the need for active control of merging flows.
The introduction of asymmetric and sub-critical junctions will helpful in understanding under what conditions actuation is advantageous and when it is not. It also allows
to extend the main results of this thesis to networks with partially controlled merging
junctions, which satisfy the previously detailed conditions. It should be emphasized that
Assumptions 3.3 and 3.4 are restrictive. Clearly, many real-world traffic networks contain merging junctions that are neither actively controlled nor satisfy the assumptions
necessary to model them as asymmetric or sub-critical junctions. The main results of this
thesis do not extend to such networks. Also, verifying Assumptions 3.3 and 3.4 amounts
to verifying that certain states are not reachable, which is hard to do a priori. In that
regard, these assumptions are similar to the corresponding assumption in the definition
of the ACTM in [GH06]. Similarly to this reference, we will resort to an a posteriori
verification of conditions (3.5) and (3.6) for the optimal solution in our numerical studies
(Sections 4.3, 5.3 and 6.2).
5

The index U in MU can be interpreted as “uncongested by assumption”.
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(a) Symmetric junction.

(b) Asymmetric junction.

(c) Sub-critical junction.

Figure 3.5: Types of admissible merging junctions. In (b), we assume that β3,1 = β2,1 =
1, for simplicity. Controlled flows are depicted with a control valve symbol. More than
two cells may merge in a symmetric or a sub-critical junction.

3.5

Networks with controlled merging junctions

The different types of admissible merging junction are depicted in Figure 3.5. The main
results of this thesis hold for networks in which each merging junction belongs to one of
these types.
Assumption 3.5. The sets of symmetric junctions MS , asymmetric junctions MA and
sub-critical junctions MU form a partition of the set of merging junctions M. Source
cells have infinite capacity, that is, ρ̄e = +∞ and se (ρe (t)) = +∞.
We define P :=

×

[0, ρ̄e ], with ρ̄e = +∞ for cells of infinite capacity. The set

e∈E

Pw(t) ⊆ P is defined as the set containing all initial states ρ(0), for which Assumption 3.3
holds for all asymmetric junctions and Assumption 3.4 holds for all sub-critical junctions,
for a particular external demand pattern w(t) and all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Note that if only
symmetric junctions are present in the network, then Pw(t) = P.
We are now ready to collect the equations describing individual parts of the traffic
network model in the following succinct definition. For ease of notation, we also introduce
the set of all controlled cells Ec := NS ∪ NA .
Definition 3.1. Consider a graph G = (V, E) satisfying Assumption 3.1, where each
edge is equipped with demand and supply functions satisfying Assumption 3.2, and in
which all merging junctions and source cells satisfy Assumption 3.5. For a particular
external demand pattern w(t) with t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, we define the CTM with controlled
merging junctions as the system with state ρ(0) ∈ Pw(t) and inputs φe (t) for e ∈ Ec . The
state evolves as
!
X
∆t
ρe (t + 1) = ρe (t) +
·
βe,i φi (t) − φe (t) + we (t) , ∀e ∈ E,
(3.7)
le
i∈E
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with
(

(


φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , min
+

i∈E (e)

))
 P
si ρi (t) − j∈NA βi,j · φj (t)
,
βi,e

∀e ∈
/ Ec . (3.8a)

The inputs φe (t) for e ∈ Ec are subject to the constraints

0 ≤ φe (t) ≤ de ρe (t) ,
X

βe,i · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) ,

∀e ∈ Ec ,

(3.9a)

∀e : τe ∈ MS .

(3.9b)

i∈E

The following technical Lemma ensures that the system evolution is well-defined.
Lemma 3.1. Consider an instance of the CTM with controlled merging junctions, for
a particular external demand pattern w(t) and ρ(0) ∈ Pw(t) . For every reachable state
ρ(t), there exists a feasible input φe (t). In addition, for every reachable state ρ(t) and
every feasible input φe (t), the subsequent state satisfies ρ(t + 1) ∈ P.
The proof is presented in Appendix B.2. Note that in case all merging junctions
are symmetric junctions, Pw(t) = P and the previous lemma ensures that the set P is
invariant, for all external demand patterns and all feasible control inputs.
In the following three chapters, we will study the optimal control of traffic networks
with controlled merging junctions. It turns out that many optimal control problems for
such networks can be reduced to convex optimization problems or, in some instances,
solved explicitly. An outline of the topics that will be addressed is provided in Figure
3.6. In particular, we show in Chapter 4, that the convex relaxation of finite-horizon
optimal control problems is tight if the objective is to minimize the TTS. In Chapter 5,
we consider a generalization of the deterministic network model and study the optimal
control of networks in the presence of model and prediction uncertainty. Finally, an
important special case is studied in Chapter 6, where we derive conditions for optimality
of decentralized ramp metering policies.
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(a) A relaxation of the nonlinear flow constraints
turns finite-horizon optimal control problems into
convex problems, see Chapter 4.
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(b) Variance in real-world traffic data
can be modeled by suitable uncertainty sets, see Chapter 5.

(c) The simple topology in the freeway ramp metering problem (of a freeway segment)
allows to analyze optimality of decentralized feedback policies (Chapter 6).

Figure 3.6: An outlook on variants of the FNC problem with controlled merging junctions, that will be studied in Chapters 4-6.
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CHAPTER

An exact, convex relaxation of the FNC
The task of minimizing the TTS in a traffic network by using only flow control is known as
the FNC problem. In this chapter, we consider the FNC problem with controlled merging
junctions, that is, the FNC problem for a traffic network according to Definition 3.1.
The FNC problem is non-convex, in general, due to the nonlinear flow constraints
(3.8). However, a convex problem is obtained if demand and supply constraints are relaxed. It is known that this relaxation is tight in some special cases. In particular, this
is the case for the freeway ramp metering problem, where only onramp and off-ramp
junctions are present [GH06], a consequence of monotonicity of the underlying system
model [GHK+ 08]. This result has been generalized to networks with FIFO-diverging
junctions and flow control for all merging junctions, for the special case of a symmetric, triangular fundamental diagram (i.e., for free-flow velocity equal to congestion-wave
speed) [CLS16]. In this chapter, we generalize this result and show that control of flows
into merging junctions is sufficient to ensure that the convex relaxation is tight, for arbitrary concave, non-decreasing demand and concave, non-increasing supply functions,
if the objective is to minimize the TTS in traffic. We derive this result by introducing
an alternative system representation, obtained via a state transformation. In the new
representation, the system dynamics are convex and state-monotone. This allows us to
apply Theorem 2.6, to show that the convex relaxation is tight. Using a characterization
of the system dynamics (as convex and state-monotone) to derive this result allows us
to treat arbitrary concave, non-decreasing demand and concave, non-increasing supply
functions and all the previously introduced (in Section 3.4) types of merging junctions,
that is symmetric, asymmetric and sub-critical junctions, in a uniform manner.
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.1, we define the optimal control
problem, perform a state transformation to derive an equivalent system representation
and show that it is convex and state-monotone. This allows us to prove the main
result of this chapter, that the convex relaxation of the FNC problem for networks with
controlled merging junctions is tight. We analyze monotonicity (or the lack thereof) of
merging and diverging junctions in Section 4.2, both for the original system model and
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the transformed system, in order to demonstrate the applicability and limitations of the
main result. In Section 4.3, we verify the theoretical results numerically, by solving the
FNC problem for two traffic network examples, a real world freeway and an artificial
freeway network designed to showcase the behavior of merging and diverging junctions.

4.1

FNC with controlled merging junctions

Consider a traffic network with controlled merging junctions according to Definition 3.1.
A natural objective in traffic control is to minimize the TTS, defined as
TTS = ∆t ·

T X
X

le · ρe (t),

t=1 e∈E

over the horizon t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, that can represent a rush hour period or an entire day
[PDD+ 03, GH06, CLS16]. Whereas many control problems are defined over an infinite
horizon, it is reasonable to assume that traffic networks periodically reach states of low
traffic densities, at least every night. It is not advantageous to extend the optimization
over such periods and therefore, the horizon of interest will always be finite. Assuming
that all model parameters are known, we can formulate the (deterministic) FNC problem
with controlled merging junctions,
∗
=
PCTM

minimize TTS
φ(t),ρ(t)

subject to CTM dynamics (3.7), (3.8), and constraints (3.3), (3.9),

(4.1)

ρ(0) given.
Even though it is not yet clear that the minimum of the optimization is attained, later
results (Theorem 4.5) will ensure just that. The FNC problem assumes that predictions
for the external traffic demands we (t) are available for the optimization horizon t ∈
{0, . . . , T − 1}. In addition, knowledge of the demand and supply functions of each cell
is assumed. In practice, these quantities will never be known with certainty. A robust
counterpart of the FNC problem, which explicitly takes model and prediction uncertainty
into account, is studied in Chapter 5. For now, we assume that all parameters of the
FNC problem are known with certainty.
The FNC problem (4.1) is non-convex, due to the nonlinear equality constraint describing the uncontrolled flows (3.8). We aim to show that the convex relaxation of
the FNC problem with controlled merging junctions is tight. To do so, we introduce
an alternative system representation in the following section, which exhibits favorable
monotonicity properties.
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(a) Example network graph, corresponding to a routing matrix R with merging
junctions.

FNC with controlled merging junctions

(b) Reduced network graph, corresponding to
the reduced routing matrix R, without merging junctions.

Figure 4.1: The state transformation is based on the routing matrix of the reduced
network graph, which results from removing merging junctions from the original network
graph. For this example, we assume that all merging junctions are symmetric junctions.
A traffic network defined on a graph similar to the depicted one is studied in detail in
the numerical evaluation in Section 5.3.

4.1.1

Cumulative traffic model

For a traffic network with controlled merging junctions, consider the reduced routing
matrix R, which is defined as Ri,j = 0 if j ∈ Ec and Ri,j = Ri,j = βi,j otherwise. The
reduced routing matrix describes a graph, called the reduced network graph, which resembles the original network graph defined by R, but in which all controlled edges are
instead converted into sinks. This means that edges downstream of symmetric junctions
become sources, as depicted in Figure 4.1, and that onramp edges in asymmetric junctions are detached from the mainline. Sub-critical junctions are not affected, that is, if
sub-critical junctions are present in the network graph, then such merging junctions will
remain in the reduced network graph. It is easy to see that if Assumption 3.1 is satisfied
for the graph defined by R, then it is also satisfied for the reduced network graph. Recall
that Assumption 3.1 implies that the spectral radius of R is less than one and therefore,
the inverse (I − R)−1 exists (see the discussion in Section 3.1). In addition, the inverse is
P
k
nonnegative, since R ≥ 0 and (I − R)−1 = ∞
k=0 R ≥ 0. For ease of notation, we define
P := (I − R)−1 and p>
e := P(e,:) as the row of P corresponding to cell e. Based on the
reduced routing matrix, we consider the state transformation
z(t) := P Lρ(t),

(4.2)

where L = diag(l), as defined in Section 3.1. Within the reduced network, the state ze (t)
can be interpreted as the cumulative demand of traffic to be served by cell e eventually, in
the following sense: for some density ρ(t), consider the reduced network and assume that
w(τ ) = 0 for τ ≥ t and that lim ρ(τ ) = 0, that is, no further, external demand enters
τ →∞
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P
and the reduced network is emptied eventually. Then, Lρ(t) = ∆t · ∞
− R)φ(t)
τ =t (I
P+∞
according to the traffic conservation law. Equivalently, z(t) = P Lρ(t) = ∆t · τ =t φ(t).
Remark 4.1. If Assumption 3.1 is satisfied, then the unserved demand in the original, non-reduced network given as (I − R)−1 Lρ(t) is also well-defined. However, using
the reduced network graph will lead to a system description with favorable monotonicity
properties.
In addition, we perform a re-parametrization of the system inputs and introduce
generic new inputs ue (t) for all e ∈ Ec . The corresponding, controlled flows are chosen as
e (t)
φe (t) := ze (t)−u
. To facilitate expressing the traffic dynamics in the new coordinates,
∆t
we introduce auxiliary functions

s
fi,e



fed z(t) := ze (t) − ∆t · de ρe (z(t)) ,


 X βi,j


∆t
z(t), u(t) := ze (t) −
· si ρi (t) −
zj (t) − uj (t) ,
βe,i
∆t
j∈E
c

∀e ∈ E,
∀i ∈ E, e ∈
/ Ec :
βi,e > 0,

which will take a role similar to that of demand and supply functions in the new system

P
representation. Here, ρe (z(t)) := l1e ze (t) − i∈E
/ c βe,i zi (t) means that ρe (t) is computed
from the transformed state z(t) via the inverse transformation ρ(t) = L−1 (I − R)z(t). In
addition, we define the auxiliary function
X βe,i
X


βe,i · φi (t) =
fer z(t), u(t) :=
· zi (t) − ui (t) ,
∆t
i∈E
i∈E
c

∀e ∈ E,

c

modeling the amount of controlled flow into a cell e. With the help of these auxiliary
functions, we arrive at an alternative version of the traffic model, expressed in terms of
the cumulative demand z(t).
Lemma 4.1. The CTM with controlled merging junctions can equivalently be described
by the cumulative CTM (CCTM), with state z(t) and input ue (t) for e ∈ Ec . The state
of the CCTM evolves as



s
ze (t + 1) = max fed z(t) , maxi∈E + (e) fi,e
z(t), u(t)


>
r
+∆t · pe w(t) + f z(t), v(t)


r
ze (t + 1) = ue (t) + ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
v(t)
e

∀e ∈
/ Ec

(4.3a)

∀e ∈ Ec

(4.3b)

For a particular external demand pattern w(t) for t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, the system evolution is
well-defined for initial states z(0) in Zw(t) := {z(0) : L−1 (I − R)z(0) ∈ Pw(t) }, with Pw(t)
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as defined in Assumption 3.5, for all inputs ue (t), e ∈ Ec ,

fed z(t) − ue (t) ≤ 0


X
zi (t) − ui (t)
ze (t)
βe,i ·
− se
≤0
∆t
l
e
i∈E
ue (t) − ze (t) ≤ 0

subject to the constraints
∀e ∈ Ec ,

(4.4a)

∀e : τe ∈ MS ,

(4.4b)

∀e ∈ Ec .

(4.4c)

Proof. The transformation (4.2) is invertible, and we can verify that applying the transformation yields the equations of the CCTM. The evolution of the transformed system
is given as


z(t + 1) = (I − R)−1 L · ρ(t) + ∆t · L−1 (R − I)φ(t) + w(t)

= z(t) + ∆t · P w(t) + (R − R) · φ(t) − ∆t · φ(t).
The CCTM equations for the uncontrolled flows e ∈
/ Ec follow by substituting the flow
equations (3.4), so
(
)
 P
si ρi (t) − j∈Ec βi,j φj (t)

ze (t + 1) = ze (t) − ∆t · min de ρe (t) , min
i∈E + (e)
βe,i

+ ∆t · p>
e w(t) + fr z(t), u(t)






d
s
>
r
= max fe z(t) , max
f
z(t),
u(t)
+
∆t
·
p
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
v(t)
.
i,e
e
+
i∈E (e)

The equations for the controlled flows e ∈ Ec are obtained by substituting the definition
of the new inputs ue (t). Similarly, the demand (4.4a) and supply constraints (4.4b)
follow from substituting the definition of u(t) into the original constraints (3.9). For the
latter, we have also used that le ρe (t) = ze (t) for all cells e : τe ∈ MS , since those cells
are source cells in the reduced network graph, defined by R. Finally, the non-negativity
constraint on controlled flows (4.4c) is obtained using the definition of re-parametrized
inputs u(t), that is, φe (t) =

ze (t)−ue (t)
∆t

!

≥ 0.

The main motivation to introduce the CCTM are its favorable monotonicity properties. For example, we will see in the following section that the system dynamics (4.3)
are state-monotone. This property will be instrumental in deriving a tight, convex relaxations of the FNC with controlled merging junctions in this chapter and in solving a
robust counterpart to the FNC problem in Chapter 5. The following technical Lemma
will be helpful in analyzing monotonicity of the CCTM.


s
Lemma 4.2. The auxiliary functions fed z(t) , for all e ∈ E, fi,e
z(t), u(t) , for all

i ∈ E, e ∈
/ Ec and βi,e > 0, and fer z(t), u(t) , for all e ∈ E, are non-decreasing in z(t),

for all feasible state-input pairs z(t), u(t) .
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Proof. In the following, we drop the time index t for ease of notation. To prove that the
first two auxiliary functions are non-decreasing, we introduce ∆z ≥ 0 and find that


fed z+∆z − fed z
P
P
 



ze + ∆ze − i∈E
ze − i∈E
/ c βe,i (zi + ∆zi )
/ c βe,i zi
= ∆ze − ∆t · de
− de
le
le
P
P
 



ze + ∆ze − i∈E
ze − i∈E
/ c βe,i zi
/ c βe,i zi
≥ ∆ze − ∆t · de
− de
le
le
≥ ∆ze − ∆t · γ · le−1 · ∆ze ≥ 0,

which implies that the auxiliary function fed ·) is non-decreasing, for all feasible z(t), u(t) 1 .
Similarly, we find that


s
s
fi,e
z + ∆z, u − fi,e
z, u
!

 X


βi,j
zi + ∆zi − βi,e (ze + ∆ze )
zi − βi,e ze
∆t
· si
− si
+
∆zj
= ∆ze −
βi,e
li
li
∆t
j∈E
c

 



∆t
zi − βi,e (ze + ∆ze )
zi − βi,e ze
≥ ∆ze −
· si
− si
βi,e
li
li
≥ ∆ze −

βi,e
∆t
·γ·
∆ze ≥ 0,
βi,e
li

s
(·) are non-decreasing as well, for all feasible
which implies that the auxiliary functions fi,e

 P

βe,i
z(t), u(t) . Finally, the auxiliary function fer z(t), u(t) = i∈Ec ∆t
· zi (t) − ui (t) is
βe,i
clearly non-decreasing in z(t), since ∆t
≥ 0.

Using monotonicity of the auxiliary functions, we are ready to prove monotonicity
of the CCTM system dynamics and of most of the constraints. We include the optional
capacity constraints on source cells (3.3) in this discussion, which transform to
ze (t) − s̄e ≤ 0

∀e ∈ S,

(4.5)

using the fact that le ρe (t) = ze (t), for all source cells e ∈ S.
Lemma 4.3. The system dynamics of the CCTM (4.3) and the left-hand sides (LHS)
of the constraints (4.4a), (4.4b) and (4.5) are non-decreasing in z(t).

The restriction to feasible z(t), u(t) is necessary to ensure that all functions are well-defined, for
example, that the arguments of the demand functions are non-negative. Lemma 3.1 and the assumptions in the definition of the CCTM, where we restrict our attention to initial states z(0) ∈ Zw(t)
(corresponding to states ρ(0) ∈ Pw(t) ) and inputs that satisfy the joint state-input constraints, ensure
just that.
1
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Proof. The proof requires to verify that each relevant function is non-decreasing. To begin with, consider the system dynamics for e ∈
/ Ec . The sum of non-decreasing functions
is non-decreasing, and the (pointwise) maximum of a finite number of non-decreasing
s
functions is non-decreasing.2 Since the auxiliary functions fed (·), fi,e
(·) and f r (·) are
non-decreasing in z(t), and ∆t ≥ 0 and p>
e ≥ 0, it follows that the system dynamics for
cells e ∈
/ Ec are non-decreasing in z(t). A similar argument can be made for the dynamics
of controlled cells e ∈ Ec , the LHS of the demand constraints (4.4a) and the LHS of the
source constraints (4.5). It remains to analyze the supply constraints (4.4b). Recalling
that se (·) is non-increasing according to Assumption 5.1 and that βe,i ≥ 0 and le ≥ 0,
monotonicity of the LHS in z(t) becomes apparent.
The LHS of the non-negativity constraint on controlled flows (4.4c) is not nondecreasing in z(t). This means that the CCTM is not state-monotone, which prevents
the application of Theorem 2.6 to the CCTM right away. However, state-monotonicity of
a system clearly depends on the choice of the state. In case of the CCTM, one can augment the state, in order to reformulate the non-negativity constraint in a state-monotone
(−)
way. To this end, we introduce states ze (t) for all controlled cells e ∈ Ec , which evolve
as
X X Pe,i βe,j (−)

ze(−) (t + 1) := −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
∆t
·
(t)
+
u
(t)
(4.6)
z
j
e
j
∆t
i∈E j∈E
c

(−)

(−)

For initial states ze (0) = −ze (0), we can show by induction that ze (t) = −ze (t) holds
for all t ≥ 0, since
ze(−) (t + 1) := −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
e w(t) + ∆t ·

X X Pe,i βe,j

∆t


w(t) + f r z(t), v(t)


(−)
zj (t) + uj (t)

i∈E j∈Ec

= −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
e



= −ze (t + 1)
In this case, the non-negativity constraint can be expressed equivalently as
ue (t) + ze(−) ≤ 0,

∀e ∈ Ec .

(4.7)

Collecting the dynamics of the new states and the reformulated constraint, we arrive at
a system representation that is suitable for applying Theorem 2.6.
2

The first statement is elementary, and for the second one, consider f1 (·), f2 (·) : Rn → R nondecreasing and ∆x ≥ 0. Then, max{f1 (x + ∆x), f2 (x + ∆x)} = max{f1 (x + ∆x), f1 (x), f2 (x +
∆x), f2 (x)} ≥ max{f1 (x), f2 (x)}. The generalization to more than two arguments in the maximization follows by repeating the previous steps. For vector valued functions, the idea applies to every
component individually.
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(−)

Lemma 4.4. The augmented CCTM (ACCTM) with state ze (t), for e ∈ E, and ze (t),
for e ∈ Ec , and inputs ue (t), for e ∈ Ec , defined via the system equations of the CCTM
(4.3) and the dynamics (4.6), subject to the CCTM constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5) and
the reformulated non-negativity constraint (4.7), is a convex, state-monotone system.
Proof. In Lemma 4.3, we have shown that the CCTM dynamics (4.3) and of the LHSs of
constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5) are non-decreasing in z(t). Since none of these functions
(−)
depend on ze (t), they are also non-decreasing in the augmented state. It is apparent
that the LHS of the reformulated non-negativity constraint (4.7) is non-decreasing in
(−)
ze (t). From βe,j ≥ 0 and Pe,i ≥ 0, it follows that the dynamics (4.6) are non-decreasing
(−)
in ze (t).
To prove convexity of the augmented CCTM, we first verify that the auxiliary func

s
z(t), u(t) , for all i ∈ E, e ∈
/ Ec and βi,e > 0, and
tions fed z(t) , for all e ∈ E, fi,e

r
fe z(t), u(t) , for all e ∈ E, are jointly convex in z(t) and u(t). To do so, recall that

P
the densities ρe (z(t)) := l1e ze (t) − i∈E
are affine functions of the cumulative
/ c βe,i zi (t) 

demand z(t). In addition, both demand de ρe (t) and supply functions se ρe (t) are
concave in the density ρe (t), according to Assumption 3.2, and therefore, the functions


de ρe (z(t)) and se ρe (z(t)) are also concave in the cumulative demand z(t) (see e.g.

the basics of convex analysis in [BV04]). Equivalently, the terms −∆t · de ρe (z(t)) and



s
z(t), u(t) , which are
·se ρe (z(t)) are convex in z(t). Hence, both fed z(t) and fi,e
− β∆t
e,i
composed of affine terms (in z(t) and u(t)) and convex terms involving demand and sup
ply functions, are jointly convex in z(t) and u(t). The auxiliary function fer z(t), u(t)
is affine in z(t) and u(t) and hence, it is jointly convex.
Analyzing convexity of the augmented CCTM is now straightforward. Convexity of
the dynamics of the uncontrolled cells (4.3a) follows since the point-wise maximum of
convex functions is also convex [BV04]. The dynamics of the controlled cells (4.3b) and
the LHS of constraints (4.4a), (4.5) and (4.7) are all affine combination of convex terms,
with positive coefficients, and hence convex. Finally, the LHS of the
 constraints
 supply
ze (t)
(4.4b) is convex since the supply functions are concave, hence −se le
is convex and
the remaining, affine terms are also convex.
It remains to analyze the cost function
TTS =

T X
X

le ρe (t) =

t=0 e∈E

T
X
t=0

1> (I − R) z(t).
| {z }
=:c>

P
P
This cost function is non-decreasing in z(t), since ce = 1 − i∈E
/ c βe,i ≥ 1 −
i∈E βe,i ≥ 0.
The latter inequality holds due to the traffic conservation law. In addition, it is linear
and hence convex.
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Remark 4.2. We have defined the FNC problem with the objective of minimizing the
TTS. A natural generalization is to consider cost functions that take additional metrics
into account, for example, cost functions that seek to balance waiting times in a “fair”
manner. Consider, for example, cells i and j merging in a junction which becomes a
bottleneck in times of high demand. The congestion queue lengths and in turn, the time
until cars pass the bottleneck, are related to the cumulative demands zi (t) and zj (t),
respectively. By considering more general cost functions of the form
T X
X


ĉe ze (t) ,

t=0 e∈E

with convex, state-monotone functions ĉe (·), we can incentivize balancing of the queues
by choosing strictly convex functions ĉi (·) and ĉj (·), for example. The main results in
this chapter and in the following chapter (Chapter 5), in particular Theorems 4.5 and
5.4, extend to cost functions of this form. The results presented in Chapter 6 are only
applicable for minimization of TTS, on the other hand.

4.1.2

Solution of the FNC

We are now ready to prove the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4.5. Consider a traffic network modeled by the CTM with controlled merging
junctions according to Definition 3.1,3 for an external demand pattern w(t) ∈ {0, . . . , T −
1} and with initial state ρ(0) ∈ Pw(t) . The FNC problem for the CTM with controlled
merging junctions (4.1) is equivalent to the convex, relaxed FNC problem
P P
R∗CTM = minimize ∆t · Tt=1 e∈E le · ρe (t)
φ(t),ρ(t)


P
∆t
subject to ρe (t + 1) = ρe (t) + le
βe,i φi (t) − φe (t) + we (t)
∀e ∈ E,
i∈E

φe (t) ≤ de ρe (t)
∀e ∈ E,

P
(4.8)
∀e ∈ E,
i∈E βe,i · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t)
φe (t) ≥ 0

∀e ∈ Ec ,

le ρe (t) ≤ s̄e

∀e ∈ S,

ρ(0) given,
in the sense that the objective values are equal and any optimizer of (4.8) can be used to
compute a solution of the original problem (4.1).
3

Recall that in particular, this definition assumes that the network is defined on a graph satisfying
Assumption 3.1, with fundamental diagrams satisfying Assumption 3.2 and with merging junctions
satisfying Assumption 3.5.
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Proof. First, note that the relaxed FNC problem (4.8) is convex, all constraint and
objective functions are continuous and the feasible set is bounded.4 These conditions

ensure that the minimum R∗CTM is attained. Consider an optimizer ρ◦ (t), φ◦ (t) of the
relaxed FNC problem (4.8). The corresponding cumulative demands z ◦ (t) := P Lρ◦ (t)
and inputs u◦ (t) := ze◦ (t) − ∆φ◦e (t) are a feasible solution of the optimization problem
minimize
z(t),u(t)

subject to

PT

t=0

1> (I − R)z(t)



r
ze (t + 1) ≥ ue (t) + ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
u(t)
e

∀e ∈ Ec

(−)

w(t)
ze (t + 1) ≥ −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
 ∀e ∈ Ec
P eP
(−)
P β
· · · + ∆t · i∈E j∈Ec e,i∆te,j zj (t) + uj (t)
(4.9)



s
z(t), u(t)
ze (t + 1) ≥ max fed z(t) , maxi∈E + (e) fi,e

∀e ∈
/ Ec

r
· · · + ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
u(t)
e
ACCTM constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5), (4.7)
(−)

z(0) = P Lρ(0) given, ze (0) = −ze (0) .
with objective value R◦ACCTM = R∗CTM .5 Details proving feasibility of the trajectory

z ◦ (t), u◦ (t) in (4.9) are provided in Appendix B.3.
Note that (4.9) is the convex relaxation of the FNC problem expressed in ACCTM
variables. The ACCTM is a convex, state-monotone system (Lemma 4.4), with a convex,
state-monotone cost function. Hence, we can apply Theorem 2.6, which implies that a
feasible solution of the relaxed problem can be used to compute a feasible solution of
∗
=
PACCTM

minimize TTS
subject to Augmented CCTM dynamics (4.3), (4.6)

(4.10)

and constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5) (4.7),
(−)

z(0) = P Lρ(0) given, ze (0) = −ze (0) .
∗
by forward simulation, with equal or smaller objective value PACCTM
≤ R◦ACCTM . We

denote the resulting trajectory as z ∗ (t), u∗ (t) . By equivalence of the FNC problem
(4.1) and its CCTM (Lemma 4.1), and it turn, the augmented CCTM, we can compute
a feasible trajectory ρ∗ (t) = L−1 (I − R)z ∗ (t) of the FNC problem by applying the inverse
∗
∗
transformation. It follows that R∗CTM = R◦ACCTM ≥ PACCTM
= PCTM
. In addition, we
4

Boundedness of the feasible set is ensured since all flows and densities are nonnegative and an a
priori upper bound on feasible values for either can be computed by establishing that the total number
Pt P
of cars in the network at time t is upper bounded by l> ρ(0) + ∆t · τ =0 e∈E we (t).
5
Note that even though it turns out that the candidate solution z ◦ (t), u◦ (t) is in fact an optimizer
of problem (4.9), we do not assert this yet and only conclude that it is feasible at this point.
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∗
have that R∗CTM ≤ PCTM
since (4.8) is a relaxation of the FNC problem (4.1). Therefore
∗
∗
RCTM = PCTM which proves the first claim of the theorem. In addition, φ∗e (t) = φ◦e (t) for
all controlled flows e ∈ Ec and hence the second claim of the theorem follows: a solution
to the FNC problem (4.1) can be obtained by forward simulation of the optimal inputs
of the relaxed CTM problem (4.8).

It should be emphasized that while the augmented CCTM is crucial for the proof, it
is not necessary to perform the transformation from density ρ(t) to cumulative demand
z(t) when applying Theorem 4.5. Instead, one can solve the relaxed problem (4.8)
and perform a forward simulation using the CTM with controlled merging junctions.
Note also that the relaxed FNC problem (4.8) corresponds to the “natural”, convex
relaxation of the FNC problem, where the flows are not restricted to coincide with
the (non-linear) fundamental diagram (that is, the minimum of demand and supply
functions), but are only required to satisfy the convex relaxations of demand and supply
constraints. All solutions of the FNC problem, regardless of the actuation scheme, are
feasible in the relaxation (4.8), as discussed in [CLS16]. Therefore, Theorem 4.5 implies
that if control of all merging flows is available, then further flow control in other cells is
not advantageous for reducing TTS. Furthermore, additional assumptions, in particular
Assumption 3.1 for asymmetric junctions and Assumption 3.2 for sub-critical junctions,
can alleviate the need for control of certain merging flows. Intuitively, the purpose
of control for merging junctions is to prioritize certain flows over others, trading off
the consequences of congestion propagating into different upstream cells. The relaxed
FNC problem implicitly assumes that prioritizing individual merging flows is possible (or
that the merging junction is sub-critical, that is, uncongested, and hence, no trade-off
is necessary), however, it is agnostic about the means by which this is accomplished.
The definitions of symmetric junctions and asymmetric junctions describe two different
actuation schemes, which make prioritization of individual merging flows possible.

4.2

Discussion

State-monotonicity of the ACCTM has played a crucial role in deriving the results of this
chapter. In this section, we will draw a connection between state-monotonicity of the
ACCTM and the properties of the original, compartmental network model. Monotonicity
of compartmental models similar to the one used in this thesis has already been studied
comprehensively. In particular, the CTM of a freeway segment with only onramp and
off-ramp junctions is monotone in the densities, with respect to the positive orthant, if a
simplified onramp model, similar to the asymmetric junction model, is used [GHK+ 08].
However, it is well-known that the dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions in the densities
are not monotone with respect to the positive (or any other) orthant, though they satisfy
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a mixed-monotonicity property [CA15, CA16]. In this chapter, we have demonstrated
that the FIFO diverging model can be described by a state-monotone system that uses
(−)
the cumulative demand z(t) (and ze (t) for e ∈ Ec ) as states. We can use this result
to show that the CTM with controlled merging junctions, expressed in terms of the
densities, is also state-monotone with respect to a particular, polyhedral cone, which is
not an orthant.
Proposition 4.6. Consider a network with controlled merging junctions according to
Definition 3.1, with initial state ρ(0) ∈ Rw(t) . This system is state-monotone with respect

to the cone K := ρ : P Lρ ≥ 0, p>
e Lρ = 0, ∀e ∈ Ec .
Proof. Consider a reachable state ρ(t) and some state ρ◦ (t) such that ρ(t) K ρ◦ (t). Let

φe (t) for e ∈ Ec , be an input such that ρ(t), φe∈Ec (t) is feasible. To verify monotonicity,
we consider the system evolution in terms of the ACCTM. Its states are computed as
(−)
◦,(−)
◦
◦
◦
z(t) = P Lρ(t), ze = −p>
= −p>
e Lρ(t), z (t) = P Lρ (t) and ze
e Lρ (t), for e ∈ Ec .
In addition, ue (t) = ze (t) − ∆t · φe (t), for all e ∈ Ec . The ordering ρ(t) K ρ◦ (t) ⇐⇒
ρ(t) − ρ◦ (t) ∈ K implies that

P L ρ(t) − ρ◦ (t) ≥ 0
⇐⇒
z ◦ (t) ≥ z(t),

◦
p>
=⇒
ze◦,(−) ≥ ze(−)
∀e ∈ Ec ,
e L ρ(t) − ρ (t) = 0
that is, the states of the ACCTM are ordered with respect to the positive orthant. By
state-monotonicity of the ACCTM with respect to the positive orthant, it follows that

the state-input pair z ◦ (t), ue∈Ec (t) is feasible in the ACCTM and that the consecutive
(−)
◦,(−)
state satisfies z(t + 1) ≥ z ◦ (t + 1) and ze (t) ≥ ze (t), for all e ∈ Ec . This implies that

the state-input pair ρ◦ (t), φe∈Ec (t) is feasible in the original network model and that
)

P L ρ(t + 1) − ρ◦ (t + 1) ≥ 0

=⇒ ρ(t + 1) K ρ◦ (t + 1),
>
◦
pe L ρ(t + 1) − ρ (t + 1) = 0, ∀e ∈ Ec
which completes the proof.

Note that the cone K := ρ : P Lρ ≥ 0, p>
has empty interior,
e Lρ = 0, ∀e ∈ Ec
>
due to the equality constraints pe Lρ = 0 for all e ∈ Ec , whenever there are controlled
flows in the network. This implies that the partial ordering induced by K is “weak” in
the sense that all sets of the form {ρ ∈ P : ρ◦ K ρ} have measure zero. Therefore, it is
of limited use for analyzing the convergence behavior of traffic networks along the lines
of [GHK+ 08, CA16]. For example, the convergence behavior of a freeway segment has
been analyzed by studying the trajectory starting at maximal densities ρ(0) = ρ̄ and
using monotonicity (with respect to Rn+ ) to upper bound every other trajectory by the
resulting trajectory ρ(t). A similar approach using monotonicity with respect to K will
only ever bound trajectories with initial states in sets of measure zero.
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A noteworthy special case concerns networks without merging junctions. Such a
network is a directed tree, in which all vertices are either interfaces between two cells or
FIFO diverging junctions.
Corollary 4.7. Consider a network according to Definition 3.1, but without any merging
junctions, with initial state ρ(0) ∈ P. This system is state-monotone with respect to the

proper cone K := ρ : P Lρ ≥ 0 .6
In particular, this means that the dynamics of congested FIFO-diverging junctions
are monotone with respect to such a cone. This corollary is noteworthy, because existing
results prove that the dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions in the densities are not
monotone with respect to any orthant order [CA16]. Conversely, dynamics of uncontrolled, congested merging junctions are monotone with respect to the positive orthant,
but they are not monotone with respect to K, as we will see subsequently. Note that
the majority of prior work analyzing monotonicity of compartmental models, or the lack
thereof, considers continuous-time models. Corollary 4.7 extends to the continuous-time
case, as demonstrated in Appendix A.
We will illustrate the dynamical behavior of FIFO-diverging junctions and uncontrolled merging junctions in the following two examples. Note that in these examples
and in subsequent sections, we will use a shorthand notation for indices: whenever cells
are labeled using integers, e.g., E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en }, we will use the shorthand notation
ρ1 (t), ρ2 (t) . . . ρn (t) with only the integer as index instead of ρe1 (t), ρe2 (t) . . . ρen (t) to
denote any quantities that are indexed by cells. In addition, we will return to exclusively
analyzing monotonicity with respect to the positive orthant, instead of monotonicity
with respect to general cones. In particular, we return to denoting such systems simply
as “monotone” or “state-montone”, instead of highlighting explicitly that the ordering
with respect to the positive orthant is considered.
Example 4.1. Consider the simple traffic network depicted in Figure 4.2. We chose a
triangular fundamental diagram with identical parameters among all cells, in particular
le = 1km, ve = 100km/h, we = 25km/h and ρ̄e = 250cars/km. The turning rates of
the diverging junction are β2,1 = β3,1 = 21 and the external inflow w1 (t) = 4000cars/h is
constant. The system starts in a free-flow equilibrium. Equilibrium states are depicted
by dashed lines in Figure 4.2b and 4.2c. We compare this baseline scenario against
a scenario where cell e2 upstream of the diverging junction experiences congestion: at
t = 6min, the flow φ2 (t) out of cell e2 is reduced to zero, which leads to an increase
of ρ2 (t) first and ρ1 (t) subsequently, depicted by solid lines in Figure 4.2b. A statemonotone system model should preserve the ordering of trajectories, but the density ρ3 (t)
Note that for networks without merging junctions, P = (I − R)−1 = (I − R)−1 . Verifying that K
is proper is achieved by verifying that P Lρ > 0 for all ρ > 0.
6
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FIFO diverging junction.
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(c) Diverging dynamics are
monotone in the cumulative
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Figure 4.2: Dynamics of a FIFO diverging junction. A reduction in the outflow φ2 (t)
causes an increase in ρ2 (t). In turn, this increase in ρe (t) leads to a non-monotone
response in terms of the traffic densities, but a monotone response in terms of the
cumulative demand. The equilibrium trajectories, obtained if φ2 (t) is not limited, are
shown in dashed.
falls below the corresponding baseline trajectory, thus demonstrating that the model is
not state-monotone in the densities. By contrast, the increase in cumulative demand
z2 (t) leads to an increase of both z1 (t) and z3 (t) in comparison to the baseline trajectory,
as can be seen in Figure 4.2c. This behavior is consistent with a state-monotone model.
While the dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions are state-monotone in the cumulative
demand z(t), the dynamics of congested, uncontrolled merging junctions are not. This
is the reason for restricting the admissible types of merging junctions to the three types
introduced in Chapter 3. We illustrate the dynamics of a congested, uncontrolled merging
junction in Example 4.2.
Example 4.2. Consider the simple traffic network depicted in Figure 4.3. We again
choose a triangular fundamental diagram with identical parameters among all cells, in
particular le = 1km, ve = 100km/h, we = 25km/h and ρ̄e = 250cars/km. The external inflows w1 (t) = w2 (t) = 2500cars/h are constant. We consider two initial states,
ρ(0) = (150, 50, 250)> and ρ◦ (0) = (100, 0, 140), corresponding to cumulative demand z(0) = (150, 50, 250)> ≥ z ◦ (0) = (100, 0, 240)> . Note that the initial states
are component-wise ordered in terms of the cumulative demand, but not in terms of the
densities. The uncontrolled merging junction is modeled using the proportional-priority
model. This merging model violates Assumption 3.5, but its dynamics are known to be
monotone in the densities [LCRS14, LCS14]. The resulting trajectories are depicted as
solid lines in Figures 4.3b and 4.3c, for initial state ρ(0), respectively z(0), and as dashed
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(c) Merging dynamics are not
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Figure 4.3: Dynamics of an uncontrolled merging junction. The initial states are ordered
in terms of the cumulative demand ze (t), but not in terms of the densities ρe (t). From (c),
we can conclude that the merging dynamics are not monotone in z(t), but no immediate
conclusions can be drawn from (b).
lines for initial state ρ◦ (0), respectively z ◦ (0). From Figure 4.3c, we conclude that this
merging model is not monotone in the cumulative demand z(t), since the initial state is
ordered, but this ordering is not preserved (note the evolution of z2 (t)). We also depict
the evolution of the densities in Figure 4.3b, but since the initial states are not ordered,
this plot conveys no information about monotonicity in terms of the densities.
These two examples are meant to illustrate how state-monotonicity of a system depends on the choice of the state, or on the particular partial ordering that is used.
In this context, it is worth highlighting that while monotonicity (respectively mixedmonotonicity) of certain compartmental traffic models in the densities has been used
to analyze stability properties [LCRS14, CA16] and robustness of optimal trajectories
[CLS16], the system equations are not convex (or concave) in the densities. Therefore,
even though certain such models are monotone in the densities, in particular, networks
without FIFO diverging junctions, Theorem 2.6 does not apply directly.

4.2.1

Optimal throughput

Theorem 2.6 allows to efficiently solve the FNC problem of minimizing the TTS over a
finite horizon. In such a setting, external traffic demand might temporarily exceed the
capacity of the network, leading to the formation of congestion queues. A natural followup question concerns the capacity of a particular traffic network, that is, what amount of
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(average) external traffic demand can be served in the long term, without the formation of
ever-growing queues somewhere in the network. Such an external traffic demand pattern
is called feasible [GHK+ 08, CA16]. One way to define the maximum capacity of a traffic
P
network is to assume a stage-wise objective of the form (minimize) − e∈S c>
w,e we (t),
where the coefficients cw,e ≥ 0 are non-negative, which corresponds to the maximization
of a weighted sum of external traffic flows into the network. In the following, we consider
a traffic network modeled by the CTM with controlled merging junctions according to
Definition 3.1, where all non-source cells have a finite traffic jam density ρ̄e and all
source cells are constrained to finite densities ρe (t) ≤ s̄e . For ease of notation, we will
use ρ̄e := s̄e for the maximal density in onramp cells, in a slight deviation from the
notational conventions introduced in Chapter 3.7 It is easy to see that any equilibrium



flow through a cell e is bounded above by φ̄e := maxρe ∈[0,ρ̄e ] min de ρe (t) , se ρe (t) .
Conversely, for all flows 0 ≤ φ(t) ≤ φ̄ that satisfy the conservation law of traffic in
equilibrium, that is, (R − I)φ(t) + w(t) = 0, there exists an equilibrium with densities

ρe (t) such that φe (t) = de ρe (t) . Hence, the equilibrium which maximizes throughput
can be computed by solving
minimize −
φ(t),we∈S (t)

P

e∈S

c>
w,e we (t)

subject to (R − I)φ(t) + w(t) = 0,

(4.11)

0 ≤ φe (t) ≤ φ̄e ,

∀e ∈ E,

we ≤ we (t) ≤ we ,

∀e ∈ S.

The external traffic demand is now part of the decision variables. We have introduced
upper and lower bounds on the external demand, we and we , to model situations where
only finite, external demand is available and situations where a certain minimal demand
has to be served. If the optimization problem (4.11) is feasible, then the minimum is
attained, since the optimization is over a compact set. However, this formulation does
only consider equilibria and it is not a-priori clear whether there exists a periodic (or
non-periodic) trajectory that improves average throughput over the throughput in the
optimal equilibrium. In fact, the conclusions of [GHK+ 08] contemplate the existence
of a “free-lunch opportunity” and pose the question if one can increase the (average)
throughput via repeating a congestion-decongestion cycle in freeway ramp metering.8
However, it turns out that such an opportunity does not exist, in the following sense.
7

We will only consider trajectories that respect the control constraint ρe (t) ≤ s̄e in the following.
The authors sketch a congestion-decongestion cycle in [GHK+ 08, Figure 13] and observe that it
improves the throughput of a particular cell, over two equilibria that form two “extreme points” of the
cycle. However, Lemma 4.8 suggests that neither of these equilibria was optimal for maximizing the
throughput of the cell in question in the first place, and that there exists another equilibrium, which
matches or exceeds the average throughput achieved in the described cycle.
8
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Discussion

Proposition 4.8. Consider a traffic network modeled by the CTM with controlled merging junctions according to Definition 3.1, and assume in addition that all merging junctions are modeled as symmetric junctions, that all non-source cells have finite traffic
jam density ρ̄e and that all source cells are constrained to finite densities ρe (t) ≤ s̄e . If
P
problem (4.11) is feasible, then the system with stage-wise cost (min) − e∈S c>
w,e we (t) is
optimally operated at steady-state. In particular, there does not exist a feasible, periodic
cycle that increases average throughput over the optimal equilibrium.
Proof. We study the problem by employing a variant of the ACCTM, in which we include
the external traffic demands we (t), we ≤ we (t) ≤ we , for all e ∈ S, in the set of controlled
inputs, in addition to the controlled flows φe (t), for all e ∈ Ec . We study the optimal
long-term operation of this system, that is,
inf
z(0),φe∈Ec (t),we∈S (t)

lim inf
T →∞

1
T

TP
−1

−c>
w w(t)

t=0

subject to Augmented CCTM dynamics (4.3), (4.6)
and constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5) (4.7),
(−)

ze (0) = −ze (0)

∀e ∈ Ec ,

we ≤ we (t) ≤ we

∀e ∈ S.

With we (t) for all e ∈ Ec included in the set of inputs (and all other we (t) ≡ 0 by
assumption), the resulting system is time-invariant. The dynamics and constraints are
convex and state-monotone according to Lemma 4.49 . The stage-wise objective function
does not depend on the state and is affine in the inputs, hence it is convex and statemonotone as well. In order to apply Theorem 2.11, we also need to verify conditions
(i)-(iv) described in Assumption 2.1. Note that for all feasible inputs, the compact set
P :=
[0, ρ̄e ] is invariant according to Lemma 3.1,10 , which verifies conditions (i) and

×
e∈E

e ρ̄e
(ii). To verify (iii), note that the constraints 0 ≤ φe (t) ≤ de (ρ̄e ) and 0 ≤ we (t) ≤ l∆t
define a compact set. The minimum of (4.11) is attained if the problem is feasible
(which we explicitly assume), hence, there exists a corresponding equilibrium of the
CTM with controlled merging junctions and in turn, also an (optimal) equilibrium in
the ACCTM, with equal objective value, which implies that (iv) holds true. In addition,
note that the cost function and all constraint functions are continuous, which implies
lower semi-continuity. With all conditions verified, we can apply Theorem 2.11, which

9

In addition to prior results, we need to verify that the dynamics and constraints are also jointly
convex in the original states and inputs and in we (t) for all e ∈ Ec , the new inputs. Since all relevant
equations are affine in w(t), this is straightforward.
10
A minor modification of the Lemma is necessary to handle the finite source cell capacities ρ̄e = s̄e <
+∞, which are explicitly enforced for all feasible trajectories.
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implies that the system is optimally operated at steady-state. Note also that the available
P
P
storage space for traffic in the network is finite, 0 ≤ e∈E le ρe (t) ≤ e∈E le ρ̄e (t), since
the maximal traffic density of every cell is assumed to be finite. Therefore, objective
functions of the chosen form not only model the amount of traffic that can be admitted
(on average) to the network, but indirectly also the (average) amount of traffic that
leaves the network.
Proposition 4.8 can be generalized to networks with asymmetric junctions, subcritical junctions and even, in contrast to most other results in this thesis, to networks
with uncontrolled merging junctions modeled by either Daganzo’s priority rule or the
proportional-priority merging model, that are not necessarily uncongested. The way to
proceed is to realize that any trajectory in such a network can be reproduced in a network in which all merging junctions are symmetric junctions. Therefore, one can use a
network with symmetric junctions to bound the maximal achievable throughput if less
control actuation is available.
This result deserves some further discussion. Note in particular that the result requires convex actuation constraints, which means that it does not apply to the cyclic
operation of traffic lights. Instead, only average control inputs (e.g. dutycycles for traffic
lights) are considered. We are not aware of any published literature that discusses the
possibility of repeating a congestion-decongestion cycle in order to improve the throughput of traffic networks, expect for the brief mention in [GHK+ 08]. This is not surprising
as in reality, the capacity drop, which is not reproduced by the CTM with non-decreasing
demand functions, would likely impair performance if such a control policy was attempted. We therefore expect that average throughput during such a cycle would be
strictly outperformed by stabilizing the traffic density in the optimal equilibrium. The
result that throughput of traffic networks (with controlled merging junctions) cannot
be improved by cyclic operation will therefore likely not surprise any experienced traffic
engineer. However, we believe there is value in proving such a result formally, in so far
as it allows us to understand the properties of the traffic model better. In particular,
if we design an optimization-based, receding-horizon control policy with an “economic”
objective like minimizing the TTS, we are now more confident that such a policy will
not induce an undesirable, cyclic trajectory because such a trajectory is deemed advantageous according to the (imperfect) model employed in the optimization. This idea
has been formalized in the theory of economic MPC, where (strict) dissipativity of a
system, with respect to a particular supply function, is used to analyze whether an
MPC policy with an economic (typically not positive-definite) cost function stabilizes
the optimal equilibrium [AAR12]. Dissipativity with respect to the particular supply
function employed in [AAR12] is closely related to the question of whether a system
is optimally operated at steady-state [MGA15, MAA15]. Since our attention is mostly
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Figure 4.4: Network topology of the Rocade Sud. Map data c 2016 Open Street Maps.
on finite-horizon problems and since in traffic control, the available actuation is often
insufficient to stabilize any equilibrium (local traffic densities might be stabilized, but
typically at the cost of building up queues elsewhere in the network, where their impact
is less detrimental), we do not pursue this idea further in this thesis.

4.3

Numerical study

In this section, we consider two freeway networks and verify that solutions of the FNC
problem obtained via forward simulation of control inputs, computed by solving the
relaxed problem, are indeed feasible and optimal. The first example is based on a real
freeway in Grenoble, France. In Section 4.3.1, we focus on the asymmetric junction as a
prototypical model for onramps controlled via ramp metering. In addition, we exemplify
in Section 4.3.2 how our theoretical results can be used to target the capacity drop in
freeway ramp metering, to illustrate that our results can also be used in the design of
efficient heuristics, for models that do not satisfy all of our assumptions. The second
example is based on a fictitious freeway network designed to incorporate both FIFO
diverging junctions and all types of merging junction considered in Assumption 3.5.

4.3.1

Freeway segment with ramp metering

In this section, we consider the problem of freeway ramp metering for the Rocade Sud,
a freeway with only onramp and off-ramp junctions. The freeway model in question is
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based on a congestion-prone freeway in the vicinity of Grenoble [CdWMO+ 15] with 10
onramps and 7 off-ramps. The mainline flow dynamics are modeled using a piecewiseaffine fundamental diagram with parameter values as described in Appendix C.11 Ramp
metering will be installed on the real freeway in the near future.
We model the metered onramps using asymmetric junctions. The advantage of the
asymmetric junction model over the symmetric one is that only control of the inflow
from the onramp is assumed in the former model. The resulting onramp model is similar
to the one employed in the asymmetric cell transmission model (ACTM) [GHK+ 08]. In
the ACTM, it is assumed that inflow from the onramps is not constrained by congestion
on the mainline, similar to the controlled flow in an asymmetric junction. Consider a
cell e ∈ S modeling a metered onramp. In the ACTM, the onramp is modeled as an
integrator

∆t
ρe (t + 1) = ρe (t) +
· we (t) − re (t) ,
le
with ρe (t) the onramp occupancy (here expressed as a density), we (t) the external inflow
and re (t) the metered flow entering the mainline. The dynamics are subject to an
onramp capacity constraint ρe (t) ≤ ρ̄e and metering constraints 0 ≤ re (t) ≤ r̄e . We
can replicate the metering constraint in our model by defining the onramp demand as
 le
de (ρe (t)) = max ∆t
ρe (t), r̄e and including the ramp in the set of asymmetric junctions
e ∈ NA . This particular demand function is used solely to reproduce the integrator-like
le
be interpreted as the freeonramp dynamics of the ACTM. Neither should the factor ∆t
flow velocity on the onramp, nor should one assume that the density ρe (t) is necessarily
homogeneous on the onramp. The capacity constraints for metered onramps e can also
be included in the FNC problem, as ρe (t) ≤ s̄e := ρ̄e . Off-ramps of the Rocade Sud
are modeled using constant turning rates. The densities on the off-ramps are not part
of the model and hence, mainline flow will never be obstructed by the state of the offramps. However, outflow via the off-ramps is affected by congestion on the mainline, in
accordance with the dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions. The resulting system model
satisfies Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5. Therefore, Theorem 4.5 is applicable. It should
be noted that for the special case of a freeway segment with only onramp and off-ramp
junctions as considered in this example, equivalence of the relaxed FNC problem and
the original problem has already been known [GH06]12
We pose the finite horizon optimal control problem using the historical, external traf11

In this section, we will use model variant (A), see Appendix C.
Strictly speaking, [GH06] introduce additional technical conditions on the sampling time and the
existence of a low-demand “decongestion period” at the end of the horizon, which ensure that the solution
of the relaxed problem is always feasible in the original problem. However, these technical assumptions
are not essential, as even without them, one can create an optimal solution of the original problem by
forward simulation, using the optimal inputs of the relaxation. Also, [GH06] only consider the triangular
fundamental diagram. The extension to a concave fundamental diagram is straightforward, however.
12
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(d) Onramp queues.

Figure 4.5: Simulation results for the Rocade Sud, for the afternoon/evening rush-hour
of April 14th, 2014. The densities without ramp metering are depicted in Figure 4.5a.
The flows in the optimal solution depicted in Figure 4.5b do not equal the minimum
of demand and supply everywhere, in particular during the duration of congestion in
cells e6 to e9 (indicated by the white-dashed boxes). The forward simulation (Figure
4.5c) creates a solution that satisfies the system equations everywhere, with the same
objective value (TTS). Figure 4.5d depicts the evolution of relevant onramp queues.
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fic demands of the afternoon/evening rush-hour on April 14th, 2014, with the objective
of minimizing the TTS. The optimization problem (4.8) can be reformulated as a linear
program (LP), since we assume PWA demand and supply functions. For a sampling
time of 15sec13 , the resulting LP with a horizon of 5 hours has 67284 primal variables
and 134512 constraints. It is solved by Gurobi [GO18] in 270sec.14 The results of the
optimization are depicted in Figure 4.5b. It turns out that the optimizer is not unique
and the particular solution found by the optimization routine does not coincide exactly
with the fundamental diagram at all times, in particular during the duration of congestion in cells e6 to e9 (indicated by the white-dashed boxes). No off-ramps are present
in the respective parts of the freeway (see Figure 4.4) and hence, there is no inherent
incentive to maximize flows during times when downstream flow is obstructed by congestion. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a forward simulation using the optimal
control inputs computed for the relaxed problem. The results of the forward simulation
are depicted in Figure 4.5c. For comparison, we also depict the uncontrolled case (without ramp metering) in Figure 4.5a. The optimizer of the relaxed FNC problem and the
solution obtained by forward simulation achieve the same cost, denoted as TTS∗ , as predicted by Theorem 4.5. In comparison to the uncontrolled case with cost TTSol (“open
∗
ol −TTS
loop”), an improvement of TTSTTS
= 3.5% is achieved. Much of the time spent is
ol
in fact due to the free-flow travel time FTT, that is, the hypothetical time spent if all
vehicles travel at free-flow velocity at all times.15 Naturally, free-flow travel time cannot
be reduced by ramp metering. If one considers only the decrease in delay, defined as
∗
ol −TTS
TTS − FTT [GH06], relative savings of TTS
= 12.1% are obtained. In the optimal
TTS−FTT
solution, cars are held back on the onramps if the corresponding part of the mainline is
congested, this congestion obstructs or threatens to obstruct upstream FIFO junctions
(off-ramps) and sufficient space on the metered onramp is available. Figure 4.5d depicts
the evolution of four onramp queues. The onramp queues are constrained to 50 cars
each, and it is apparent that these constraints are satisfied.
As stated before, the onramp flow is not explicitly constrained by the supply of free
space on the mainline in the ACTM. In [GH06] an a posteriori check is performed, with
the conclusion that flows from onramps can easily be accommodated on the mainline
in the optimal solution. Here, we compare the inflows from the onramps φo (t) to the
mainline flow φm (t) at the same location during times of mainline congestion. The ratio
φo (t)
is depicted in Figure 4.6. Note that according to Assumption 3.3, we require
φo (t)+φm (t)
13

By Assumption 3.2, ∆t ≤ 20sec for this freeway. The critical cells have length le = 0.5km and
free-flow velocity ve = 90km/h.
14
The solution was found using a 2013 MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Intel i7 processor (4 cores). Gurobi
was interfaced via Matlab.
15
The FFT can be computed by setting de (ρe (t)) = ve · ρe (t) and assuming cells with infinite capacity,
that is, se (ρe (t)) = +∞ and ρ̄e = +∞.
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Figure 4.6: Verification of the asymmetric onramp model. Displayed is the distribution
of the metered onramp inflow divided by total cell inflow, while the mainline is congested.
that in times of congestion,

βe,o · do ρo (t) !
φo (t)

=
≤ po ,
φo (t) + φm (t)
se ρe (t)
where e is the (mainline) cell downstream of the onramp, βe,o = 1 for all onramps in this
example, and po is the priority coefficient that indicates what percentage of free space
is allocated to demand from the onramp in Daganzo’s priority rule. Figure 4.6 suggests
that the onramp inflow typically accounts for less than one-third of the total flow. The
onramp model based on the asymmetric junction is exact as long as po ≤ 0.45 for all
onramps o (which is quite restrictive), and it is a good approximation as long as po ≈ 13 ,
or larger.

4.3.2

A heuristic targeting the capacity drop

Recall that non-decreasing, concave demand functions have been assumed to derive Theorem 4.5. In case of a capacity drop as in Figure 3.2f, the demand function is not concave
and hence, the “natural” relaxation (4.8) of the FNC problem, in which demand and
supply constraints are relaxed, is no longer convex. In such a case, it is also easy to
construct examples where control of merging flows alone is not sufficient to make optimal solutions of the relaxation feasible in the non-relaxed problem. This suggests that
the optimization of models involving a capacity drop is substantially more difficult than
those without one.
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In this section, we seek to demonstrate that instead of invoking non-convex optimization, one can also use the results in this work to target the effects of the capacity
drop heuristically, while retaining a convex problem. To do so, we consider again the
Rocade Sud as in the previous section, but we now assume that every demand function
of mainline cells exhibits a capacity drop as depicted in Figure 3.2f, where the demand
function decreases by 10% as soon as a critical density is exceeded. In addition, the
maximal throughput of all cells is increased, so that the throughput in congestion, when
the capacity drop is active, equals the throughput in the model without capacity drop.
In this way, comparable congestion patterns result. All other model parameters remain
unchanged.
In times of congestion, the relaxed FNC problem often allows for multiple optimal
solutions with equal objective values. They correspond to situations where the bottleneck flows are equal (in the model without capacity drop), but in which excess traffic
is distributed differently on onramp queues and mainline congestion. A capacity drop
penalizes mainline congestion, since it reduces the bottleneck capacity in times of congestion. Therefore, we consider a heuristic control objective
!
T
X
X
X
TTS :=
le · ρe (t) + (1 − ) ·
le · ρe (t) ,
t=1

e∈NA

e∈E\NA

where waiting times incurred on the onramps are penalized less than time spent on the
mainline. The idea is to choose  > 0 small, to stay close to the objective of minimizing
TTS, while selecting a solution in which vehicles are released as late as possible from the
onramps. Before using the heuristic objective in simulations, we need to verify that it is
state-monotone in the augmented CCTM. To do so, consider
TTS :=

T
X
t=0

>

1 (I − R) z(t) +  ·
| {z }
≥0

T X
X

ze(−) (t)

t=0 e∈O

(−)

where ze (t) = −ze (t) is part of the augmented state, as defined in Section 4.1.1. The
assumption that  > 0 implies that the objective function TTS is non-decreasing in the
states of the augmented CCTM.
We now compare the performance of two optimization-based control policies, based
on either objective function. The capacity drop cannot be included in the controller
model if monotonicity is to be retained. Instead, a non-decreasing demand function is
assumed by the controller, with maximal value equal to the average of free-flow throughput and throughput in congestion.16 Due to the model mismatch between system and
16

A possible alternative choice, to set throughput in the controller model to the maximal, free-flow
throughput, leads to even better performance of the policy using the heuristic objective in simulation.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results for the Rocade Sud using an alternative model with capacity drop, as described in Appendix C, for the afternoon/evening rush-hour of April
14th, 2014. The heuristic objective is designed to favor queues on the onramps over
congestion on the mainline. In this particular example, the onset of congestion in cell
e19 is delayed by the heuristic, which delays the onset of the capacity drop and achieves
higher bottleneck throughput during the period indicated by the white-dashed box.
controller, we consider a receding-horizon implementation, where an optimization problem with horizon 10min is solved every 2min and the control inputs of the first 2min
of the prediction horizon are applied to the system. Density contours of the simulation
results are depicted in Figure 4.7. The receding-horizon controller using the default objective achieves an improvement of 2.8% in TTS (10.1% in delay), while the controller
using the heuristic objective with  = 0.1 achieves an improvement of 9.68% in TTS
(35.6% in delay). This improvement in performance is due to the heuristic objective
initially holding back more traffic on the onramps, thereby delaying the onset of congestion. This allows a larger flow out of cell e19 for the time period indicated in Figure 4.7,
since the capacity drop is avoided temporarily. Note that smaller throughput before the
onset of congestion leads to longer congestion queues throughout the whole duration of
congestion, and hence to a large increase in the time spent in congestion.
In this example, the capacity drop influences the effectiveness of ramp metering
The resulting trajectory seems unrealistic, however, since in practice, model uncertainty prevents any
controller from stabilizing the density exactly at the critical density, where maximal, free-flow throughput is achieved. Choosing the maximal throughput in the controller model as the average of free-flow
throughput and throughput in congestion acts as a safety margin.
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Figure 4.8: Fictitious network topology with 23 cells, two symmetric junctions, four
asymmetric junctions modeling metered onramps, one sub-critical junction, two mainline
FIFO diverging junctions and five FIFO offramp junctions.
significantly, suggesting that it should not be ignored in the design of ramp metering
control policies if such an effect is empirically observed for a particular freeway. However,
the results also demonstrate that the proposed heuristic is able to target the effects of the
capacity drop and improve performance, while employing a system model which does not
include the capacity drop itself. While this particular heuristic is tailored towards ramp
metering and does not generalize to e.g. symmetric junctions in an obvious manner, we
believe it exemplifies how the main result of this work can also be used as a guideline in
the design of “efficient” heuristics that target non-monotone effects.

4.3.3

Networks with controlled merging junctions

In the following, we consider the freeway network depicted in Figure 4.8. We aim to
minimize the TTS by using ramp metering and mainline demand control for merging
junctions. For ramp metering, we assume that the onramp model described in the
previous section is used. Two mainline junctions are modeled as symmetric junctions.
We assume that flow control is available in the corresponding upstream cells e ∈ NS =
{e1 , e7 , e14 , e18 }. Four onramps (e20 , e21 , e22 and e23 ) are present, we assume that they are
all used for ramp metering. Assumption 3.3, that metered onramp demand can always be
served, is checked a posteriori. One merging junction is modeled as a sub-critical junction
(e8 , e19 ∈ NU ). The network contains two FIFO diverging junctions (downstream of e2
and e5 ) within the network itself, in addition to several off-ramp junctions, which can
be interpreted as special cases of FIFO diverging junctions where the off-ramp is never
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Figure 4.9: Concave demand and supply functions of a single lane, modeled using 3rd order polynomials.

congested. The corresponding turning rates are β3,2 = 32 , β15,2 = 13 , β4,3 = 45 , β6,5 = 21 ,
β11,5 = 14 , β7,6 = 45 , β8,7 = 54 , β14,13 = 45 and β17,16 = 45 . For mainline cells (all cells except
the onramps), we assume that every lane is described by the same fundamental diagram.
To demonstrate the applicability of our results to concave (not piece-wise affine) demand
and supply functions, we model the demand function of a single lane by a third-order
polynomial d(ρ) = d3 ρ3 + d2 ρ2 + d1 ρ + d0 for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρc , where the coefficients are chosen
d
d
d(0) = 100km/h, d(ρc ) = 2000cars/h and dρ
d(ρc ) = 0km/h.
such that d(0) = 0cars/h, dρ
Here, ρc denotes the critical density, which is chosen as ρc = 30cars/km per lane. For
ρc ≤ ρ ≤ ρ̄, the demand function is constant. Similarly, the supply function is modeled
by a third-order polynomial s(ρ) = s3 ρ3 + s2 ρ2 + s1 ρ + s0 for ρc ≤ ρ ≤ ρ̄, where the
d
coefficients are chosen such that s(ρc ) = 2000cars/h, dρ
s(ρc ) = 0km/h, s(ρ̄) = 0 and
d
s(ρ̄) = −35km/h. For 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρc , the supply function is constant. The resulting
dρ
demand and supply functions are depicted in Figure 4.9. One can numerically verify
that they satisfy Assumption 3.2. The number of lanes differs between cells. We assume
cells e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e9 and e10 are comprised of three lanes, cell e14 of only one lane
and the remainder of the mainline cells of two lanes. All cells are 0.5km long and the
sampling time is chosen as 15sec to satisfy Assumption 3.2. The network structure and
the parameters are chosen to exemplify the behavior of FIFO diverging junctions and
symmetric junctions.
We chose a simple piecewise-constant demand pattern in order to facilitate visual
analysis of the results. Specifically we set w1 (t) = 2000cars/h, w19 (t) = 1000cars/h
and w20 (t) = w21 (t) = w22 (t) = w23 (t) = 750cars/h for 1 ≤ t ≤ 60 respectively, and
zero otherwise. Simulation results without control are depicted in Figure 4.10a. In this
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simulation, we use the proportional-priority merging rule for the symmetric junctions.
The merging junction upstream of cell e8 is the major bottleneck of this network, causing
congestion to form in cells e7 to e4 and in cells e18 to e16 . In addition, there is a minor
bottleneck at cell e14 . We use the TTS as the performance metric and obtain a total
cost of TTSol = 222.5h.
Next, we solve the relaxed FNC problem (4.8). For the given network and a horizon
of T = 25min, the resulting problem is a nonlinear, convex optimization problem with
5543 primal variables and 8280 constraints (in addition to lower and upper bounds on
the primal variables). It is solved to optimality by IPOPT [WB06] using the L-BFGS
algorithm in 34sec17 . The optimizer is not unique and some cells of the optimizer found
by IPOPT do not satisfy the non-relaxed fundamental diagram – that is, some flows are
strictly lower than the corresponding minimum of traffic demand and supply. Therefore,
it is necessary to perform a forward simulation using the optimal control actions of the
relaxed problem. The results of the forward simulation are depicted in Figure 4.10b.
The cost achieved in this simulation is TTS∗ = 201.1h, equal to the optimal cost of the
relaxed FNC problem as predicted by Theorem 4.5. In this case, differences between
the particular solution of the relaxed problem found by the optimization routine and
the results of the forward simulation occur for example in cells e15 and e16 , as depicted
in Figure 4.10c. No off-ramp is present in cell e15 and therefore, there is no reason to
maximize the flow from cell e15 to cell e16 as long as cell e16 is congested.
The different objective values for the uncontrolled and the controlled case show
∗
ol −TTS
an improvement of TTSTTS
= 9.6%. The relative savings in terms of delay are
ol
TTSol −TTS∗
= 16.9%, for a free-flow speed of 100km/h on an empty freeway (Figure
TTSol −FTT
4.9). The difference can be attributed to the elimination of congestion in cells e4 to e7
in the controlled case, as depicted in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b. This is mainly achieved
by prioritizing the flow from cell e7 over the flow from e18 in the downstream merging
junction, as depicted in Figure 4.10d. The congestion in the uncontrolled case restricts
off-ramp flows in cells e5 and e6 , as well as the flows to cell e11 downstream of the FIFO
diverging junction. In addition, ramps e22 and e23 (and to a limited extent, ramp e21 )
engage in ramp metering (see Figure 4.10b) to prevent or reduce local congestion, such
that the flows from the respective upstream off-ramps are not obstructed.

17

IPOPT was chosen due to the nonlinear inequality constraints resulting from the nonlinear fundamental diagram. Recall that despite the nonlinearities, the relaxed problem is still convex. The solution
was found using a 2013 MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Intel i7 processor (4 cores). IPOPT was interfaced
via Matlab.
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Cell #

Numerical study

Cell #
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(a) Densities without demand control, using
the proportional-priority merging model.
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(b) Densities obtained by forward simulation,
using optimal control inputs.
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(c) Solution of the relaxed problem
ρ̃15,16 (t) in comparison to the result of the
forward simulation ρ∗15,16 (t).
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(d) Controlled flows in the symmetric junction, where φ7 (t) and φ18 (t) merge.

Figure 4.10: Simulation results for the traffic network depicted in Figure 4.8. The
main bottleneck is the merging junction in cell 8. The optimal control alleviates the
congestion forming from this bottleneck, mainly by ramp metering using ramps 21 and
23. In addition, preference is given to flows from cell 7 (as opposed to cell 18, see Figure
4.10d), where congestion threatens to block several upstream FIFO diverging junctions.
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CHAPTER

The FNC in the presence of uncertainty
The inherent uncertainty in traffic models is a problem for all model- and optimizationbased control policies. In this chapter, we are interested in a variant of the FNC problem,
where we explicitly consider uncertainty in the optimization, in particular, uncertainty
in future, external traffic demand and in the fundamental diagram. We employ the same
compartmental model with FIFO-diverging junctions and controlled merging junctions
as in the previous chapter, except that certain parameter values are potentially uncertain. We assume that uncertainty sets of a suitable shape are known and we seek to
optimize the worst-case system performance in terms of TTS. A central insight of this
chapter is that for such traffic networks, the problem of optimal control in the presence
of uncertainty turns out to be simpler than predicting tight bounds on the evolution of
the uncontrolled system. The reason for this seemingly counterintuitive observation is
that the worst-case uncertainty realization is hard to identify for the uncontrolled traffic
network, in general. For example, an increase in the external traffic demand may lead
to an improvement of the overall TTS. However, we show that the same is not true if
control of merging flows is available. In this case, the worst-case uncertainty realization can be identified and the optimization becomes tractable. We also analyze how the
optimal feedback policy can be approximated efficiently using receding horizon policies,
while retaining robustness guarantees.
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 5.1, we first define suitable uncertainty sets. Subsequently, we define the main problem, the robust FNC problem (Section
5.1.1), adapt the previously introduced CCTM to our purpose (Section 5.1.2) and use
this reformulation to solve the robust FNC problem (Section 5.1.3). In Section 5.2, we
present examples demonstrating that (partial) control of merging flows is necessary (Section 5.2.1) for our results and consider an extension of the main result to receding-horizon
control (Section 5.2.2). The theoretical results are verified numerically in Section 5.3.
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(a) Traffic data from the Rocade Sud, April 14th , 2014.

(b) Uncertainty sets for demand and supply functions.

(c) Examples of demand
functions contained in the
uncertainty set.

Figure 5.1: Real traffic data, such as the data from the Rocade Sud, a freeway in
Grenoble, France [CdWMO+ 15], show significant variance in the fundamental diagram,
in particular in the congested region. Note that only the minimal demand function de (·)
has to satisfy Assumption 3.2. Hence, certain demand functions with capacity drop
(a decrease in demand above a critical density, see Figure 3.2f and [KSRP17]) are also
contained in the uncertainty set Ωd .

5.1

Robust Counterpart

We are interested in the optimal control of traffic networks with controlled merging
junctions in the presence of uncertainty. In particular, we consider uncertainty in future,
external traffic demand and uncertainty in the fundamental diagram. Future, external
traffic demand is typically predicted using historical data. The system dynamics, that
is, the fundamental diagram, can be identified from measurements. While measurements of the free-flow speed typically show little variance, data collected during times
of congestion are often scattered and cannot be approximated well by a one-dimensional
fundamental diagram [DGK+ 09, KV10], as depicted in Figure 5.1a. The variance in cell
capacity, that is, in the maximal equilibrium flow, is particularly impactful [MDH11].
This observation has been emphasized as an argument to prefer feedback control based
on density measurements, instead of feedforward-planning based on balancing flows and
(uncertain) cell capacities [PHSB91].
In addition, turning rates and density estimates are uncertain in practice. In this
thesis, we assume that turning rates are constant and known with certainty. This is a
concession to the FNC problem, where turning rates encode route choices. The FNC
problem only allows for flow control, but not for active traffic routing. Uncertain or timevarying turning rates could be used to re-route traffic, by using flow control to release
traffic at times of “favorable” turning rates, as discussed in Section 3.3. Uncertainty in
the initial densities, that is, in the system state, leads to a combined problem of state
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estimation and optimal control, for a nonlinear system for which no separation principle
holds. Such a problem is out of the scope of this thesis, and we focus on the simpler
problem with (partially) uncertain dynamics, but perfect state knowledge. As in Section
4, we consider problems over a finite horizon t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, e.g. one day or a rush-hour
period.
Following the robust optimization paradigm [BTN02, BPS04, BTEGN09], we do
not assume knowledge of the probability distributions of the uncertain quantities, but
introduce uncertainty sets instead. In particular, we assume that the realizations of the
external demand we (t) are nonnegative and point-wise upper bounded, 0 ≤ we (t) ≤
we (t). The corresponding uncertainty sets are defined as

:=
we (t) : 0 ≤ we (t) ≤ we (t) .
Ωw
t,e

(5.1)

w
We also use Ωw
t (respectively Ω ) to denote the joint uncertainty set for all e ∈ E (and
all t ∈ {0, t, . . . , T − 1}).

Remark 5.1. It seems natural to consider upper- and lower bounds on the external
demand, that is, uncertainty sets of the type {we (t) : we (t) ≤ we (t) ≤ we (t)}, with
we (t) ≥ 0. However, it turns out that the solution of the robust counterpart of the FNC
problem (which is defined subsequently) only depends on the upper bounds we (t). We
will derive our results in terms of the (larger) uncertainty sets Ωw
t,e , but the same results
(and the same proofs) also hold for the more restrictive uncertainty sets, where lower
bounds bounds we (t) ≤ we (t) are imposed as well.
Similarly, we assume that lower bounds on demand de (·) and supply functions se (·)
are known for each cell. These minimal demand de (·) and supply functions se (·) are
assumed to satisfy Assumption 3.2, for every e ∈ E. The real demand dt,e : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+
and supply functions st,e : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+ are unknown a priori, and in particular, they do
not necessarily satisfy Assumption 3.2. Here, the subscript t indicates that realizations of
demand and supply functions may be time-varying.1 However, we do assume that they
are point-wise lower bounded, that is, dt,e (ρ) ≥ de (ρ), for all ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ] and likewise,
st,e (ρ) ≥ se (ρ), for all ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ]. In addition, we assume that dt,e (ρ) ≤ γρ and st,e (ρ) ≤
(ρ̄e − ρ)γ, where γ is the Lipschitz constant from Assumption 3.2. The latter conditions
are imposed to ensure that trajectories remain in P, see Lemma 5.1. The solution of
the robust counterpart will only depend on the lower bounds de (·) and se (·), hence, we
refrain from introducing upper bounds de (·) and se (·) which are more restrictive than
1

In principle, the minimal demand and supply functions can also be time-varying, which might be
useful to describe predictable changes in environmental conditions, e.g. due to weather or foreseeable
incidents like the temporary closure of lanes. However, we assume time-invariant bounds for ease of
exposition.
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the Lipschitz conditions. The results (and the proofs) do not change if such bounds are
introduced, analogously to the case discussed in Remark 5.1.
Collecting these assumptions, we define the uncertainty sets for demand and supply
functions as
Ωde := {dt,e : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+ : de (ρ) ≤ dt,e (ρ), dt,e (ρ) ≤ γ · ρ, ∀ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ]},

(5.2a)

Ωse

(5.2b)

:= {st,e : [0, ρ̄e ] → R+ : se (ρ) ≤ st,e (ρ), st,e (ρ) ≤ (ρ̄e − ρ)γ, ∀ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ]}.

Similarly as before, Ωd and Ωs denote the respective, joint uncertainty sets for all e ∈ E.
T
In addition, we introduce the joint uncertainty set Ω = Ωw × (Ωd ) × (Ωs )T . Note that in
T
this definition, (Ωd ) denotes the Cartesian product of T versions of the set Ωd , one for
each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}. Elements ω ∈ Ω are tuples containing we (t), dt,e (·) and st,e (·)
for all e ∈ E and t ∈ {0, t, . . . , T − 1}. In particular, we define ω as the tuple containing
the maximal external demand we (t) and the minimal demand and supply functions de (·)
and se (·) for all e ∈ E and all t ∈ {0, t, . . . , T − 1}. Examples of uncertainty sets for
demand and supply functions are depicted in Figure 5.1.
d
s
We will also use the notation Ωt := Ωw
t × Ω × Ω , with elements ωt ∈ Ωt that are
tuples containing we (t), dt,e (·) and st,e (·) for all e ∈ E, but t fixed.

Assumption 5.1. The uncertainty sets for external demand Ωw , demand functions Ωd
and supply functions Ωs are known a priori, and the lower bounds de (·) and se (·) (used
to define Ωd and Ωs ) satisfy Assumption 3.2.
To ensure that the systems evolution is well-defined for all uncertainty realizations, we
define the set PΩ ⊆ P as the set containing all initial states ρ(0) such that for all reachable
states ρ(t), Assumption 3.3 holds for all asymmetric junctions and Assumption 3.4 holds
for all sub-critical junctions, for all disturbance realizations ω ∈ Ω and all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.
Again, we emphasize that Assumptions 3.3 and Assumption 3.4 are restrictive, but if
sufficient actuation is available, that is, if only symmetric junctions are present in the
network, then PΩ = P =
[0, ρ̄e ].

×
e∈E

Lemma 5.1. Consider an instance of the CTM with controlled merging junctions, for
d
particular external demands w(t) ∈ Ωw
t , demand functions dt,e (·) ∈ Ωe and supply functions st,e (·) ∈ Ωse .2 Assume ρ(0) ∈ PΩ . Then, for every reachable state ρ(t), there exist
feasible inputs φe∈Ec (t). In addition, for every reachable state ρ(t) and every feasible
input φe∈Ec (t), the subsequent state satisfies ρ(t + 1) ∈ P.
Note that even though we refer to the uncertainty sets in this lemma, for now we
make a statement about a deterministic system, where the uncertainty realization ωt is
2

In Definition 3.1, we have considered time-invariant demand and supply functions, but the extension
to time-varying demand and supply functions is straightforward.
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known at the time the inputs φe∈Ec (t) are chosen. The proof of Lemma 3.1, presented in
Appendix B.2, generalizes to Lemma 5.1.
A key insight of this chapter is that the problem of optimal control of uncertain
traffic networks with controlled merging junctions turns out to be simpler than the
problem of predicting tight bounds on the evolution of the uncontrolled system. The
reason for this seemingly counterintuitive observation is that the worst-case uncertainty
realization is hard to identify for the uncontrolled system, in general. One can construct
examples where, for example, an increase in the external traffic demand leads to an
overall reduction in TTS (see Example 5.1, Section 5.2.1). However, the same is not true
if control of merging flows is available, and in the remainder of this section, we seek to
demonstrate that in such a case, the worst-case uncertainty realization is easy to identify,
making the robust, optimal control problem tractable.

5.1.1

Problem statement

In this section, we define the robust counterpart to the FNC problem formally. We
assume a priori knowledge of the uncertainty sets and we seek to optimize the system
performance with respect to the worst-case uncertainty realization. In robust control
problems, a stage-wise reveal of the uncertainty realizations is typical [LY97, BM99].
In the uncertain FNC problem, we assume that knowledge of the state ρ(t) is available
at time t. The solution of the robust control problem aims to mitigate the effects of
future uncertainty, while taking past uncertainty realizations (respectively, their effect
on the state) into account. In general, such a control problem requires the optimization
over policies, i.e. functions πt : X → U, where X is the state space and U is the input
space, mapping states to control inputs.3 However, optimizing over such policies is only
computationally tractable in special cases [GKM06, BG15]. Such a problem can also be
solved (in principle) by dynamic programming [Ber95], but the “curse of dimensionality”
tends to make the numerical solution intractable as the dimension of the state space
increases [Bel13].
Here, we consider problems over a finite horizon t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T } subject to timevarying, external disturbances. Therefore, we need to consider time-varying policies as
well, which do not only depend on the traffic network state ρ(t), but also on the time
t. Recall that the control actions in the FNC problem, that is, the controlled flows, are
subject to joint state-input constraints. Therefore, we define the set of (robustly) feasible
3

Alternative parametrizations, in particular causal policies that are affine in (past) disturbance realizations, have also been suggested. For the special case of linear systems, such policies are equivalent to
state feedback policies, but optimizing over a disturbance-feedback parametrization is computationally
advantageous [GKM06].
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control policies






|E|
|E |
Πt := πt : R+ → R+c :






For all reachable ρ(t) (in the sense of Lemma 5.1)








and φe (t) = πt,e (ρ(t)), for all e ∈ Ec , the tuple

.
ρ(t), φe∈Ec (t), ω(t) satisfies constraints (3.3) and (3.9), 




for any uncertainty realization ωt ∈ Ωt .

The joint set Π is defined as the cartesian product of the sets Πt for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T −
1}. It is not a priori clear that this set is non-empty, but in later sections, we will
provide conditions which ensure just that. For any particular uncertainty realization
ω ∈ Ω and any particular choice of a feasible policy π ∈ Π, the evolution of the traffic
network is well-defined. We denote the resulting cost over the horizon t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }
as TTS(π, ω). The robust counterpart to the FNC problem, or simply the robust FNC
problem, is defined as the optimization problem


∗
C = inf sup TTS(π, ω)
(5.3)
π∈Π

ω∈Ω

with optimal value (cost) C ∗ . The robust FNC problem in this form is a multi-stage,
infinite dimensional and non-convex optimization problem. We aim to solve the robust
FNC problem for networks with controlled merging junctions, in the sense that we will
derive a finite-dimensional, convex reformulation. The result relies on monotonicity
arguments, based on a modified version of the CCTM introduced in the previous chapter.

5.1.2

Monotone reformulation

We will employ a variant of the CCTM for analyzing the robust FNC problem. Recall that the dynamics of the CCTM and most of its constraints are state-monotone,
according to Lemma 4.2. However, the non-negativity constraints on controlled flows
(4.4c) are not state-monotone. In the previous chapter, this issue has been circumvented by augmenting the state, thus obtaining the augmented CCTM. In this chapter,
we seek to analyze the impact of the uncertainty realization on the system evolution.
To do so, we choose a particular policy for the controlled flows, which incorporates the
(non-monotone) non-negativity constraints in its definition.
Assume that φ∗e (t), for e ∈ Ec and t ∈ 0, . . . T , is a feasible input sequence for the
deterministic CTM with controlled merging junctions, for uncertainty realization ω = ω
and corresponding state evolution ρ∗ (t). Consider the policy


∗

p>
e L · (ρ(t) − ρ (t))
∗
∗
.
(5.4)
πt,e ρ(t) := max 0, φe (t) +
∆t
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Note that the non-negativity constraints for controlled flows (4.4c) are implicitly satisfied
for this particular policy, hence, we do not need to consider these in the following. In
terms of the cumulative demand z(t), the policy




ze (t) − ve∗ (t)
∗
−1
πt,e L (I − R)z(t) = max 0,
∆t
∗
∗
is obtained, with ve∗ (t) := p>
e Lρ (t) − ∆t · φe (t), for all e ∈ Ec . We intend to study
the evolution of cumulative demand z(t) for this particular policy, while interpreting
the disturbance realization ωt as the new system input. To this end, we re-define the
auxiliary functions used in the definition of the CCTM as


∀e ∈ E, (5.5a)
fed z(t), dt,e (·) := ze (t) − ∆t · dt,e ρe (z(t)) ,



 X βi,j

∆t
s
∗
fi,e z(t), st,i (·) := ze (t) −
st,i ρi (t) −
max 0, zj (t) − vj (t) ,
(5.5b)
βe,i
∆t
j∈E
c

where 5.5b is defined ∀i ∈ E, ∀e ∈
/ Ec s.t. βi,e > 0. Here, ρe (z(t)) = l1e ze (t) −

P
i∈E
/ c βe,i zi (t) is obtained via the inverse state transformation. In comparison to the
corresponding auxiliary functions used in the previous chapter, the re-defined auxiliary
s
functions also depend on the uncertainty realization ωt 4 and, in case of fi,e
(·), the policy
∗
πt,e has been substituted for the controlled flows. Similarly, we re-define
X βe,i
X


fer z(t) :=
βe,i · φi (t) =
· max 0, zi (t) − vi∗ (t)
∆t
i∈E
i∈E
c

∀e ∈ E.

c

To ensure that the policy π ∗ is feasible, that is, π ∗ ∈ Π, we need to verify that for all
t and all uncertainty realizations ωt ∈ Ω, it holds that

fed z(t), dt,e (·) − ve∗ (t) ≤ 0
∀e : σe ∈ M,
(5.6a)


X βe,i
ze (t)
· max {0, zi (t) − vi∗ (t)} − se
≤0
∀e : τe ∈ M,
(5.6b)
∆t
le
i∈E
ze (t) − s̄e ≤ 0
∀e ∈ S.
(5.6c)
For all equations but the demand constraint (5.6a), the derivation of these equations is
perfectly analogous to the derivation of the CCTM, described in the proof of Lemma
4.1. For the demand constraint, one initially obtains the constraint



ze (t) − ve∗ (t)
max 0,
− de ρe (z(t)) ≤ 0
∆t


⇐⇒ 0 ≤ de ρe (z(t)) ∩ ze (t) − ve (t) − ∆t · de ρe (z(t)) ≤ 0.
4

Specifically, function (5.5a) depends on dt,e (·) and function (5.5b) on st,i (·), for all i ∈ E s.t. βi,e > 0.
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The former constraint is always satisfied due to Assumption 3.2 on the fundamental
diagram and the latter constraint is equivalent to (5.6a).
Under the constraints (5.6) the dynamics obtained if policy (5.4) is used to control
the traffic network can be expressed as



s
ze (t + 1) = max fed z(t), dt,e (·) , maxi∈E + (e) fi,e
z(t), st,i (·)

∀e ∈
/ Ec , (5.7a)

r
+∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t)
,
e



∗
>
r
ze (t + 1) = min ze (t), ve (t) + ∆t · pe w(t) + f z(t) ,
∀e ∈ Ec . (5.7b)

We introduce the short-hand notation z(t + 1) = f z(t), w(t), dt (·), st (·) for the system

dynamics (5.7) and g z(t), dt (·), st (·) ≤ 0 for all constraints (5.6). Note that the system
is no longer time-varying, since the dependency on the potentially time-varying external
demand w(t) and the demand and supply functions dt,e (·) and st,e (·) is now made explicit,
since these quantities are all part of the uncertainty realization ωt .
For now, we assume that demand and supply functions are known with certainty and
analyze the influence of the external demand w(t) ∈ Ωw
t on the system evolution.
Lemma 5.2. Consider the CTM with controlled merging junctions with intial state
ρ(0) ∈ PΩ and assume that de,t (·) = de (·) and se,t (·) = se (·), for all e ∈ Ec and all
t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. Assume that in the resulting system model, φ∗e∈Ec (t) is a feasible
input sequence, for the external demands w(t) = w(t) and with corresponding state evolution ρ∗ (t), for t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.5 Then,
∗
(i) πe,t
∈ Πt , i.e. policy (5.4) satisfies constraints (5.6) for all w(t) ∈ Ωw
t and

(ii) the resulting system with state z(t) = P Lρ(t) and input w(t) is given by the dynamics (5.7) and is monotone.


Proof. It turns out that the functions f z(t), w(t), dt (·), st (·) and g z(t), dt (·), st (·) are
non-decreasing in z(t) and w(t), for all z(t) such that L−1 (I − R)z(t) ∈ P.6 The proof
requires to verify monotonicity of each relevant function individually. The procedure to
verify monotonicity in z(t) is largely analogous to the proof of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2. In
fact, since dt (·) and st (·) satisfy Assumption 3.2 by definition, the only difference is that
here, the policy π ∗ is substituted for the controlled flows. In particular, the proof of

Lemma 4.2 extends for proving monotonicity of fed z(t), dt,e (·) . The auxiliary function

βi,j
s
fi,e
z(t), st,i (·) is non-decreasing in zj (t) for j ∈ Ec , j 6= i and j 6= e, since ∆t
≥ 0.
5

Recall that such a sequence can be computed efficiently by solving a convex optimization problem,
using the results of the previous chapter (Chapter 4).
6
This condition is necessary to ensure that all functions are well-defined. Due to Lemma 5.1, it is
satisfied for all reachable z(t), respectively ρ(t).
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For monotonicity in zi (t) and ze (t), the proof of Lemma 4.2 extends. Finally, fer z(t)
βe,i
is non-decreasing in zi (t), for all i ∈ Ec , since ∆t
≥ 0.
Using the intermediate results concerning the auxiliary functions, we find that the
system dynmics of non-controlled cells e ∈
/ Ec are non-decreasing in z(t) since the aux
 s

d
iliary functions fe z(t), de,t (·) , fi,e z(t), st,i (·) and fer z(t) are all non-decreasing in
z(t). The system dynamics of controlled cells e ∈ Ec are non-decreasing in z(t) since


fer z(t) is non-decreasing in z(t) and the term min ze (t), ve∗ (t) is non-decreasing in
ze (t). It remains to analyze the constraints. For the demand constraints (5.6a), the proof
of Lemma 4.3 extends. The supply constraints (5.6b) are non-decreasing in z(t) since the


βe,i
term ∆t
· max 0, zi (t) − vi∗ (t) is non-decreasing in zi (t) and the term −se zel(t)
is none
decreasing in ze (t), since the supply function se (·) satisfies Assumption 3.2. Finally, it is
easy to see that the LHS of the source cell constraints (5.6c) is non-decreasing in z(t). To
verify monotonicity in w(t), note that only the dynamics (5.7), but not the constraints
(5.6) depend on w(t) and since ∆t · p>
e ≥ 0, the system dynamics are non-decreasing in
w(t).
We now prove the claims of Lemma 5.2 inductively. Let the system trajectory
∗
∗
for some w(t) ∈ Ωw
t be denoted as z(t), with z(0) = P Lρ (t) = z (0). For some
t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, assume now that z(t) ≤ z ∗ (t). By monotonicity of the constraints,


∗
g z(t), d(·), s(·) ≤ g z ∗ (t), d(·), s(·) ≤ 0. Therefore, πt,e
∈ Πt and claim (i) is verified
for time t. Since the policy is feasible at time t, the system dynamics (5.7) are valid

and since f z(t), w(t), d(·), s(·) is non-decreasing in z(t) and w(t), claim (ii) is veri
fied for time t. By monotonicity of the dynamics, z(t + 1) = f z(t), w(t), d(·), s(·) ≤

f z ∗ (t), w(t), d(·), s(·) = z ∗ (t + 1) and the induction can proceed.
It should be emphasized that the system model analyzed in Lemma 5.2 uses the
minimal demand dt,e (·) = de (·) and supply functions st,e (·) = se (·), which satisfy Assumption 3.2, according to Assumption 5.1. Arbitrary demand dt,e (·) ∈ Ωd and supply
functions st,e (·) ∈ Ωs do not necessarily satisfy Assumption 3.2 and the corresponding
system model is not necessarily monotone. However, we can characterize the influence
of demand and supply functions in the following manner.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that z(t) = P Lρ(t) for some 0 ≤ ρ(t) ≤ ρ, to ensure that traffic
demand and supply are well-defined. For all demand functions dt (·) ∈ Ωd and all supply
functions st (·) ∈ Ωs ,



f z(t), w(t), dt (·), st (·) ≤ f z(t), w(t), d(·), s(·) ,


g z(t), dt (·), st (·) ≤ g z(t), d(·), s(·) .
This lemma can easily be verified for each equation in (5.7) and (5.6) individually.
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5.1.3

Solution of the robust counterpart

We can leverage the previous results to solve the robust FNC problem.
Theorem 5.4. Consider the robust FNC problem over the horizon {0, 1, . . . , T }, for a
network with controlled merging flows satisfying Assumption 3.1, with uncertainty sets
satisfying Assumption 5.1 and with initial state ρ(0) ∈ PΩ . The robust FNC problem
with optimal value C ∗ is equivalent to the convex optimization problem
C ∗∗ := minimize TTS
ρ(t),φ(t)

subject to Conservation law (3.1) and source
cell constraints (3.3) for ω = ω,

∀e ∈ E,
0 ≤ φe (t) ≤ de ρe (t) ,

P
∀e ∈
/ S,
i∈E βe,i · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) ,

(5.8)

ρ(0) given,
in the sense that the optimal values are equal C ∗∗ = C ∗ , whenever Problem (5.8) is
feasible.7 An optimizer of the original problem is given by the policy π ∗ according to
(5.4) for the minimizing player, where φ∗e (t) and ρ∗e (t) in (5.4) are any optimizer of
Problem (5.8), and the choice ω = ω for the maximizing player.
Note that the nonlinear flow dynamics (3.4) have been relaxed and merged with the
flow constraints (3.9) for controlled flows. As a result, problem (5.8) is exactly the convex
relaxation of the deterministic FNC problem for the worst-case uncertainty realization
ω = ω. Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we verify that an equivalent
policy


∗

p>
e L · (ρ(t) − ρ (t))
∗
∗
,
πt,e ρ(t) = max 0, φe (t) +
∆t
is obtained, regardless of whether the relaxed problem (5.8), or the corresponding, non
linear problem is solved to obtain ρ∗ (t), φ∗ (t) .

∗
Lemma 5.5. Any policy πt,e
with ρ∗ (t), φ∗ (t) obtained by solving the relaxed problem


1
(5.8) corresponds to some policy φe (t) := max 0, ∆t
z(t) − u◦ (t) , where u◦ (t) is a
solution of the (non-relaxed) optimization problem
PT
>
minimize
t=0 1 (I − R)z(t)
z(t),u(t)

subject to CCTM dynamics (4.3) and constraints (4.4) for ω = ω,

(5.9)

z(0) = P Lρ(0) given.
7

Note that feasibility of problem 5.8 implies that the optimal value is attained, see the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
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Proof. For ω = ω, all assumptions necessary for Theorem 4.5, in particular the assumptions on demand and supply functions (Assumption 3.2) are satisfied. Hence, for


any solution ρ∗e (t), φ∗e (t) of (5.8), there exists a solution ρ◦ (t), φ◦ (t) of the corresponding, non-relaxed, deterministic FNC problem (4.1) such that φ◦e (t) = φ∗e (t) for all
controlled cells e ∈ Ec . According to Lemma 4.1, this implies that there exists a solution

◦
◦
z ◦ (t), u◦ (t) of problem stated (5.9), such that u◦e (t) = p>
e Lρ (t) − ∆t · φe (t). From the
derivations in Lemma 4.1, we also know that
u◦e (t)

=

◦
p>
e Lρ (0)

=

∗
p>
e Lρ (t)


X
t−1 
t
X
X
X
>
∗
+ ∆t ·
pe w(τ ) +
− ∆t ·
φ∗e (τ )
Pe,i
βi,j φj (τ )
τ =0

− ∆t ·

i∈E

j∈Ec

τ =0

φ∗e (t)

for all controlled cells e ∈ Ec . Here, Pe,i is the element with row index e and column
index i of the matrix P . In the first, step, we have already used that φ◦e (t) = φ∗e (t) for
all e ∈ Ec .
With this auxiliary lemma, we can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Proof. We will actually prove a slightly stronger statement. In particular, we will show
that if the minimax problem (5.1.3), is interpreted as a single-stage, two-player, zerosum game, the action ω = ω by the maximizing player and the suggested policy of the
minimizing player form a pure (non-randomized) Nash Equilibrium (NE), that is, neither
player can improve over C ∗ if the other chooses the NE-policy [BO99, Hes17].8
It is straightforward to show that the minimizing player cannot improve over C ∗∗ ,
since
C∗ ≥

min TTS
π∈Π

subject to CTM dynamics (3.1), (3.4) and constraints (3.3), (3.9) for ω = ω.
=

min

TTS

ρ(t),φ(t)

subject to CTM dynamics (3.1), (3.4) and constraints (3.3), (3.9) for ω = ω.
≥

C ∗∗

With the optimization variables of the maximization problem fixed, there is no uncertainty present in the minimization problem any longer and hence, it is no longer necessary to optimize over policies, but one can optimize over variables ρ(t) and φ(t) instead.
8

Here, we interpret the minimax problem (5.1.3) as a single-stage problem, that is, each player makes
a single choice, ω ∈ Ω or π ∈ Π, respectively. Based on this choice, T T S(π, ω) is computed by simulating
the system evolution as before, without either player being able to alter their respective choice during
the simulation.
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The last inequality follows since problem (5.8) is a relaxation of the deterministic FNC
problem with ω = ω.
To show that the maximizing player cannot improve over C ∗∗ either, recall that ac
cording to Lemma 5.5, there exists a trajectory z ∗ (t), u∗ (t) solving the non-relaxed FNC




1
∗
ρ(t) = max 0, ∆t
problem, such that πt,e
ze (t)−u∗e (t) (for any solution ρ∗ (t), φ∗ (t)
of (5.8)). We denote the trajectory obtained by applying policy π ∗ as z(t). Similar to
the proof of Lemma 5.2, we proceed inductively, showing that if z(t) ≤ z ∗ (t), then the
policy π ∗ is feasible (in constraints (5.6)), hence the dynamics are described by (5.7) and
z(t + 1) ≤ z ∗ (t + 1) follows.
Clearly, z(0) = z ∗ (0) and for ω = ω, z(t) = z ∗ (t), for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Feasibility
of the trajectory z ∗ (t) implies feasibility of the trajectory z(t), since



g z(t), w(t), dt (·), st (·) ≤ g z(t), w(t), d(·), s(·) ≤ g z ∗ (t)), w(t), d(·), s(·) ≤ 0,
for all ωt ∈ Ωt . Here, the first inequality follows from Lemma 5.3 and the second
inequality from Lemma 5.2. Hence, the candidate policy πt∗ is always in the set of
feasible policies, πt∗ ∈ Πt .9 We now aim to show that z(t) ≤ z ∗ (t) by induction. To do
so, assume z(t) ≤ z ∗ (t). It follows that
z(t + 1) = f z(t), w(t), dt (·), st (·)




≤ f z(t), w(t), d(·), s(·)

≤ f z ∗ (t), w(t), d(·), s(·) = z ∗ (t + 1),
for all ωt ∈ Ωt , according to Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.2, respectively. In addition, the
cost function
T
T X
X
X
1> (I − R) z(t)
le ρe (t) =
TTS =
|
{z }
t=0
t=0
e∈E

=:c>

P

P
is non-decreasing in z(t), since ce = 1 − i∈N
/ βe,i ≥ 1 −
i∈E βe,i ≥ 0. The latter
inequality holds due to the traffic conservation law. Therefore,


∗
C = min max TTS(π, ω) ≤ max TTS(π ∗ , ω) ≤ TTS(π ∗ , ω) = C ∗∗ .
π∈Π

ω∈Ω

ω∈Ω

For the last equality, recall that the policy π ∗ replicates the solution of the deterministic
FNC(5.8) for ω = ω. Combining the inequalities, we obtain C ∗ = C ∗∗ , which proves
that the considered solutions form a pure (non-randomized) NE, and therefore also a
solution to the robust FNC problem.
9

Note that this statement is stronger than Lemma 5.2, since the latter one does not account for
uncertainty in demand and supply functions.
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The proposed reformulation of the robust FNC problem greatly simplifies the optimization problem, since the optimization problem (5.8) is no longer a nonconvex, multistage optimization problem over infinite-dimensional policies. Instead, it is a finitedimensional, convex optimization problem.
The policy π ∗ ∈ Π, from now on called the NE policy, is instrumental in the proof,
since, together with the worst-case uncertainty realization ω, it forms a pure NE of the
minimax problem. However, it is not subgame-perfect10 in general. This means that if
the maximizing player choses a sub-optimal policy up to time t, that is, uncertainty realizations ωτ 6= ω τ for τ ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, then the policy π ∗ will not necessarily be a NE
policy for the subgame of minimizing TTS from time t onwards. Such a case is typical
in practice, since the uncertain parameters are usually random variables and modeling
nature as a cost-maximizing antagonist is merely a tool used to design a robust control
policy. To improve performance for non-worst-case uncertainty realizations, while still
retaining robustness guarantees, one can use subgame-perfect policies. By definition, a
subgame-perfect policy for the minimizing player in the robust FNC problem is obtained
by re-computing the policy π ∗ at every time step, which amounts to resolving a truncated, robust FNC problem (at every time-step, which can again be achieved by using
Theorem 5.4), for the observed state (which depends on the uncertainty realization in
prior time steps) and with an appropriately truncated horizon. A disadvantage of the
subgame-perfect policy is the need to solve optimal control problems with long horizons
at every time step. This might pose a computational challenge even if all such optimization problems are convex, depending on the sampling time, the horizon length and the
size of the road network. Therefore, we will also consider receding horizon policies in
Section 5.2.2, which are designed to approximate the subgame-perfect policy with less
computational effort, while retaining the robustness guarantees.
Before proceeding, we consider the implications of the previous result for deterministic
settings. Let
min
T T S(φ, ω) denote the optimal value of the deterministic FNC
φe∈Ec

feasible

problem, where demand and supply functions and the external demand take on the (a
priori known) values ω. Recall that the FNC problem is convex, if ω satisfies Assumption
3.2, but non-convex and hence inherently difficult to solve if it does not. Nevertheless,
we can establish that the optimal TTS of the FNC problem with controlled merging
junctions is “monotone” in external demand and demand and supply functions in the
following sense.
Corollary 5.6. Consider the FNC problem over the horizon {0, 1, . . . , T }, for a network
with controlled merging junctions. Further, consider some parameter values ω which
satisfy Assumption 3.2 and define the set Ω (which we do not interpret as an uncertainty
10

See [Sel75] or [BO99, Hes17], where subgame-perfect policies are called “feedback NE policies”.
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set here) as described in Assumption 5.1. We assume that ρ(0) ∈ PΩ . Then,
T T S(φ, ω) = T T S(π ∗ , ω) ≥ T T S(π ∗ , ω) ≥

min

φe∈Ec

feasible

min

φe∈Ec

T T S(φ, ω) ∀ω ∈ Ω,

feasible

where the first equality and the first inequality both follow from Theorem 5.4.
Note that whereas Assumption 3.2 is required to hold for ω, in particular for the
demand de (·) and supply functions se (·), it is not required to hold for ω, that is, de,t (·)
and se,t (·), respectively. This means that we can use Corollary 5.6, together with suitably
defined lower bounds on demand and supply functions, in order to compute upper bounds
on the optimal TTS in traffic networks with controlled merging junctions for which
Assumption 3.2 is not satisfied, in particular, if demand functions with a capacity drop
are considered. However, in contrast to the exact solution of the robust counterpart
according to Theorem 5.4, these bounds will not be tight in general.

5.2

Discussion and extensions

In this section, we first explore the limitations of our results and demonstrate via counterexamples that the results do not extend to traffic networks in which Assumptions 3.5
and 3.2, concerning control of merging junctions and the shape of demand and supply
functions, respectively, are violated. Subsequently, we explore in Section 5.2.2 how receding horizon control can be used to approximate the subgame-perfect solution, without
the need to solve a “large” optimization problem at every time step.

5.2.1

Counterexamples

Theorem 5.4 relies on explicitly identifying the worst-case uncertainty realization, which
turns out to be ω, that is, we (t) = we (t), dt,e (·) = de (·) and st,e (·) = se (·), for all e ∈ E
and all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. In the following, we demonstrate that ω is not necessarily the
worst-case uncertainty realization if Assumptions 3.5 and 3.2 are violated.
The first counterexample demonstrates that for networks with congested, uncontrolled merging junctions, an increase in external demand can in fact lead to an overall
decrease in TTS.
Example 5.1. Consider the network depicted in Figure 5.2b. The length of the cells
is l1 = 2km, l6 = 4km and le = 0.5km otherwise11 Cells consist of either three or one
lane, as indicated in the figure. The demand function of each lane is given as d(ρ) =
11

As in Chapter 4, we will use the short-hand notation l1 , l2 . . . instead of le1 , le2 . . . , whenever cells
are denoted as e1 , e2 , . . . .
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min{vρ(t), F }, with free-flow speed v = 100km/h and lane capacity F = 2000cars/h.
The supply function of each lane is given as s(ρ) = min{F, (ρ̄ − ρ(t))w}, with traffic
jam density ρ̄ = 120cars/km per lane and congestion wave speed w = 20km/h. The
diverging junctions are modeled using the FIFO model with β2,1 = 2/3, β5,1 = 1/3,
β7,6 = 3/4 and β8,6 = 1/4. We aim to compare the system evolution for the case when
the merging junctions upstream of cells e9 and e3 , modeled as symmetric junctions, are
controlled optimally with the case when the network is uncontrolled. In the latter case, we
adopt the proportional-priority merging model. We aim to compare the system evolution
in a “low-demand” scenario, where w4 (t) ≡ 0 with a “high-demand” scenario, where
w4 (t) = 600cars/h, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 40min. In both cases, the external demands w1 (t) =
w1 (t) = 3000cars/h and w6 (t) = w6 (t) = 6000cars/h are constant for 0 ≤ t ≤ 40min and
zero afterwards. The system evolution is studied for a horizon of T = 60min, after which
the network is almost completely empty in both scenarios. In accordance with Theorem
5.4 and Corollary 5.6, we find that the TTS for the low-demand scenario TTS∗ (ω(t)) =
1295h is smaller than the one for the high-demand scenario TTS∗ (ω(t)) = 1350h if the
network is controlled optimally. However, if the network is uncontrolled (in “open-loop”),
it turns out that an increase in the external demand w4 (t) may lead to a decreases in
TTS, from TTSol (ω(t)) = 2373h in the low-demand scenario to TTSol (ω(t)) = 1652h in
the high-demand scenario.
This effect can be understood with the help of Figure 5.2a, which depicts the evolution
of the cumulative demand z5 (t) = l5 ρ5 (t) + β5,1 l1 ρ1 (t) and z8 (t) = l8 ρ8 (t) + β8,6 l6 ρ6 (t).
Flows from cells e5 and e8 compete for the supply of free space of cell e9 , which is the
major bottleneck in the low demand case. Figure 5.2a shows that the optimal control
policy gives priority to the flow from cell e8 (leading to small z8 (t)), to avoid propagation
of congestion into cell e6 , which serves a large proportion of the total traffic demand.
By contrast, equal priority is given to both flows into cell e9 in the uncontrolled network. For the low-demand scenario, this means that the (comparatively smaller) demand
from cell e5 can be served completely, while a congestion forms in cells e8 and e6 (leading to large cumulative demand z8 (t)). In particular, traffic seeking to travel from cell
e6 to e7 is also obstructed. By contrast, the additional, external demand w4 (t) in the
high-demand scenario causes congestion in cell e2 , which blocks flow into cell e5 via the
FIFO-diverging junction. Hence, a large percentage of the traffic demand from cell e8
flows unobstructed, much in the same way as if the merging junction upstream of cell
e9 was controlled optimally. Intuitively speaking, the demand w4 (t) acts like a switch
which partially alleviates the need for controlling the merging junction and hence, the
performance in the high-demand scenario is improved in comparison to the low-demand
scenario, when the network is uncontrolled.
A similar example using Daganzo’s priority rule can be constructed, if the merging
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(a) Evolution of the cumulative demand ze (t) in cells e5 and e8 .

(b) Network structure.

Figure 5.2: Counterexample to Corollary 5.6 in the case of an uncontrolled merging
junction. In a network with both FIFO-diverging junctions and uncontrolled merging
junctions (Figure 5.2b), an increase in external demand may lead to a decrease in TTS.
In this particular example, increasing the external demand w4 (t) in the uncontrolled
network brings the evolution of the cumulative demand of cells e5 and e8 closer to the
optimal trajectories in the controlled case, as depicted in Figure 5.2a.
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(b) Evolution of ρ4 (t). In the case
without speed limit, the critical density (40cars/km) is exceeded and the
capacity drop comes into effect.

Figure 5.3: Counterexample to Corollary 5.6 for a lower bound (on demand functions)
with capacity drop. In a network with non-monotone demand functions, in particular a
capacity drop, a reduction in free-flow velocity can improve TTS.
priorities are chosen appropriately. The second counterexample demonstrates in a similar
manner that a reduction in free-flow velocity, i.e. a smaller demand function, can be
beneficial if (some) demand functions are not monotone.
Example 5.2. Consider the network depicted in Figure 5.3a. All cells are le = 0.5km
long and comprise two lanes each. The demand function of each lane in cells e1−3 is
the same, d(ρ(t)) = min{vρ(t), F }, with free-flow speed v = 100km/h and lane capacity
F = 2000cars/h. The supply function of each lane in all cells e1−4 is given as s(ρ(t)) =
min{F, (ρ̄ − ρ(t))w}, with traffic jam density ρ̄ = 120cars/km per lane and congestion
wave speed w = 25km/h. We compare this baseline case to an alternative scenario,
in which a speed limit of v = 70km/h is introduced for cells e1−3 , leading to smaller
(70)
demand functions d1−3 (·) in comparison the baseline scenario, as depicted in Figure
5.3a. Parameters other than the free-flow velocity remain unchanged. Cell e4 has a lower
capacity than the first three cells. Its maximal demand is d4 (40cars/km) = 3900 and in
addition, its demand function experiences a capacity drop with 15% capacity reduction,
as soon as a density of 40cars/km (20cars/km per lane) is exceeded. We will compare the
system performance in terms of TTS with and without the speed limit. Note that even
(70)
though demand and supply functions are ordered, in the sense that d1−3 (ρ) ≥ d1−3 (ρ)
for all ρ ≥ 0, Corollary 5.6 is not applicable, since the demand function d4 (·) does not
satisfy Assumption 3.2.
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The system does not contain any junctions and it is left uncontrolled. The external
demand equals w1 (t) = 3800cars/h for 0min ≤ t < 2min and 4min ≤ t < 15min. During
a short time 2min ≤ t < 4min, the external demand increases to w1 (t) = 3950cars/h.
For t ≥ 15min, it equals zero. The evolution of the density in cell e4 is depicted in
Figure 5.3b. Note that for 2min ≤ t < 4min, the external demand exceeds the capacity
of cell e4 . In the case with v1−3 = 100km/h, this excess demand leads to the density ρ4 (t)
exceeding the critical density of 20cars/km at t ≈ 4min. Consequently, the capacity drop
comes into effect and congestion forms. Note that while the capacity drop is in effect, less
than 3800cars/h can be served, which means that the congestion queue expands until t =
15min, extending into cells e3 and e2 . In this case, TTS = 15.3h. By contrast, reducing
the free-flow velocity to v1−3 = 70cars/h slows down free-flow speed and “smooths” the
wave of traffic reaching cell e4 . As a consequence, the critical density in cell e4 is never
exceed and no congestion queue forms. This leads to an improvement in TTS, with
TTS(70) = 12.6h.
It should be emphasized that in both examples, the parameters have been chosen to
amplify the effect on TTS. Determining how relevant these effects are in the real world
requires further, empirical work. An control approach using VSL to target/ mitigate
the effects of a capacity drop, as in Example 5.2, is described for example in [CPP11].
Note that in addition, empirical studies suggest that freeway capacity varies depending
on the speed limit. For example, the maximum capacity is reached for a VSL of 50mph
(≈ 80km/h) in [PKP08], although the capacity increase is relatively small. This effect
was not modeled in Example 5.2, but might provide additional benefits in real-world
applications of VSL.
Examples for which Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6 do hold are presented in the
numerical study in Section 5.3.

5.2.2

Receding horizon control

As mentioned before, a potential problem of the Nash-Equilibrium policy π ∗ lies in its
conservativeness. If the uncertainty sets are chosen conservatively, solutions computed
for the worst-case disturbance might lead to performance deterioration if the actual uncertainty realizations are less extreme. One can introduce feedback to reduce the adverse
effects. One such example is the subgame-perfect solution described before, where problem (5.8) is re-solved at every time step t, for the entire remaining horizon {t, t+1, . . . , T }.
Solving the entire problem at every time step is computationally expensive, though. Instead, one can attempt to approximate the optimal solution by only solving the optimal
control problem for a shorter control horizon {t, . . . , t + Tc }, with Tc  T , at every time
t. This approach is known as model predictive control (MPC) or receding horizon control
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[MRRS00, BBM17]. Typically, a terminal cost or terminal constraints are introduced to
compensate for a short control horizon and to ensure stability, recursive feasibility and
performance of the MPC policy. In the following, we design such a policy for the robust
FNC problem.
Theorem 5.7. Consider the robust FNC problem over the horizon {0, 1, . . . , T }, for a
network with controlled merging flows satisfying Assumption 3.1, with uncertainty sets

satisfying Assumption 5.1 and with initial state ρ(0) ∈ PΩ . Let ρ∗ (t), φ∗ (t) be an
optimizer of the deterministic FNC (4.1) for ω = ω, solved once for the complete horizon
t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }. Consider the convex optimization problem
minimize
φ(τ ),ρ(τ )

Pmin{t+Tc ,T }
τ =t+1

l> ρ(τ )

subject to CTM conservation law (3.1) and source
cell constraints (3.3), for ω = ω,

φe (τ ) ≤ de ρe (τ ) ,
∀e ∈ E,

P
∀e ∈
/ S,
i∈E βi,e · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) ,

P L · ρ(t + Tc ) − ρ∗ (t + Tc ) ≤ 0,
∀e ∈ E,

(5.10)

Initial state ρ(t) given,
and a receding horizon policy that selects the controlled flows φe (t), for e ∈ Ec , equal to
the values of a minimizer φ∗e (t) of the optimization problem (5.10), solved every time t.
This policy is well-defined12 , feasible and achieves a TTS no greater than C ∗ .
Before proving this theorem, we will briefly discuss the policy and introduce an
additional, auxiliary result. The proposed receding horizon policy requires the onetime solution of a deterministic FNC problem over the complete horizon {0, 1, . . . , T }
in a preliminary step to obtain ρ∗ (t). However, only optimization problems with short
horizon length T c need to be solved at every time step at runtime. Just as in Theorem
5.4, the worst-case uncertainty realization ω and relaxed flow constraints are used in
(5.10). However, constraints on the terminal state ρ(t + Tc ) have been added. Because
of these additional constraints, an additional, auxiliary result is needed, to ensure that
relaxing the demand and supply constraints does not change the optimal value.
12

Here, “well-defined” means that all optimization problems are feasible, as opposed to feasibility of
the trajectory, once the computed control inputs are applied. This distinction is necessary since problem
(5.10) uses a relaxation of the system dynamics and therefore, it is not a priori clear that feasibility
in the optimization problem implies feasibility of the computed control inputs in the actual system
constraints. The policy, that is, the optimizer of (5.10), is not necessarily unique, but the result holds
regardless of which optimizer is used.
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Lemma 5.8. The receding horizon policy defined by (5.10) is equivalent to the policy
which solves the non-convex problem
minimize
z(τ ),u(τ )

Pmin{t+Tc ,T }
τ =t+1

1> (I − R)z(τ )

subject to CCTM dynamics (4.3) and constraints (4.4) for ω = ω,
ze (t + Tc ) − ze∗ (t + Tc ) ≤ 0,

(5.11)

∀e ∈ E,

Initial state z(t) given,
at every time t and applies the controlled flows φe (t) =
an (any) optimizer of (5.11).

ze∗ (t)−u∗e (t)
.
∆t


Here, z ∗ (t), u∗ (t) is

Proof. We first verify that Theorem 4.5 remains valid if constraints of the type ze (t +
Tc ) − ze∗ (t + Tc ) ≤ 0, for all e ∈ E, are included both in the FNC problem (4.1) and in
its relaxation (4.8). These constraints are affine and hence concave, and it is easy to see
that they are also non-decreasing in z(t). Therefore, they can be included in the generic
constraints gt (x(t), u(t)) ≥ 0 (according to Theorem 2.6) when analyzing the relaxation
of the CCTM and all prior arguments asserting exactness of the relaxation continue to
apply.
Since Theorem 4.5 continues to hold, it follows that for every optimizer φ∗e∈Ec (t) to

∗
∗ (t)
e
(5.10), there exists an optimizer ze∗ (t), u∗e (t) to (5.11) such that φ∗e (t) = ze (t)−u
,
∆t
which proves equivalence of the policies.
Lemma 5.8 can be generalized to allow for arbitrary convex and state-monotone
terminal constraints. However, it should be emphasized that Lemma 5.8 does not allow
for arbitrary terminal constraints, in particular not for equality constraints (which are
not state-monotone).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.7 with arguments reminiscent of standard
proofs for performance and recursive feasibility in MPC.
Proof. According to Lemma (5.8), the policies defined by problems (5.11) and (5.10) are
equivalent. Therefore, we can analyze the performance of the policy based on solving

(5.11) and make use of monotonicity of the CCTM. Let z ∗ (t), u∗ (t) be a solution to
the deterministic FNC problem for ω = ω, called the reference trajectory, which is used
to construct the terminal constraints. We also define the predicted trajectory zt (τ ) at
time t. For 0 ≤ τ ≤ t, the predicted trajectory lies in the past and it equals the actual,
observed trajectory. For the control horizon t < τ ≤ t + Tc , the predicted trajectory
is defined to be equal to the solution obtained by solving problem (5.11) at iteration t.
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Discussion and extensions

Finally, zt (τ ) := z ∗ (τ ) for t + Tc < τ ≤ T .13 With the help of the predicted trajectory,
we can define the predicted cost as

C(t) :=

T
X

1> (I − R)zt (τ ),

τ =0

with 1> (I − R) =: c> ≥ 0, as stated before. We employ induction to show that the
predicted cost never increases, that is, C ∗ ≥ C(0) and C(t) ≥ C(t + 1). At t = 0, the
candidate solution z ◦ (τ ) := z ∗ (τ ) for 0 ≤ τ ≤ Tc is feasible in the optimization problem
(5.11), since the reference trajectory z ∗ (τ ) is feasible by Assumption. This implies that
the solution z0 (τ ) to (5.11) realizes a cost over the horizon 0 ≤ τ ≤ Tc smaller than the
cost incurred by the reference trajectory. For Tc < τ ≤ T , we have that z0 (τ ) = z ∗ (τ ).
The start of the induction
C(0) =

T
X

>

c z0 (τ ) ≤

τ =0

T
X

c> z ∗ (τ ) = C ∗

τ =0

follows.
Consider now time t > 0 and the candidate solution z ◦ (τ ) = zt−1 (τ ) and u◦ (τ ) =
u∗ (τ ) for t ≤ τ ≤ t + Tc − 1. For this interval, feasibility of the candidate solution in the
optimization (5.11) at time t follows from feasibility of the solution to the optimization
(5.11) in the previous time step. Because of the terminal constraints in the previous
time step, we know that z ◦ (t + Tc − 1) ≤ z ∗ (t + Tc − 1). The terminal state z ◦ (t + Tc )
of the candidate solution is obtained by applying the NE policy π ∗ , that is,
u◦e (t



ze◦ (t + Tc − 1) − u∗e (t + Tc − 1)
+ Tc − 1) =
+ Tc − 1) − ∆t · max 0,
∆t
 ◦
= min ze (t + Tc − 1), u∗e (t + Tc − 1)
ze◦ (t

for all e ∈ Ec and simulating the CCTM for one time step. According to Lemma 5.2,
z ◦ (t + Tc − 1) ≤ z ∗ (t + Tc − 1) implies that the NE policy is feasible and that z ◦ (t +
Tc ) ≤ z ∗ (t + Tc ). The latter inequality implies that the candidate trajectory satisfies the
terminal constraints of (5.11).
We conclude that the candidate solution is feasible in the optimization problem at
iteration t, which implies that the cost achieved by solving problem (5.11) at time
t improves over the cost in the candidate solution for the control horizon, that is,
Note that as opposed to the reference trajectory z ∗ (τ ), the predicted trajectory is not necessarily
feasible in the CCTM dynamics, due to the way in which zt (t + T c ) and zt (t + T c + 1) are defined.
13
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Pt+Tc −1
τ =t

c> zt (τ ) ≤

C(t) =

t−1
X

Pt+Tc −1
τ =t

c> zt−1 (τ ). We can now verify that
t+T
c −1
X

c> zt (τ ) +

c> zt (τ )

τ =t

τ =0

| {z }

=zt−1 (τ )

≤

|

c> z ∗ (τ )

τ =t+Tc +1

{z

Pt+Tc −1
τ =t

T
X

+ c> zt (t + Tc ) +

}

c> zt−1 (τ )

|

{z

}

≤z ∗ (t+Tc )=zt−1 (t+Tc )

| {z }

=zt−1 (τ )

≤ C(t − 1),
where we use that c ≥ 0 in addition to previous, intermediate results. For τ > T − T c ,
the horizon of the optimization (5.11) is truncated, but the same arguments can be used
to certify that the predicted cost does not increase.
We will evaluate the performance of such a receding horizon controller in the following
section. In particular, we will compare its performance to the subgame-perfect solution
and to a “naive” receding horizon control approach without any terminal constraints.

5.3

Numerical study

In this section, we aim to verify the theoretical results via numerical simulations. To this
end, we consider the fictitious freeway network depicted in Figure 5.4. The network comprises 44 cells, including seven metered onramps, five mainline merging junctions, five
mainline FIFO diverging junctions and eight offramp FIFO diverging junctions. In accordance with our assumptions, the mainline merging junctions upstream of e7 , e14 , e20 , e28
and e29 are modeled as symmetric junctions14 and all onramps e38−44 are used for ramp
metering. We also simulate the uncontrolled network for comparison, and in this case,
we assume that merging junctions are described by the proportional-priority merging
model. The turning rates for the mainline FIFO diverging junctions are β2,1 = 0.8,
β31,1 = 0.2, β8,7 = 0.6, β21,7 = 0.2, β9,8 = 0.5, β35,8 = 0.5, β17,16 = 0.4, β33,16 = 0.6,
β30,29 = 0.6 and β32,29 = 0.4. Off-ramp locations are indicated in Figure 5.4 and at
every off-ramp, 20% of the flow leaves the network, so e.g. β4,3 = 1 − 0.2 = 0.8. In
the worst-case uncertainty realization, we assume that every lane is described by the
same piecewise-affine fundamental diagram, with demand d(ρ(t)) = min{v · ρ(t), F }
and supply s(ρ(t)) = min{F, (ρ̄ − ρ(t)) · w}. The free-flow speed is v = 120km/h, the
congestion-wave speed w = 30km/h, the lane capacity F = 2000cars/h and the traffic
jam density ρ̄ = 120cars/km per lane. The number of lanes of each cell is displayed in
Figure 5.4. The corresponding, worst-case fundamental diagram is displayed in Figure
14

It turns out that for the considered demand pattern, cells e14 , e28 and e29 do not experience
congestion in the optimal solution and hence, the junctions upstream of these cells do not require active
flow control.
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Figure 5.4: Fictitious network topology used in the numerical study. The capacity of each individual cell is
proportional to the number of lanes. Depicted is the worst-case capacity of cells. We will also study cases in
which the capacity of cells e10−16 , e21−26 and e33−34 is increased in comparison to this depiction.
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5.6d below (together with other uncertainty realizations). Every cell is le = 0.5km long
and the sampling time ∆t = 15sec is chosen in accordance with Assumption 3.2. External traffic demand arrives in the source cells. The maximal external demand w1 (t)
arriving in cell e1 is displayed in Figure 5.6c (together with other uncertainty realizations). The maximal external demand arriving in cell e10 is w10 (t) = w1 (t), whereas
w27 (t) = w38−44 (t) = 12 · w1 (t).
The evolution of the uncontrolled network, for the worst-case uncertainty realization,
is depicted in Figure 5.5a. It turns out that cells e7 , e16 , e20 and e26 are bottlenecks
which lead to the formation of congestion queues. In the uncontrolled, “open-loop” case,
TTSol = 742.5h results. Control of merging flows allows for better performance. The
optimal system evolution in a deterministic setting, where the uncertainty realization is
equal to the worst-case uncertainty and known in advance, is depicted in Figure 5.5b.
Optimal control of merging flows achieves TTS∗ = 590.0h, which corresponds to a reduc∗
ol −TTS
tion of TTSTTS
= 20.5% in comparison to the uncontrolled case. The contour plots
ol
reveal that this is achieved by ramp metering of cells e39−42 and e44 and prioritization
of φ37 (t) over φ19 (t), which keeps cells e4−8 (and cells e25−22 ) uncongested and thereby
increases flows through the FIFO-diverging junctions downstream of cells e3 , e7 , e8 , e23
and e24 . In this example with piecewise-affine demand and supply functions, the optimal
solution can be computed by solving a Linear Program (LP). The corresponding LP with
68684 variables and 137280 constraints is solved by Gurobi [GO18] in 40sec.15 In the
following, we will introduce uncertainty for external demands and fundamental diagrams
and explore the impact on control performance.

5.3.1

Verification of monotonicity

In this section, we aim to verify Theorem 5.4 numerically. Instead of randomly sampling
from the uncertainty sets, we define a finite set of uncertainty realizations in a systematic
manner, and compare the resulting TTS to ensure that they are consistent with Corollary
5.6.
(k)

For the external demand, we define uncertainty realizations we (t) for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}
(1)
as depicted in Figure 5.6c. The realization we (t) = we (t) is the worst-case external demand and the remaining uncertainty realization are ordered in the sense that
(1)
(2)
(7)
we (t) ≥ we (t) · · · ≥ we (t), for all e ∈ E and all 0 ≤ t ≤ 2h. This implies w(i) ∈ Ωw .
For now, we refrain from introducing uncertainty in the fundamental diagram, that is,
we keep demand d(·) and supply functions s(·) fixed (and equal to the worst case), and
study the effect of variations of the external demand on performance. We first solve the
15

The solution was found using a 2013 MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Intel i7 processor. Gurobi was
interfaced via Matlab.
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(a) Evolution of the uncontrolled network for the worst-case
uncertainty realization.
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(b) Optimal evolution of the controlled network for the worstcase uncertainty realization.

Figure 5.5: Simulation results for the traffic network depicted in Figure 5.4, nominal
case. Optimal control of merging flows achieves TTS∗ = 590.0h, improving over TTSol =
742.5h for the uncontrolled network by keeping FIFO diverging junctions uncongested.
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(d) Different realizations of the uncertain FD for cells 10 − 16, 21 − 26 and
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results for the traffic network depicted in Figure 5.4, for different
uncertainty realizations. For networks with controlled merging junctions, the optimal
TTS decreases if external demands decrease or demand and supply functions increase.
The same holds for the NE policy, but it is not necessarily true for the uncontrolled
network, as demonstated in Figure 5.6b.
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robust counterpart of the FNC problem with controlled merging junctions by employing
Theorem 5.4, which reduces the robust control problem to a deterministic problem (in
fact, the LP whose optimal solution is depicted in Figure 5.5b). Thus we obtain an optimal reference trajectory ρ∗e (t) with flows φ∗e (t) (or equivalently, a trajectory z ∗ (t), u∗ (t) in
the CCTM) for the worst-case uncertainty realization. Lemma 5.2 implies that if the NE
policy π ∗ is used and demand and supply functions satisfy Assumption 3.2, then the evolution of the CCTM is monotone in the external demand. This means that the ordering
of the trajectories z (k) (t) is preserved, for the ordered inputs w(k) (t). Furthermore, the
TTS decreases if the external demand decreases. We verify that trajectories are ordered
numerically, but only depict the influence of the external demand on the TTS in Figure
5.6a. It can be seen that for the NE policy, the TTS decreases as the external demand
decreases, as predicted. For comparison, we also depict the TTS obtained for the uncontrolled system and the optimal TTS, for uncertainty realizations known in advance.
Corollary 5.6 states that the optimal TTS for networks with controlled merging junctions
decreases if external demand decreases, and this is indeed the case in this example.16 In
this particular instance, the TTS obtained for the uncontrolled system also decreases if
external demand decreases, however, this is not necessarily the case for other networks
or demand patterns, as demonstrated earlier in Example 5.1. One important observation can be made from the comparison of the performance of the optimal solution, the
uncontrolled network and the NE policy: The performance of the NE policy becomes
vastly suboptimal if the actual external demand deviates significantly from the worstcase external demand. This suggests that the NE policy is far from subgame-perfect,
as pointed out earlier. This is not a problem, however, as the main purpose of the NE
policy is to aide in the proof of Theorem 5.4. Better performance can be achieved by
receding horizon policies, as we will see in Section 5.3.2.
Before exploring receding horizon control, we study the effect of uncertainty in the
fundamental diagram. To this end, we assume that the external demand is equal to
the worst-case external demand, and introduce different fundamental diagrams for cells
e10−16 , e21−26 and e33−34 . The capacity of those cells is increased in comparison to
the worst-case fundamental diagram. This choice leaves the bottlenecks at cells e7
and e20 in place, but affects and potentially removes the bottlenecks at cells e16 and
e26 (and prevents cells immediately upstream of these cells from becoming new bottlenecks). In particular, we consider a scaling factor κ ≥ 1 and define demand and
supply functions of the aforementioned cells as d(ρ(t)) = min{v · ρ(t), κF } and supply
s(ρ(t)) = min{κF, (κρ̄ − ρ(t)) · w}. Demand and supply functions of other cells remain
unchanged. The fundamental diagram for different values of κ is depicted in Figure 5.6d.
Again, we compare the performance of the uncontrolled system, the NE policy and the
optimal solution (assuming perfect knowledge of all uncertainty realizations in advance)
16

Note however, that the ordering of the trajectories is not necessarily preserved under optimal control.
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for different values of κ. It is important to note that every demand function considered
in this example is non-decreasing and every supply function is non-increasing. Hence,
they all satisfy Assumption 3.2 and for any κ ≥ 1, Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.6 apply.
In turn, this implies that TTS decreases as κ increases, for both the NE policy and the
optimal solution. The results are depicted in Figure 5.6b and confirm these predictions.
For comparison, we also plot the TTS achieved in the uncontrolled system. It turns
out that TTS in the uncontrolled network increases if κ is increased from 1.4 to 1.8,
demonstrating again that Corollary 5.6 does not extend to networks with uncontrolled
merging junctions.

5.3.2

Performance of receding-horizon control

The numerical studies performed so far confirm the theoretical results, in particular,
the worst-case performance bound is always satisfied. However, we have also seen that
this bound might be impractically conservative if uncertainty realizations other than
the worst-case are encountered. To remedy this conservativeness, we analyze the performance of receding horizon policies designed as described in Proposition 5.7 in this
section. For such a policy, the control horizon Tc needs to be chosen. In general, this
choice is a trade-off between computational effort required to solve the optimization
problem at every time step and performance, which tends to improve for longer horizons
(altough there is no guarantee of that). The robust FNC (5.1.3) itself is defined as a
finite horizon problem, with horizon length T . For a control horizon length Tc = T ,
we obtain the subgame-perfect policy described at the end of Section 5.1.3 (recall that
the control horizon at time t is truncated if t + Tc > T ). In addition to choosing the
control horizon, one can also choose to not re-optimize after every sampling interval ∆t.
Instead, one might choose to only re-optimize every k ∈ Z+ time steps, and apply the
policy π ∗ in between, using the results of the most recent optimization as the reference
trajectory for evaluating π ∗ 17
We evaluate the performance of robust receding horizon policies, with terminal constraints according to Proposition 5.7, for different control horizon lengths, using the
network and the uncertainty realizations studied in the previous section. In all cases, we
choose to re-optimize every k = 4 time steps. For ∆t = 15sec, this implies that we reoptimize every 60sec. Note that to satisfy Assumption 3.2, a sampling time ∆t ≤ 15sec
is required for this traffic network. In addition, we assume that at time t, the uncertainty
realizations ωτ for the time until the next re-optimization, that is, for t ≤ τ < t + 60sec,
17

If one choses to do so, then the control horizon has to be an integer-multiple of the time between
re-optimization, to ensure that the worst-case performance guarantee from Theorem 5.7 continues to
hold. The intuition is that in this case, one could define a new system, with sampling time k · ∆t, and
perform the analysis of the receding horizon controller for this new system.
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Figure 5.7: Suboptimality tends to decrease with increasing horizon length of the receding horizon controller, up to a point. For uncertain external demand, the performance
for T c ≥ 5min is similar to the subgame-perfect solution (T c = T ), see Figure 5.7a. For
uncertain fundamental diagrams, this is the case for T c ≥ 10min, see Figure 5.7b. In
both cases, a receding horizon policy with terminal constraints is used. A policy without
terminal constraints may increase TTS over the optimal TTS for the worst-case uncertainty realization (Figure 5.7c), while policies with terminal constraints are guaranteed
to be improving. In addition, a policy without terminal constraints is not necessarily
recursively feasible (Figure 5.7d).
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are known with certainty, since it seems realistic to assume that short-term predictions
are much less uncertain than long term predictions.
The results for different realizations of the external demand are depicted in Figure
5.7a. This figure uses the same horizontal axis as Figure 5.6a, but instead of displaying
∗
the TTS, the relative suboptimality TTS−TTS
is shown. As in the previous section, the
TTS∗
∗
term “optimal solution”, with cost TTS , refers to the solution of the deterministic FNC
problem with perfect anticipation of the values of the “uncertain” quantities. In this
particular instance, even short control horizons tend to perform well. In particular, for
Tc ≥ 5min, the performance of the receding horizon policy is similar to the one of the
subgame-perfect policy (Tc = T ). The performance deterioration in comparison to the
optimal solution with perfect information is less than 0.5% for such horizon lengths.
Similar results are obtained for uncertain demand and supply functions. Figure 5.7b
reveals that somewhat longer control horizons are required to achieve comparable performance, but for Tc ≥ 10min, the performance of the receding horizon policy is again
similar to the subgame-perfect policy and a performance deterioration of less than 0.5%
in comparison to the optimal solution is achieved.
The receding horizon policies with short horizons and the subgame-perfect policy differ in terms of their computational effort, of course. In particular, solving optimization
problems with horizon 10min takes 0.174sec on average and at most 0.422sec18 . In terms
of computational effort, real-time implementation of this policy seems to be unproblematic if re-optimization every one minute is required. By contrast, the subgame-perfect
policy requires one to solve optimization problems with horizon lengths up to T . In this
numerical study, solving such problems takes up to 56.2sec. It is questionable if such
a policy is suitable for real-time implementation, in particular if the total horizon of
interest T exceeds two hours (as in this instance), if larger networks are considered or if
additional tasks like state estimation have to be performed.
Finally, we also study the effect of terminal constraints according to Proposition
5.7 on performance. To this end, we consider the cases w = w(2) and κ = 1.2. We
depict the performance with and without terminal constraints (that is, using the MPC
policy defined by (5.10) and a policy defined using the same optimization problem,
but without the constraints on the terminal state ρ(t + Tc )) in Figures 5.7c and 5.7d,
for different control horizon lengths. The policy with terminal constraints satisfies the
worst-case performance bound for any horizon length, as expected, but it turns out
that for w = w(2) , the policy without terminal constraints performs worse than the
performance bound computed using the worst-case uncertainty, for horizon length 2min.
This example demonstrates that the performance guarantees of Theorem 5.7 do not
extend to receding horizon policies without terminal constraints. Similarly, the receding
18

Solver time reported by Gurobi, on a 2013 MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Intel i7 processor.
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horizon policy without terminal constraints is not recursively feasible for κ = 1.2, if the
horizon is chosen too short. It appears that if the control horizon is chosen long enough,
in this case, T c ≥ 5min in the case of uncertainty in the external demand and T c ≥ 10min
in the case of uncertainty in demand and supply functions, then the terminal constraints
have negligible influence on performance. This is expected for very long horizons, in
particular if T c ≈ T , but it is not clear a priori how long exactly the control horizon
needs to be chosen to be able to safely neglect the terminal constraints.
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CHAPTER

The FNC for freeway ramp metering
An important, special case of the FNC problem is the problem of optimal ramp metering
of a freeway. In this chapter, we consider a freeway segment instead of arbitrary road
network topologies. Junctions are either onramps merging onto the mainline or offramps. Assuming knowledge of the traffic dynamics and and of future, external traffic
demand, we can use the results of Chapter 4 and solve the FNC problem efficiently, via
its convex relaxation. In fact, exactness of the convex relaxation of the FNC problem
for this special case has already been known [GH06].
However, alternative control policies for ramp metering which do not rely on mathematical optimization have found practical success even before optimization-based policies
were considered [Ste94, ZR97]. In particular, Alinea [PHSB91], arguably the most successful ramp metering policy, uses integral feedback for each ramp, in order to keep the
local traffic density at the critical density, such that local mainline flows are maximized.
Such policies often only use measurements from sensors in close vicinity to any particular onramp, only exchange limited amounts of information, if at all, and do not rely
on predictions of future traffic demands. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated empirically that their performance rivals the performance of optimal ramp metering policies
in real-world evaluations [SPK04, WKPP14, PPVG10]. While it is apparent that such
explicit feedback policies are far easier to implement than model-based optimal control
policies, it is not obvious why and when their performance comes close to the centrally
computed, optimal solution.
This chapter addresses the question of how decentralized, non-predictive ramp metering policies compare to the optimal solution of the FNC problem, in terms of minimization of the TTS for a freeway segment. Instead of analyzing the closed-loop behavior of
Alinea directly, which is intractable, we assume perfect model knowledge for the purpose
of the theoretical analysis and introduce an non-anticipative feedback policy as a proxy.
This policy can be motivated as a one-step-ahead maximization of local traffic flows and
is hence called the best-effort policy. We proceed to derive sufficient conditions under
which such a controller performs optimally, that is, minimizes TTS. To demonstrate the
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applicability of our results, we perform a simulation case study based on the real-world
freeway described in [CdWMO+ 15]. We use a monotone CTM with freeway parameters
and demand profiles estimated from real measurements. Correctness of the optimality
conditions is verified and in addition, we find empirically that infrequent violations of the
optimality conditions lead to negligible performance deterioration, although currently,
no a priori suboptimality bounds are available. Moreover, the simulations confirm that
the best-effort policy and Alinea lead to comparable closed-loop behavior.
This chapter is organized as follows: We first formally define the problem of ramp
metering of a freeway segment as a special case of the FNC problem in Section 6.1.1.
In Section 6.1.2, we introduce the non-anticiaptive, distributed best-effort policy. We
also show that this controller is not always optimal, by stating two counterexamples.
In Section 6.1.4, we derive sufficient optimality conditions that can be used to check
optimality a posteriori. In a numerical case study, we verify correctness of the theoretical
results.

6.1

Freeway ramp metering

We consider the problem of freeway ramp metering, using the compartmental traffic
model introduced in Chapter 3. In particular, we assume that demand functions are
non-decreasing and supply functions are non-increasing, according to Assumption 3.2,
as before.
Remark 6.1. One particular assumption made in Assumption 3.2 is that demand and
supply functions are concave. We will exclusively use concave demand and supply functions in the numerical examples, to ensure that we can use Theorem 4.5 to compute the
optimal solution for reference, but it should be noted that concavity of demand and supply functions is not required for Theorem 6.6, the main result of this chapter. However,
the assumption that demand functions are non-decreasing (and that supply functions are
non-increasing) is required, hence, the analysis does not extend to models that exhibit a
capacity drop.
Onramps merging junctions are modeled using the asymmetric junction model, which
means in particular that Assumption 3.3, that mainline congestion does not extend onto
onramps and that metered onramp demand can always be served, needs to hold. Different
from earlier chapters, we restrict our attention to a line topology, that is, a segment of
a particular freeway as opposed to more general network topologies. The additional
assumptions on the structure of the network graph are made precise in the following.
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Figure 6.1: Freeway topology considered in this chapter. We introduce ramp parameters
for every cell, but cells without onramps, here ek+1 , or cells without off-ramps, e.g. ek ,
can be modeled by choosing the parameter values appropriately, see Remark 6.2.

6.1.1

Problem Statement

We restrict our attention to a special case of the FNC, the problem of optimal ramp
metering of a freeway segment. By a freeway segment, we mean a network graph consisting of n cells e1 , e2 , . . . , en , which are arranged in a line topology, that is, βek+1 ,ek > 0,
but βel ,ek = 0 for l 6= k + 1, and model the freeway mainline. In addition, there exists up to n cells o1 , o2 , . . . on modeling onramps, which merge into the mainline at the
corresponding cell βek ,ok = 1, but βe,ok = 0 for e 6= ek . For ease of notation, we will
use indices k ∈ {1, . . . , n} to index variables and parameters for mainline cells. For
example, the density in the mainline cell e1 is denoted as ρ1 (t) = ρe1 (t), the flow out
of cell e1 as φ1 (t) := φe1 (t) and the corresponding demand function as d1 (·) = de1 (·).
For the turning rate of traffic from cell e1 to cell e2 , we also introduce the shorthand
notation β1 := βe2 ,e1 . For onramp cells ok , we introduce new variables to distinguish the
corresponding quantities from those of mainline cells ek . In particular, we introduce the
metering rate rk (t) := φok (t), the controlled flow of cars from the onramp onto the mainline, and the onramp queue qk (t) := lok ρok (t) − wk (t − 1), defined as the number of cars
waiting on the onramp. Note that the external demand wk (t − 1) is not included in the
queue qk (t) at time t. Instead, external demand on onramps is added to the queue with
a delay of one time-step (see the transformation law (6.1b)). Defining the queue qk (t)
in this particular manner follows the conventions in [GH06] and simplifies the metering
bounds (6.3), as we will see later.
Figure 6.1 provides on overview over the network topology. The additional assumptions on the network structure allow to simplify the equations describing the system
model. In particular, the evolution of the states of a freeway stretch is given by conservation laws

∆t
βk−1 φk−1 (t) + rk (t) − φk (t) ,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(6.1a)
ρk (t + 1) = ρk (t) +
lk
qk (t + 1) = qk (t) + ∆t · (wk (t − 1) − rk (t)) ,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(6.1b)
with φ0 (t) := w0 (t) describing the external traffic demand entering the first cell of the
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mainline. The (uncontrolled) mainline flows are computed as minimum of upstream
demand and downstream supply


 1

φk (t) = min dk ρk (t) , sk+1 ρk+1 (t) ,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(6.2)
βk
where we define sn+1 (·) ≡ +∞, that is, flows out of the modeled part of the freeway
are not affected by (unmodeled) downstream congestion. In this chapter, we make an
additional assumption on the shape of demand and supply functions for mainline cells.
Assumption 6.1. For every cell k, there exists a (not necessarily unique) critical density
ρck , 0 < ρck < ρ̄k , such that the demand function attains its maximum value at this


particular density dk ρck = maxρ∈[0,ρ̄k ] dk ρ and likewise, the supply function attains its


maximal value at the same density sk ρck = maxρ∈[0,ρ̄k ] sk ρ .
We still assume that demand functions are non-decreasing and that supply functions
are non-increasing, according to Assumption 3.2. Therefore, dk (ρk ) = dk (ρck ) for all
ρk : ρck ≤ ρk ≤ ρ̄k , i.e., the traffic demand is constant for densities larger than the critical
density. Similarly, the supply is constant for all densities smaller than the critical density,
i.e., sk (ρk ) = sk (ρck ) for all ρk : 0 ≤ ρk ≤ ρck . Based on this assumptions, we define the
maximal throughput Fk := min{dk (ρck ), β1k sk+1 (ρck+1 )} as the maximal flow leaving cell
ek .
The demand functions for onramps are chosen to reproduce the integrator-like behavior of the asymmetric CTM [GH06, GHK+ 08], as described in Section 4.3.1. In
particular, we define onramp demand functions





1
1
dok ρok (t) = max
xk (t), r̄k = max
qk (t) + wk (t − 1), r̄k ,
∆t
∆t
where r̄k is the maximal metering rate of onramp ok . For these particular demand
functions, we can reformulate the demand constraint on the controlled flows, that is, the

metering rates, as rk (t) ≤ dok ρok (t) , which is equivalent to rk (t) ≤ r̄k and qk (t + 1) ≥

qk (t)+∆t· wk (t−1)− qk∆t(t) −wk (t−1) = 0. As before, we introduce additional constraints
on source cells, that is, we upper-bound the onramp queue length qk (t) ≤ q̄k .1 The nonnegativity and demand constraints (3.9a) on controlled flows and the upper bounds on
densities in source cells (3.3) can be combined into the metering constraints
0 ≤ rk (t) ≤ r̄k ,

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(6.3a)

0 ≤ qk (t) ≤ q̄k ,

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(6.3b)

1

Upper bounds on the queue lengths qk (t) are equivalent to time-varying bounds on the onramp

density, since qk (t) ≤ q̄k ⇔ ρok (t) = lo1 · q̄k (t) − ∆t · wk (t − 1) . While we have originally assumed a
k
constant upper bound s̄e (for all e ∈ S) in the onramp constraints (3.3), Theorem 2.6 allows for timevarying constraints and hence, exactness of the convex relaxation of the FNC problem is not affected if
such time-varying bounds are used.
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for all onramps ok . As before, the objective is to minimize the TTS,2 which, in the
context of freeway ramp metering, is often decomposed into total travel time (TTT) on
the mainline,
TTT := ∆t ·

T X
n
X

lk ρk (t),

t=0 k=0

and the total waiting time (TWT) on the onramps
TWT := ∆t ·

T X
n
X

qk (t).

t=0 k=0

We collect all the equations for the individual components and arrive at the main problem
of this chapter, the FNC for freeway ramp metering
P P
minimize
TTS = ∆t · Tt=0 nk=1 (lk ρk (t) + qk (t))
ρ(t),q(t),φ(t),r(t)

subject to Freeway dynamics (6.8), (6.2) and metering constraints (6.3),

(6.4)

ρ(0), q(0) given.
By construction, this problem is a special case of the FNC problem with controlled
merging junctions (4.1). Therefore, earlier results apply. In particular, this problem is
non-convex, due to the nonlinear flow constraints, but the convex relaxation is tight and
it can be used to compute a solution of the non-relaxed problem (6.4). In fact, the special
case of ramp metering of a freeway stretch, with a triangular fundamental diagram, was
the earliest instance of the FNC problem for which exactness of the convex relaxation was
shown [GH06]. Therefore, the centralized problem (6.4) with perfect predictions of future
external traffic demands w(t) for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T } is essentially solved. In the following,
we will consider control policies that operate under more restrictive assumptions. In
particular, we will consider decentralized, non-predictive control policies that do not rely
on numerical optimization to compute the control inputs. This endeavor is motivated
by the practical success of Alinea [PHSB91], a decentralized, integral-feedback ramp
metering policy. We seek to understand when such policies achieve optimal or close to
optimal performance.
Remark 6.2. In the statement of the main problem (6.4), we have introduced an onramp
cell ok and the associated parameters r̄k and q̄k for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, to avoid case
distinctions. In practice, not every cell will be equipped with an onramp. The equations
(6.4) are general enough to capture all these situations and one can simply select r̄k =
q̄k = wk (t) = 0, ∀t, if no onramp is present in cell k.
2

Note that since the external demand is only added to the onramp queue with a delay of one
sampling interval, in comparison to the convention in Chapters 4 and 5, the definition of the TTS
as TTS = TTT + TWT differs from earlier definitions by a constant. Optimality arguments are not
affected.
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6.1.2

Best-effort policy

The problem of minimizing TTS represents the global perspective, in which we optimize
the whole system over the complete horizon. By contrast, one might also seek to optimize
the here-and-now performance. This idea can be formalized by introducing the Total
Distance Traveled (TDT), defined as
n
X
TDT(t) := ∆t ·
lk φk (t),
k=1

which is simply the total distance traveled by all vehicles on the mainline within time interval t. In this section, we formulate an one-step look-ahead controller, which maximizes
TDT for the next time step in a greedy fashion:
maximize

TDT(t + 1)

ρ(t),q(t),φ(t),r(t)

subject to Freeway dynamics (6.8), (6.2) and metering

(6.5)

constraints (6.3),
ρ(t), q(t) given.
It is straightforward to show that the following distributed feedback controller provides
an explicit solution of this optimization problem (in general, the optimizer is not unique).
The explicit, feedback solution requires perfect model knowledge, but it does not use
mathematical optimization or traffic demand prediction. In the following, we make use
 u

of the notation x l := min u, max {x, l} for a saturation at an upper bound u and
lower bound l.
Lemma 6.1. An explicit solution to the one-step-ahead optimal control problem (6.5) is
given by the feedback policy
1

min{r̄k , ∆t
qk (t)+wk (t)}

l
k
∗
c
rk (t) :=
ρ − ρk (t) + φk (t) − βk−1 φk−1 (t)
,
(6.6)
∆t k
max{0, 1 (qk (t)−q̄k )+wk (t)}
∆t

for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary flow φk (t + 1), k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. For the one-step-ahead
problem, it depends only on the ramp metering rates in the adjacent cells k and k + 1

at time t. More precisely, it depends on the traffic demand dk ρk (t + 1) and the supply

of free space sk+1 ρk+1 (t + 1) . Consider the problem of maximizing this flow
n

o
max φk (t + 1) = max min dk ρk (t + 1) , sk+1 ρk+1 (t + 1)
r(t)

r(t)

n

o



≤ min max dk ρk (t + 1) , max sk+1 ρk+1 (t + 1)
r(t)
r(t)
{z
} |
{z
}
|
(1)
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alone. It turns out that the policy (6.6) maximizes both terms in the previous equation.
In order to show this, we resort to a case distinction.

lk
(i) If rk∗ (t) does not saturate at the upper bound, it follows that rk∗ (t) ≥ ∆t
ρck −ρk (t) +

∗
φk (t)−βk−1 φk−1 (t) and hence ρk (t+1) = ρk (t)+ ∆t
β
φ
(t)+r
(t)−φ
(t)
≥ ρck .
k−1
k−1
k
k
lk

Therefore, dk ρk (t + 1) = dk (ρck ) and the first term is maximized.
(ii) Otherwise, recall that the demand function dk (·) is nondecreasing. Since rk∗ (t)
saturates at the upper bound of the feasible range, the first term is maximized.
Similarly, we can analyze the effects of the metering rate at cell k + 1.
∗
(t) does not saturate at the lower bound, it follows that
(i) If rk+1

∗
c
rk+1 (t) ≤ lk+1
ρ
−
ρ
(t)
+ φk+1 (t) − βk φk (t) and hence ρk+1 (t + 1) = ρk+1 (t) +
k+1
k+1
∆t


∆t
∗
c
β
φ
(t)
+
r
(t)
−
φ
(t)
≤
ρ
.
Therefore,
s
ρ
(t
+
1)
= sk+1 (ρck+1 )
k
k
k+1
k+1
k+1
k+1
k+1
lk+1
and the second term is maximized.
∗
(ii) Otherwise, recall that sk+1 (·) is nonincreasing. Since rk+1
(t) does saturate at the
lower bound of the feasible range, the second term is maximized.

Since both the first and the second term are maximized, we conclude that the proposed feedback law jointly maximizes all flows φk (t + 1), for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. The
case of φn (t + 1) is similar, except that the second term is not present. Also φ0 (t + 1) is
equal to the external demand and hence, not dependent on the metering rates. All flows
are jointly maximized and therefore, TDT is maximized as well.
This policy aims to steer the local density to the critical density as fast as possible
and in that sense, it is very similar in spirit to Alinea [PHSB91]. In the following, we will
be referring to this one-step-ahead policy as the best-effort (BE) policy. We stress that
we do not propose this policy as a new approach for ramp metering, as it relies on perfect
knowledge of the fundamental diagram, which is unrealistic in practice. Rather, the BE
policy will serve both as a useful tool in computing (bounds on) the optimal solution of
the problem of minimizing TTS and as a proxy for the practical Alinea controller, for
which a direct theoretical analysis would be difficult.

6.1.3

Counterexamples

In [ZL04], the question has been posed whether a control policy similar to the feedback
law (6.6) minimizes TTS over the complete horizon. We will present two counterexamples
showing that this is not necessarily the case.
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Figure 6.2: In case of a spike in mainline demand, it might be advisable to preemptively
reduce the local density at a bottleneck below the critical density, in oder to accomodate
(parts of) the traffic wave in the free space and to avoid spill back of congestion.

Example 6.1 (Lower bound saturation). Consider the two-cell freeway depicted in Figure 6.2, with a metered onramp at the second cell and an off-ramp at the first cell, at
which a large percentage of traffic leaves the mainline. In this example β1 = 0.2, which
means that 80% of all mainline traffic leaves via the off-ramp. Moderate traffic demand
is present at the onramp in the beginning, but a spike in mainline demand arrives on the
mainline shortly after. The situation is sketched in Figure 6.2a. Because of the large percentage of traffic leaving the mainline via the off-ramp, spill back of congestion into the
first cell severely reduces the total discharge flows and hence increases the TTS. Once the
spike in demand arrives, the constraint 0 ≤ rk (t) becomes active. However, cars already
admitted to the freeway from the onramp can not be retracted to the onramp queue. For
suitably chosen parameters, the optimal policy is to preemptively reduce the density in the
second cell below the critical density, as depicted in Figure 6.2b. The resulting reduction
in outflow from the mainline is more than compensated by the increased discharge from
the off-ramp, which can be seen in Figure 6.2c. There, the variables N (t) and N ∗ (t)
represent the total number of cars in the network and N (t) := l1 ρ1 (t) + l2 ρ2 (t) + q2 (t) and
likewise for N ∗ (t). The savings, i.e., the difference in TTS between the two controllers,
are proportional to the highlighted region.
The external traffic demand is piecewise constant: w0 (t) = 5000 for 2min ≤ t ≤ 4min,
w0 (t) = 0 otherwise and w2 (t) = 2500 for 0min ≤ t ≤ 2min, w2 (t) = 0 otherwise.


Triangular fundamental diagrams are chosen, with de ρe (t) = min ve ρe (t), Fe and


se ρe (t) = min Fe , (ρ̄e − ρe (t))we , with parameter values v1 = v2 = w1 = w2 =
100km/h, ρ̄1 = 200(cars)/km, ρ̄2 = 20(cars)/km, F1 = 1000(cars) and F2 = 500(cars).
The cell lengths are l1 = l2 = 1km. Note that the parameter values have been chosen to
amplify the sub-optimality of the BE-policy for illustration purposes, without considering
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Figure 6.3: If spill-back of congestion is not a threat, then it might be preferable (in
the monotone CTM) to allow a congestion to form on the mainline, in order to ease the
burden on the onramp, which becomes a bottleneck later on.
whether such values are realistic.
Conversely, we can also construct an example in which the upper bound on the ramp
metering rate prevents optimality of the BE-policy.
Example 6.2 (Upper bound saturation). Consider a one-cell freeway with a metered
onramp, as sketched in Figure 6.3a. Moderate traffic demand is present at the onramp.
A spike in mainline demand arrives at the beginning of the considered time interval, but
afterwards, the mainline demand decays to zero. In case of BE control, the initial spike in
mainline demand causes congestion and hence, the BE policy will use ramp metering to
hold cars back on the queue. But when the mainline density decays again, ramp metering
will not be able to release cars sufficiently fast to keep the density at the critical density
due to inherent limits on the flow from the onramp, which require rk (t) ≤ r̄k . The optimal
policy does not use ramp metering at all and allows for larger densities in the beginning,
as depicted in Figure 6.3b. Since there is no off-ramp, spill back of congestion is not an
issue in this scenario. Again, the variables N (t) and N ∗ (t) represent the total number of
cars on the freeway and at the onramps, so N (t) := l1 ρ1 (t) + q1 (t) and likewise for N ∗ (t).
The savings, i.e., the difference in TTS between the two controllers, are proportional to
the highlighted region.
The external traffic demand is piecewise constant, that is, w0 (t) = 4000 for 0min ≤
t ≤ 3min, w0 (t) = 0 otherwise and w1 (t) = 1800 for 0min ≤ t ≤ 5min, w1 (t) = 0 other

wise. Triangular fundamental diagrams are chosen, with de ρe (t) = min ve ρe (t), Fe


and se ρe (t) = min Fe , (ρ̄e − ρe (t))we , with parameter values v1 = 100km/h, w1 =
25km/h, ρ̄1 = 250(cars)/km, F1 = 5000(cars) and l1 = 1km. Again, the parameter values
have been chosen to amplify the sub-optimality of the BE policy for illustration purposes.
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Closer inspection reveals that whether the ramp metering bounds (6.3a) are active
or not is essential for deriving a certificate of optimality. Indeed, in Section 6.1.4, we
derive explicit conditions relating the activation of these constraints to the optimality of
the BE policy

6.1.4

Sufficient optimality conditions

It turns out that even in the presence of controller saturation, sufficient optimality conditions can be found that ensure minimization of TTS. The arguments certifying optimality
combine conditions on the onramp queues with monotonicity arguments. As in earlier
chapters, we will introduce an alternative system representation with favorable monotonicity properties. However, it will be advantageous to describe the system dynamics
in terms of the cumulative flow Φk (t), defined as
Φk (t) =: ∆t ·

t−1
X

φk (τ ),

τ =0

instead of the cumulative demand z(t), as in previous chapters. Note that Φk (t) is
dimensionless and can be interpreted as the number of cars that have passed cell k.
Such a quantity, defined as a flow aggregate over time, is reminiscent of quantities used
in network calculus, like cumulative arrivals and cumulative departures. Network calculus
has been applied to the control of traffic networks [Var13], however, so far only storeand-forward models without congestion spill-back have been considered. Let us also
P
define the cumulative metering rate as Rk (t) := ∆t · t−1
τ =0 rk (τ ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Pt−1
and the cumulative, external demand as Wk (t) := ∆t · τ =0 wk (τ ). Both quantities are
dimensionless and can be interpreted as the number of cars that have entered the freeway
or arrived at the onramp, respectively.3 From the conservation law, it follows that
ρk (t) = ρk (0) +


1
βk−1 Φk−1 (t) + Rk (t) − Φk (t) .
lk

(6.7)

Here, we assume that β0 = 1. The corresponding term models the mainline inflow into
cell e1 . Using cumulative flows, the freeway mainline dynamics can be expressed as
Φk (t + 1) = fk (Φ(t), R(t)) := Φk (t) + ∆t · φk (t),
(6.8)
n
o
(t+1))
where φk (t + 1) = min dk (ρk (t + 1)), sk+1 (ρk+1
and the densities ρk (t) are comβk
puted via (6.7). Note that we have introduced the shorthand notation fk (Φ(t), R(t)) for
3

Note however, that the CTM is a macroscopic, averaged model, so neither Φk (t), Rk (t) nor Wk (t)
are restricted to integer values.
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>
the systems equations. We will also use f (·, ·) := f1 (·, ·) . . . fn (·, ·) . The metering
constraints (6.3a) and (6.3b) can be expressed in term of the cumulative quantities as
Rk (t − 1) ≤ Rk (t) ≤ Rk (t − 1) + r̄k ,
Wk (t) − q̄k ≤ Rk (t) ≤ Wk (t).

(6.9a)
(6.9b)

Note that the onramp queue lengths qk (t) have been eliminated from the cumulative metering constraints. Some metering constraints (6.9a) are no longer stage-wise constraints,
but depend on subsequent time steps t − 1 and t. This is a consequence of eliminating
the onramp states from the system model. We will refer to the model described by
the dynamics (6.8) and the cumulative metering bounds (6.9) as the cumulative freeway
model (CFM). We emphasize that the CFM uses different states as the CCTM, but both
models are closely related, as the proof of Lemma 6.2 reveals. Similar to the usage of the
CCTM in earlier chapters, we will use monotonicity properties of the CFM to facilitate
the analysis of optimal control problems.
Lemma 6.2. The freeway mainline dynamics (6.8) are monotone in the cumulative
flows Φ(t).
Proof. Consider the CCTM. In the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have established that

z(t + 1) = z(t) + ∆t · P w(t) + f r φ(t) − ∆t · φ(t)


t−1
X

r
=⇒ z(t) = z(0) + P W (t) + ∆t ·
f φ(τ ) − Φ(t)
τ =0

 P
where the auxiliary function fer φ(t) = i∈Ec βe,i · φi (t) only depends on the controlled
flows. For the special case of a freeway network as described in Section 6.1.1,

zek (t) = zek (0) + p>
ek W (t) + R(t) − Φk (t),

P
P
P
holds for all mainline cells ek . Note that ∆t · Tτ=0 ferk φ(t) = ∆t · Tτ=0 i∈Ec βek ,i ·

φi (τ ) = Rok (t). We will use the auxiliary functions zk (t+1) = hk z(t), φ(t) to denote the
system equations of the CCTM for uncontrolled cells e ∈
/ Ec 4 . Note that these functions
are state-monotone according to Lemma 4.3. To analyze monotonicity, consider ∆Φ ≥ 0
and let


ze∆k (t) := zek (0) + p>
ek W (t) + Rok (t) − Φk (t) + ∆Φ ≤ zek (t)
4

To be precise, the systems equations of uncontrolled cells in the CCTM are described by equation
(4.3a) in Section 4.1.1
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Hence,



∆
fk Φ(t) + ∆Φ, R(t) = zek (0) + p>
ek W (t + 1) + Rok (t + 1) − hk z (t), φ(t)


≥ zek (0) + p>
ek W (t + 1) + Rok (t + 1) − hk z(t), φ(t)

= fk Φ(t), R(t) ,

whenever the state-input pair Φ(t) + ∆Φ, R(t) is feasible, which concludes the proof.

Proving Lemma 6.2 by employing Lemma 4.3 serves to illustrate the connection between the CCTM and the CFM. An alternative, elementary proof of Lemma 6.2, which
only uses the model assumptions, but not any results on the CCTM from earlier chapters, is provided in Appendix B.4. The main advantage of analyzing the freeway ramp
metering problem in terms of the cumulative flows Φ(t) instead of the cumulative demand z(t) is that in cumulative flows and cumulative metering rates, we can characterize
the dependency of the states on the inputs in the following manner.
Lemma 6.3. The system equation fk (Φ(t), R(t)) for some fixed k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1,
is non-decreasing in the input Rk (t) and non-increasing in the input Rk+1 (t). Also,
f0 (Φ(t), R(t)) is non-increasing in R1 (t) and fn (Φ(t), R(t)) is non-decreasing in Rn (t).
The proof is provided in Appendix B.4. Next, we will define conditions that will be
useful in deriving sufficient optimality conditions for best-effort control.
Definition 6.1. A cell k with a metered onramp is called restrictive at time t if
(i) the onramp is not completely full qk (t) < q̄k and the upstream flow into the cell is
k (t))
limited by non-maximal supply of free space, i.e., φk−1 (t) = skβ(ρk−1
< Fk−1 , or
(ii) the onramp is not empty qk (t) > 0 and the downstream flow out of the cell is limited
by non-maximal demand, i.e., φk (t) = dk (ρk (t)) < Fk .
Otherwise, we call the cell nonrestrictive.
This definition formalizes the intuitive idea to operate each onramp so as to maximize
local mainline flow in the subsequent time step t + 1: in case (i), the existence of free
space on the onramp indicates that congestion on the mainline, which is equivalent to
the flow being restricted by the traffic supply, might have been prevented or at least
reduced by keeping additional cars on the onramp. Conversely, the existence of free-flow
conditions on the mainline below the maximal flow, as indicated by the restriction of the
flow by the traffic demand, raises the question as to why any cars should be held back
on the onramp queue. The idea will be illustrated in the following example.
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(a) Restrictive

(b) Nonrestrictive

(c) Nonrestrictive

(d) Nonrestrictive

Figure 6.4: Examples of restrictive and non-restrictive cells. A question mark indicates
that the corresponding density or ramp occupancy is not relevant for determining if cell
k is restrictive or not.
Example 6.3. Consider the situations sketched in Figure 6.4, which exemplify when a
cell is restrictive. In all these examples, we assume that sk (ρk (t)) > 0 if ρk (t) < ρ̄k ,
dk (ρk (t)) > 0 if ρk (t) > 0 and βk−1 = βk = 1.
(i) A completely congested cell implies sk (ρk (t)) = sk (ρ̄k ) = 0. Since the upstream cell
is nonempty, it follows that sk (ρk (t)) = 0 < dk−1 (ρk−1 (t)). But even though cell k
is completely congested, the onramp is not completely filled qk (t) < q̄k . Therefore,
cell k is restrictive.
(ii) Cell k is congested ρk (t) > ρck , but in contrast to case (i), the maximal number of
cars is stored on the onramp qk (t) = q̄k . Therefore, this cell is nonrestrictive.
(iii) Cell k is congested ρck < ρk (t) < ρ̄k and the onramp is not completely filled qk (t) <
q̄k . However, in contrast to case (i), the upstream cell k + 1 is empty, therefore,
the congestion in cell k does not obstruct the mainline flow sk (ρk (t)) > 0 = dk−1 (0)
and cell k is nonrestrictive
(iv) Cell k is operating exactly at the critical density. Therefore, sk (ρk (t)) = sk (ρck ) ≥
Fk−1 and dk (ρk (t)) = dk (ρck ) ≥ Fk and the cell is nonrestrictive, for arbitrary
upstream demand, downstream supply and local ramp occupancy.
Remark 6.3. Definition 6.1 characterizes cells with onramps. Proofs in the remainder
of this section will analyze pairs of adjacent cells, to determine the behavior of the flow
between these cells. To avoid unnecessary case distinctions with regard to which of these
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cells are equipped with onramps and which are not, note that cells without an onramp
can still be expressed in the CFM framework by r̄k = q̄k = Wk (t) = 0, ∀t, for all cells k
without an onramp, exactly in the same way as described in Remark 6.2 for the CTM.
Then constraints (6.9) imply Rk (t) = 0, ∀t, as desired. For such cells k, it always holds
that 0 = qk (t) = q̄k (t) and therefore, these cells are classified as nonrestrictive at all
times.
It is important to note that a cell operating exactly at the critical density ρc is always
nonrestrictive in the sense of Definition 6.1: according to Lemma 6.1, both supply and
demand are jointly maximized at this density. In fact, the best-effort policy, which tracks
the critical density locally, is able to keep cells nonrestrictive under certain conditions,
as explained by the following lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Assume that for a freeway controlled by the best-effort policy, the onramp
at cell k at time t satisfies
1
 ∆t
qk (t)+wk (t)

lk c
0≤
ρ − ρk (t) + φk (t) − βk−1 φk−1 (t)
≤ r̄k ,
∆t k
1
(qk (t)−q̄k )+wk (t)



∆t

i.e., the best-effort policy (6.6) is not affected by the constraints (6.3a). Then, cell k is
nonrestrictive at time t + 1.
Sketch of proof. Note that this condition is sufficient, but not necessary. Sufficiency
can be readily verified by substituting the feedback policy in the system equations and
performing a case distinction for each affine piece of the control law.
We will now use monotonicity properties of the CFM to show that the cumulative
flows are also maximized over longer periods of time, if the freeway is nonrestrictive.
For the upcoming analysis, it will be useful to introduce the following notation for the
maximal achievable, cumulative flow
Φ∗k (t) := max

Φk (t)

subject to Φ(τ + 1) = f (Φ(τ ), R(τ )),
Rk (τ ) ≤ Rk (τ + 1) ≤ Rk (τ ) + r̄k ,

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Wk (τ ) − q̄k ≤ Rk (τ ) ≤ Wk (τ ),

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Φ(0) = R(0) = 0. Initial state ρ(0) given,
at a particular time t and cell k. Knowledge of the initial state ρ(0) is necessary to
evaluate the system dynamics (6.8), which require to compute cell densities ρ(t) from
the cumulative flows Φ(t) via the conservation law (6.7).
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Lemma 6.5. Assume that Φj (t) = Φ∗j (t) for j ∈ {k − 1, k, k + 1} and that the cells k
and k + 1 are nonrestrictive at time t. Then Φk (t + 1) = Φ∗k (t + 1).
Proof. For notational convenience, let us introduce a relaxation of the set of feasible
metering rates

Rk (t) := Rk : Wk (t) − q̄k ≤ Rk ≤ Wk (t)

(6.10)

at time t. Note that according to this definition, the metering rates satisfy the constraints
arising from the limited space on the onramps (6.3b), but not (necessarily) the additional,
constant bounds (6.3a). Also note that the feasible sets for the metering rates Rk (t) are
decoupled in time in the cumulative formulation, i.e., they do not depend on the system
state or previous actions. In the following, we will also use the shorthand notation
n
R(t) := k=1 Rk (t). We can write the maximal cumulative flows as

×

Φ∗k (t + 1) ≤ max

fk (Φ(t), R(t))

subject to Φ(τ + 1) = f (Φ(τ ), R(τ )),
Wk (τ ) − q̄k ≤ Rk (τ ) ≤ Wk (τ ),

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Initial state Φ(0) and R(0) = 0 given.
= maxR∈R(t) fk (Φ∗ (t), R).
Note that we only have an inequality in the first step, since we operate with a relaxation
of the feasible set of inputs. This ensures that the constraints become decoupled in time.
Then, we use monotonicity of Φk (t + 1) = fk (Φ(t), R(t)) in the cumulative flows Φ(t)
to obtain the final equality. Using this preliminary result and the fact that cells k and
k + 1 are nonrestrictive at time t, we will now show that also Φk (t + 1) ≥ Φ∗k (t + 1) and
hence Φk (t + 1) = Φ∗k (t + 1).
Cell k is nonrestrictive by assumption and therefore, it satisfies either
(A) dk (ρk (t)) > φk (t) ∨ φk (t) = Fk or
(B) qk (t) = 0
or both, according to Definition 6.1. Similarly, cell k+1 is also nonrestrictive and satisfies
either
(C)

sk+1 (ρk+1 (t))
βk

> φk (t) ∨ φk (t) = Fk or

(D) qk+1 (t) = q̄k+1
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or both. We proceed with a case distinction, depending on which of these conditions are
satisfied for cell k and cell k + 1, respectively:
(i) Assume (A) and (C) hold, that is, the flow φk (t) is neithernlimited by submaximal
o
supply or submaximal demand. It follows that φk (t) = min dk (ρk ), Fk , sk+1β(ρkk+1 ) =
Fk and hence
Φk (t + 1) = Φ∗k (t) + ∆t · Fk
≥ max fk (Φ∗ (t), R)
R∈R(t)

= Φ∗k (t + 1).
(ii) Assume (B) and (D) hold, that is, the onramp in cell k is empty and the onramp
in cell k + 1 is full. The first condition implies that Rk (t) = Wk (t), according to
equation (6.9b). Conversely, the second condition implies that Rk+1 (t) = Wk+1 (t)−
q̄k+1 . It follows that


sk+1 (ρk+1 )
∗
Φk (t + 1) = Φk (t) + ∆t · min dk (ρk ),
βk
= Φ∗k (t) + ∆t · . . .
(
 )

 s
∗

ρ
Φ
(t),
W
(t)
−
q̄
k+1
k+1
k+1
k+1
min dk ρk Φ∗ (t), Wk (t) ,
βk
= Φ∗k (t) + ∆t · . . .
(

min dk ρk Φ∗ (t),


 sk+1 ρk+1 Φ∗ (t), minR∈Rk+1 (t) R
max R ,
R∈Rk (t)
βk

)

≥ max fk (Φ∗ (t), R)
R∈R(t)

= Φ∗k (t + 1).
Here, we use the lower and upper bounds on the cumulative ramp metering rates
Rk (t) according to the definition of Rk (t) in equation (6.10). Finally, the inequality
holds because the cumulative flow Φk (t + 1) function is nondecreasing in Rk (t) and
nonincreasing in Rk+1 (t), according to Lemma 6.3.
(iii,iv) In the third case, assume that (A) and (D) hold, whereas in the fourth case, assume
that (B) and (C) hold. The derivations to show that Φk (t + 1) ≥ Φ∗k (t + 1) can
easily be constructed by combining parts from cases (i) and (ii).
All cases compatible with Definition 6.1 have been verified and the proof has thus been
completed.
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A maximization of TDT leads to a minimization of the total discharge flows at every
time instant, which in turn corresponds to a minimization of TTS over the whole horizon,
as we will show next.
Theorem 6.6. Assume that every cell k ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a freeway is nonrestrictive, for
the entire horizon t ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1}. Then TTS is minimized.
Proof. The initial conditions are assumed to be fixed, so Φ∗k (0) = Φk (0), for all k. Because
Definition 6.1 holds for every cell in every time step, we can apply Lemma 6.5 for every
cell and t = 1, yielding Φk (1) = Φ∗k (1) for all k. Employing induction, we can proceed in
the same manner to show that Φk (t) = Φ∗k (t) over the complete control horizon. Thus,
the cumulative flows are maximized jointly for every cell and every step.
It remains to be shown that joint maximization of all cumulative flows implies minimization of TTS. To do so, the traffic volume on the mainline
n
X

lk ρk (t) = Φ0 (t) − βn Φn (t) +

n
X


lk ρk (0) + Rk (t) + (βk − 1)Φk (t)

k=1

k=1

and on the metered onramps
n
X
k=1

qk (t) =

n
X


Wk (t) − Rk (t)

k=1

has to be expressed in terms of the cumulative variables. If we sum according to the
definition of TTS, we find
!
T
n
X
X

TTS = ∆t ·
Φ0 (t) − βn Φn (t) +
lk ρk (0) + Wk (t) + (βk − 1)Φk (t) .
t=0

k=1

Analyzing the sign of the coefficients yields the desired result
!
n 
X
Φ0 (t) − βn Φn (t) +
lk ρk (0) + Wk (t) + (βk − 1) Φk (t)
min TTS = min ∆t ·
Φ(t)
Φ(t)
| {z }
t=0
k=1
≤0
!
T
n
X
X

= ∆t ·
Φ0 (t) − βn Φ∗n (t) +
lk ρk (0) + Wk (t) + (βk − 1)Φ∗k (t) .
T
X

t=0

k=1

The minimization in the previous equation are to be understood as an optimization over
the set of feasible ramp metering patterns, with respect to the fixed initial condition
and traffic demands and the CTM system model. The last equality confirms that TTS
is indeed minimized for Φk (t) = Φ∗k (t), in case of a nonrestrictive freeway, and thus
concludes the proof.
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It is important to keep in mind that Definition 6.1 provides only sufficient optimality
conditions. In particular, it is possible that, depending on the freeway parameters and
the external demand profile, there does not exist a policy which satisfies the stated
optimality conditions. It also becomes clear that the difficulties in solving the minimal
TTS problem (6.4) hinge mainly on the constant metering bounds (6.3a): recall that the
range of admissible ramp metering rates rk (t) is given by




1
1
min 0,
(q̄k − qk (t)) + wk (t) ≤ rk (t) ≤ min r̄k ,
qk (t) + wk (t) ,
∆t
∆t
i.e., the metering rate is constrained by constant bounds and by bounds that depend on
the onramp queue length. For the purpose of deriving a lower bound, one can formulate
a relaxed min-TTS problem, in which the constant bounds on the ramp metering rates
are removed.
Corollary 6.7. Consider the problem of minimizing TTS (6.4) without the constant
bounds on the metering rates (6.3a). Simulate the system with metering rates chosen
according to the feedback law



lk c
rk (t) =
ρk − ρk (t) + φk (t) − βk−1 φk−1 (t)
∆t

1
 ∆t
(qk (t)−q̄k )+wk (t)

,
1
q (t)+wk (t)
∆t k

which we call the relaxed BE-policy, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.
Then, the result of this simulation is a solution to the relaxed optimization problem and
the corresponding cost TTSlb is a valid lower bound on the optimal value TTS∗ of the
original problem (6.4), that is, TTSlb ≤ TTS∗ .
Note that optimality of the relaxed BE policy (for the relaxed problem) follows immediately from Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 6.4. The feedback policy defined in Corollary 6.7 is
potentially infeasible in the original problem, hence its purpose is only the computation
of a lower bound. Conversely, an upper bound on the optimal TTS can be computed
efficiently by simulating the best-effort policy, which respects all bounds on the metering
rates. Together, one can obtain a-posteriori bounds TTSlb ≤ TTS∗ ≤ TTSbe for any
given external traffic demand profile via two computationally inexpensive forward simulations. These bounds will be useful for the evaluation in the following section, for cases
where the optimality conditions based on non-restrictivness are not satisfied.

6.2

Numerical study

We consider the Rocade Sud, a congestion-prone freeway in the vicinity of Grenoble,
France [CdWMO+ 15], the same freeway that has been considered the numerical study
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in Section 4.3.1. The real freeway, the sensor locations and the model are described
in detail in Appendix C. There, two variants of the model, denoted (A) and (B), are
introduced, which differ in how the freeway is discretized. In particular, if one introduces
vertices in the network graph for every sensor location, then variant (A) is obtained. In
this case, cells model parts of the road between sensor locations and onramps and offramps connect to the mainline exactly at the boundaries between cells. Conversely, if
cells are centered around sensor locations, then variant (B) is obtained. In this case,
onramps and off-ramps connect to the mainline in the middle of cells. An illustration
of how the freeway is discretized is provided in Figure C.1, in Appendix C. There,
differences in model behavior for either variant are also briefly discussed. In general, the
detrimental effects of congestion spill-back blocking upstream off-ramps are significantly
less pronounced in variant (A). Hence, ramp metering is less effective in reducing total
delay in this variant, and overall, less congestion is predicted. We consider variant (B),
which was used in [SRL17], in the majority of this numerical study, in particular for
the detailed analysis at the end of this section. However, we also include the complete
performance analysis for variant (A) in Figure 6.5b and report key performance indicators
for this variant in brackets.
We consider data from 5 weeks in March, April and June 2014, corresponding to 35
days in total5 . We are interested in how the total time spent using best-effort control,
TTSbe , compares to the optimal solution TTS∗ . In addition, we evaluate how best-effort
control compares (in terms of closed-loop dynamics and performance) to the practically
successful ramp metering policy Alinea, which alleviates the need for model knowledge
by the use of integral feedback. For comparison, we also compute the total time spent
in open-loop (TTSol ), that is, without any ramp metering. Since we have assumed PWA
demand and supply functions, the optimal solution can be computed by solving a LP.
We simulate the traffic evolution using the traffic model described in Appendix C, using
the recorded external traffic demand patterns of five weeks in total. A large proportion
of the total time spent is caused by vehicles traveling at free-flow velocity, for which
ramp metering does not provide any benefits. Hence, we also define the free flow time
(FTT) as the TTS achieved on a hypothetical freeway in which all cars instantly enter
the mainline after arriving on an onramp and always travel at free-flow speed on the
freeway itself. Using the FTT, we define the total delay as TD := TTS − FTT in the
same manner as in Section 5.3). Over all days, relative savings of
TDol − TD∗
= 14.6% (6.0%).
TDol
5

Data for the full three months are available, however, data from many days are incomplete due to
sensor failures. To ensure representative performance evaluation, only weeks for which data are complete
for all sensors at all days of the respective week are chosen for the case-study.
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(a) Comparison of best-effort control with the optimal solution, model variant (B).

(b) Comparison of best-effort control with the optimal solution, model variant (A).

Figure 6.5: The savings in TD for best-effort control are almost identical to the optimal
savings. Note that on weekends, highlighted in gray, ramp metering does provide little
or no benefits. The suboptimality of best-effort control is visualized on a much smaller
scale. The optimal savings can be lower bounded by the best-effort solution and upper
bounded by the relaxed best-effort solution TDlb , computed as described in the previous
section. It can be seen that for the chosen scenarios, the suboptimality of best-effort
control is less than 0.1% (in savings of TD), in both model variants.
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Table 6.1: Partial evaluation results of MPC for ramp metering, [MH12, Table II].
Prediction horizon
Delay reduction

5min

10min

15min

20min

25min

17.39%

17.41%

17.41%

17.42%

17.43%

are obtained, for model variant (B) (savings for variant (A) reported in brackets).
We note that the savings for model variant (B) are similar to the ones reported in
[GH06, MH12], where a similar setting, that is, optimal freeway ramp metering for a
model without capacity drop, is considered. Note also that variant (A) is potentially too
optimistic in regard to the effects of congestion spill-back, as discussed in Appendix C,
which leads to less opportunities for achieving benefits via ramp metering. The complete
results for all individual days are summarized in Figure 6.5. It can immediately be seen
that ramp metering reduces TTS on many days indeed. For a freeway model without
capacity drop, this improvement is achieved by a reduction in the spill-back of mainline
congestion, which in turn increases the outflows from the off-ramps. On certain days,
no improvement can be achieved by ramp metering. These days are characterized by
low traffic demand, which is for example typical for weekends. From real traffic data,
one can verify that even the uncontrolled freeway usually does not become congested
on these days, so obviously no ramp metering is the best policy. It is noteworthy that
the performance achieved by the best-effort policy is indistinguishable from the optimal
solution in a plot scaled according to the absolute values of the savings. A closer look
reveals that the worst performance deterioration of the best-effort policy amounts to


TD∗ (d) − TDbe (d)
max
≈ −0.1% (−0.08%),
d∈“days”
TDol (d)
in terms of the time wasted in congestion, on March 26th (March 24th). In comparison
to the savings achieved by best-effort control, we consider this optimality gap to be
negligible.
Remark 6.4. As evidence that close-to-optimality of BE control is not just an artifact
of this particular simulation study, we also briefly review results obtained in [MH12].
In this work, a simulation study for a freeway stretch in the Bay Area (I-80E freeway,
between Bay Bridge and Carquinez Bridge) is performed with the objective to assess the
effectiveness of MPC for ramp metering6 . The setup differs in details from the one
chosen in this chapter, in particular, a merging model is considered in which flows from
onramps are not necessarily prioritized over mainline flows (as we do via the asymmetric
6

The cited work also assumes availability of mainline demand control via variable speed limits.
However, the results in [GH06] and the results of this chapter suggest this provides little benefit in the
considered scenario.
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Figure 6.6: Cell e7 is atypical, since the external traffic demand at the associated onramp
is very low, because the onramp is connected to the same roundabout as the onramp
leading to cell e8 . Therefore, it typically takes a long time to fill the ramp which facilitates
the corresponding cell becoming restrictive. Map data c 2017 Open Street Maps.
junction model) and time-varying turning rates are used in the simulation7 . The authors
show that increasing the length of the control horizon in MPC for ramp metering does
not seem to substantially improve performance, according to the results depicted in Table
6.1. This at first sight counterintuitive observation can be interpreted through our results,
which suggest that the BE policy, which is equivalent to MPC with a horizon of a single
time step, performs close to optimal for ramp metering of a freeway stretch modeled
by a first-order compartmental model according to Definition 3.1, in particular a model
without a capacity drop.
Nevertheless, the existence of a (small) optimality gap for the best-effort policy suggests that at least some cells become restrictive according to Definition 6.1 at one point
in time during many days. Analysis of the simulation results reveals that most cells are
nonrestrictive for most of the time. More precisely, the day on which restrictive cells
occur most often is April 18th (April 11th, for variant (A)), on which some cell is restrictive on average in 0.39% (0.92%) of all sampling time instances. March 12th, March
14th and March 28th (March 11th-13th, March 28th, and May 15th, for variant (A))
are noteworthy special cases, since all cells are nonrestrictive all the time in simulations
for these days, despite the occurrence of congestion. Therefore, these days provide an
opportunity to verify the results of Theorem 6.6. Indeed, we can verify in Figure 6.5
that best-effort control achieves exactly the optimal performance on these days.
Theorem 6.6 provides only sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for optimality.
Also, it does not make any a-priori statement about performance if some cells become
restrictive, as it happens in the empirical evaluation for most days. The simulation results
suggest, however, that infrequent violations of the optimality conditions lead to solutions
7

Nevertheless, MPC assumes constant turning rates over its control horizon, for the reasons described
in Section 3.3.
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(a) Density evolution in cell e7 at the onset of (b) Density evolution in cell e11 at the onset of
evening congestion. During a 18min period, evening congestion. This cell is nonrestrictive
cell e7 is restrictive, since it is congested while during the whole period.
the associated onramp is not full.

Figure 6.7: Partial simulation results for model variant (B), using the traffic demand of
April 14th, 2014. Cell e7 is atypical, see Figure 6.6.
that are close to optimal. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to analyze when cells become
restrictive. Analysis of the results reveals that of all cells, cell e7 becomes restrictive the
most often by far. This effect can partially be explained by the freeway topology in the
vicinity of cell e7 . As depicted in Figure 6.6, the traffic demand at the onramp at cell
e7 originates from the same roundabout as the traffic demand at the next downstream
onramp (cell e8 ). Drivers seem to prefer the downstream onramp and therefore, the
traffic demand at the onramp corresponding to cell e7 is low in comparison to other
onramps on the freeway. In case of ramp metering, it therefore takes a comparatively
long time to fill up the onramp queue and the storage space on the respective onramp
is not used to its best potential during short time intervals. During these intervals, cell
e7 becomes restrictive as depicted in Figure 6.7a. This effect is the main cause for the
(still negligible) suboptimality of best-effort control in this simulation study.
To demonstrate that the theoretical conclusions drawn from the analysis of the besteffort policy indeed extend to practical ramp metering policies, we perform a comparison
to Alinea [PHSB91]. Alinea in its basic form consists of local, anti-windup integral
feedback controllers. The metering rates are first computed as integral feedback
r̃k (t) := rk (t − 1) + KI · (ρck − ρk (t))
Typically, a queue control mechanism is employed to ensure that the onramp queue does
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the closed-loop trajectories using best-effort control and
Alinea, for cell 20 and model variant (B), on April 14th, 2014.
not extend in adjacent roads. Therefore, the metering rates are saturated
1
h
imin{r̄k , ∆t
qk (t)+dk (t)}
rk (t) = r̃k (t)
1
(qk (t)−q̄k )+dk (t)}
max{0, ∆t

(6.11)

in the same way as for the BE policy. There exist a variety of extensions to this basic
controller [PP08, SPK04, WKPP14], that introduce coordination between ramps or permit use of different sensor configurations. The standard Alinea controller requires only
the critical density as a model parameter. Instead of using model knowledge to estimate
and predict turning rates and traffic demand and supply, this controller relies on integral
feedback. Comparing the total delay in the optimal solution TD∗ for BE-control TDbe
to the total delay achieved by Alinea TDal , we find that the performance deteriorates
only slightly, with an average loss of
TDal − TD∗
= 0.45% (0.80%),
TDol

TDal − TDbe
= 0.42% (0.78%).
TDol

Closer inspection reveals that Alinea does not only show comparable performance to the
best-effort policy (and hence, the optimal solution), but also very similar closed-loop
trajectories, as depicted in Figure 6.8. This figure shows in detail the density evolution
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in cell e20 in simulations for both best-effort control and Alinea, using the external traffic
demands of April 14th, 2014. Cell e20 is a major bottleneck and the differences between
both controllers are most pronounced here. Nevertheless, deviations in the trajectories
obtained by the respective controllers are small in comparison to the variations caused
by time-varying external traffic demands. Differences only occur in time intervals during
which the controllers do not saturate, i.e., when the density is stabilized at (or close
to) the critical density. Changes in upstream- and downstream mainline flows act as
persistent disturbances and the lack of perfect model knowledge in Alinea means that
the density will rarely, if ever, converge exactly to the critical density. By contrast, the
best-effort policy is assumed to have perfect model knowledge and keeps the density
exactly at the critical density if the metering bounds permit to do so. In this sense, one
should view the slight performance deterioration of Alinea in comparison to best-effort
control as the price one has to pay for not exactly knowing the fundamental diagram in
reality. Nevertheless, the similarity between the trajectories suggests that the best-effort
policy is a suitable proxy to gain insight into the performance of Alinea.

6.3

Discussion

In this chapter, we have derived sufficient optimality conditions for minimal-TTS ramp
metering, for a freeway modeled by the monotone CTM. To keep the theoretical analysis tractable, we have considered an idealized setting with perfect model knowledge.
The results imply that as long as cells are nonrestrictive, the distributed, non-predictive
best-effort policy is close-to optimal and in the monotone CTM, little or no additional
benefit can be realized either by coordination between ramps or long-term prediction of
the external traffic demands. The fact that space on the onramps is limited according to
constraint (6.3b) does not make coordination between ramps desirable in the monotone
setting, though it does make ramp metering less effective, of course. Yet, Theorem 6.6
does not make any a-priori statement about whether cells will remain nonrestrictive or,
in case they do not, about the optimality gap of best-effort control in comparison to the
optimal solution. A partial remedy can be achieved by employing the relaxed BE policy
to compute a lower bound on TTS. Even though no a-priori performance bound for all
external demand patterns is available, the methods presented can be used to compute aposteriori performance bounds for any fixed external demand pattern efficiently, that is,
by two forward simulations, using the BE and the relaxed BE policy, respectively, without the need to solve an optimization problem. In addition, the numerical study suggest
that the optimality gaps tend to be negligibly small. We have further demonstrated that
the best-effort policy is a suitable proxy for Alinea, which uses feedback to mitigate the
lack of exact model knowledge. These considerations provide a theoretical explanation
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for part of the conclusions drawn from practical experience and heuristic considerations
about performance of decentralized ramp metering in comparison to the optimal solution.
However, they seem to contradict other practical experience reported in [PKMP10],
which that suggests that “limited ramp storage space and the requirement of equity
. . . are the main reasons for coordinated ramp metering”. We can resolve this seeming contradiction by recalling that the optimality results apply to a monotone freeway
model, that is, a model in which demand and supply functions satisfy Assumption 3.2.
In practice, there is empirical evidence of a capacity drop in a congested bottleneck. A
congestion in such a model will reduce the bottleneck flow and subsequently decrease
densities further downstream, which implies that the system dynamics are no longer
monotone. In a non-monotone setting, an incentive exists to prevent congestion of a
bottleneck, even if there is no danger of spill back of the congestion queue. An important conclusion about the potential benefits of coordinated ramp metering can be drawn
from this analysis: coordinated ramp metering may target inefficiencies that result from
limited space on the onramps in conjunction with the non-monotone behavior of a congested bottleneck. Any model-based, coordinated ramp metering policy should therefore
either employ a model that is able to reproduce this effect, in order to recognize and avoid
it, or include heuristic modifications in the policy targeting the un-modeled effect, such
as heuristic ramp coordination rules or a modification of the objective as proposed in
Section 4.3.2. By contrast, model-predictive control based on a monotone freeway model
with a maximize-TDT or minimize-TTS objective is unlikely to provide any substantial
improvement over best-effort control (in the ideal case with perfect model knowledge)
or Alinea (in a realistic setting), as there is no inherent incentive (for the control policy
based on the monotone model) to coordinate ramps to avoid downstream congestion
before congestion threatens to block upstream off-ramps.
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Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have presented an approach to solve the FNC problem with
controlled merging junctions. An insight necessary to do so is the fact that the dynamics of FIFO-diverging junctions are monotone with respect to a particular, polyhedral
cone. This result, in combination with the assumption of controlled merging junctions,
allowed us to derive an equivalent system model which turns out to be convex and statemonotone. We have shown that exactness of the convex relaxation of finite-horizon
optimal control problems follows from these properties. An advantage of deriving this
result based on properties of the system dynamics is that it suggests a straightforward
method for analyzing if the results continue to hold for extensions and modifications
of the models used in this thesis, by verifying if these properties still hold for modified
models.1 Unfortunately, we have also seen that the results do not extend to the case of
uncontrolled, congested merging junctions, for neither the proportional-priority merging
model nor Daganzo’s priority rule. Future research might focus on such uncontrolled
merging junctions nevertheless. In particular, it seems reasonable to ask whether it is
possible to find tight, numerically tractable, “partial” relaxations of the FNC problem
with only “few” non-convex constraints on the uncontrolled merging junctions.
In Chapter 5, a generalized version of the FNC problem has been considered, which
takes uncertainty in demand and supply functions and in external traffic demand explicitly into account. We have shown that if merging junctions are controlled, and uncertainty sets are given as point-wise bounds on the uncertain quantities, then the robust
FNC problem is equivalent to a convex, finite-dimensional optimization problem. This
result is based on the insight that for networks with controlled merging junctions, the
worst-case uncertainty realization is easy to identify, since it is equal to the upper bound
1

A suitable example is the proof of Lemma 5.8, where we verify exactness of the convex relaxation
including additional, terminal constraints by verifying convexity and state-monotonicity of these terminal constraints. In addition, the heuristic objective for ramp metering in the presence of a capacity
drop (Section 4.3.2) is specifically designed to preserve state-monotonicity. Note that convexity and
state-monotonicity are sufficient, but not necessary.
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on the external demand, and the lower bound on demand and supply functions. We have
also demonstrated via counterexamples that the same is not necessarily true for networks
with uncontrolled merging junctions. The main result, the reformulation of the robust
FNC problem as a convex problem, allowed for the design of computationally-efficient
receding horizon policies, with worst-case performance guarantees. These policies have
shown promising performance in a numerical study, in particular for uncertainty realizations other than the worst-case. The main objective of this part of the thesis was to
identify a robust counterpart to the FNC whose solution is tractable, i.e., that can be
reduced to a convex optimization problem. Several assumptions have been necessary to
do so, in particular, we have assumed that the uncertainty set of the external demand is
defined by point-wise, upper bounds. Future work might seek to generalize this assumption. In particular, allowing for general, polyhedral uncertainty sets for the external
demand has the potential to allow for less conservative uncertainty sets. For practical
application, it will also be necessary to construct uncertainty sets from recorded data.
Since the existence of outliers is expected in all sufficiently large, real-world data sets, one
might want to use even less conservative uncertainty sets, such that future uncertainty
realizations belong to these sets with high probability, but not with certainty. This raises
the question if one can combine data-driven construction of these uncertainty sets with
controller design using techniques from stochastic optimization – instead of robust optimization, as in this thesis – to obtain probabilistic performance guarantees, as suggested
for example for linear programs [BB09] or in the literature on optimization with chance
constraints [CG08, CF13].
In Chapter 6, we have considered a special case, the FNC problem for ramp metering
of a freeway segment. A multitude of control approaches have been proposed for this
problem. Interestingly, well-designed, decentralized feedback policies like Alinea achieve
comparable performance to optimization-based approaches in realistic simulations and
certain empirical evaluations. Therefore, our interest was not in designing yet another
control policy for this problem, but rather in analyzing this particular special case, to
understand why and when decentralized policies can achieve (close to) optimal performance. It turns out that monotonicity of the mainline dynamics implies optimality
of a particular, one-step-look-ahead policy if a non-restrictiveness condition is satisfied.
Therefore, we concluded that the main purpose of coordinated, predictive ramp metering
should be to target non-monotone effects, in particular the capacity drop, to improve
over decentralized, non-predictive feedback policies.
Most of the presented results are based on the theory of monotone systems, in particular on results for convex, state-monotone systems. In fact, parts of these results have
been derived in this thesis specifically with their application to traffic control problems
in mind. The assumption of convex, state-monotone dynamics is rather strong, and unsurprisingly, only few examples of convex, state-monotone systems have been reported
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in the literature.2 The results in this thesis raise the question of whether there exist
other relevant systems which can be similarly transformed into an equivalent, convex,
state-monotone form.

7.1

Research outlook

In the previous section, we have already mentioned
(i) the development of partial, but tractable relaxations of the FNC problem for networks with (few) uncontrolled merging junctions,
(ii) the derivation of probabilistic performance guarantees for uncertainty sets constructed from historical data and
(iii) the search for further, relevant systems that can be transformed into an equivalent,
convex state-monotone form
as potential directions for future research. In this section, we will explore the potential
of extending the results of this thesis to more general traffic models in more detail.
The models in this thesis are tailored towards freeways. In particular, we have discussed different shapes of the fundamental diagram. A well-defined fundamental diagram
requires the existence of “homogeneous” traffic conditions [PKP08], which is a sensible
assumption for freeway traffic, but not for stop-and-go traffic in urban networks. In addition, we have made the assumption that merging and diverging junctions are distinct.
However, store-and-forward models for urban traffic networks are closely related to the
compartmental model employed in this thesis, in fact, the equations describing flows
in the former can be interpreted as a special case of the latter, for particular demand
and supply functions. Instead of assuming that densities are homogenous within a cell
and computing flows based on the fundamental diagram, store-and-forward models assume that traffic forms a queue at the end of each cell, ready
to be
n
o discharged [APK09].

xe (t)
Hence, demand functions take the form de xe (t) = min ∆t , Fe and supply functions

e (t)
are given as se xe (t) = xe −x
, for some saturation flow Fe and maximal queue length
∆t
(cell storage space) xe . It is natural to ask if our results can be generalized to more general junction topologies in store-and-forward models and which additional assumptions
are necessary to do so. For an initial exploration of this idea, consider the intersection
depicted in Figure 7.1, in which the central vertex modeling the intersection is incident
to 12 edges in total. The admissible traffic light phases, with length δi (t), i = 1, . . . , 4
2

Aside from positive systems, that is, linear, monotone systems, we are only aware of the two
examples presented in [RB14], for optimizing drug therapy and an for preventing voltage collapse in a
power system, respectively. For positive systems, much stronger results are available.
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(a) Traffic light phases. Only one of these phases may be active at any point in time. In
addition, some delay in-between phases is required, to clear the intersection.

(b) Topology of the network graph.

Figure 7.1: Generic four-way intersection controlled by traffic lights. Adaptation of the
intersection model presented in [SLC14].
!

respectively, are depicted in Figure 7.1a. Naturally, δ1 (t) + δ2 (t) + δ3 (t) + δ4 (t) ≤ ∆t − δd
for each sampling interval. Here, δd models the total delay in-between traffic light phases.
In addition, we have introduced separate variables δi,e (t) to denote the duration of the
green phase for cell e, constrained to δi,e (t) ≤ δi (t). We assume that the turning rates
conform with these phases, for example, β9,1 > 0, β12,1 = 1 − β9,1 and β9,2 = 0. In the
store-and-forward model, the controlled flow out of cell e1 is given as


x1 (t)
x9 − x9 (t) x12 − x12 (t)
φ1 (t) = min
, δ3,1 (t)F1 ,
,
.
∆t
β9,1 ∆t
β12,1 ∆t
The equation tacitly assumes that traffic does not enter the intersection unless sufficient
space in downstream cells is available to clear the intersection at the end of the traffic
light phase, to avoid gridlock. Note in particular that the duration of the green phase for
cell e1 , δ3,1 (t), might differ from the duration of the green phase for cell e7 , δ3,7 (t), even
though both belong to the same traffic light phase. If traffic lights can be controlled
individually in this manner, then by appropriately selecting δi,e (t) for e = 1, . . . , 12,
every flow φe (t) which is feasible with respect to demand, supply and traffic light phase
constraints can be realized. Therefore, we expect that the arguments asserting statemonotonicity of symmetric junctions in the cumulative demand z(t) generalize to the
intersection model of Figure 7.1, although we refrain from attempting a formal proof at
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this point. On the other hand, if δ3,1 (t) and δ3,7 (t) can not be controlled separately, but
only control of the phase duration δ3 (t) is available, then flows φ1 (t) and φ7 (t) can not
be controlled independently, and the arguments fail.
Following this initial exploration, the following questions/ research directions may be
of interest for extending the results of this thesis to urban traffic networks.
(iv) Systematically characterize the types of urban traffic networks for which the results
extend. This analysis should consider the dynamic model (store-and-forward or
more general demand and supply functions), admissible intersection topologies and
the available actuation, in particular assumptions on traffic signal cycles and the
individual signal phases. A potential starting point could be the store-and-forward
models in [APK09], which seem to satisfy many of the conditions necessary for
state-monotonicity in the cumulative demand.
(v) It is possible to extend Theorem 2.6, which asserts that the convex relaxation
of finite-horizon, optimal control problems for convex, state-monotone systems is
tight, to systems with non-convex actuation constraints. In particular, if such nonconvex actuation constraints are imposed, then the partial relaxation, in which the
nonlinear system dynamics are relaxed, but the actuation constraints are not, is
tight. In urban traffic networks, one could use such an extension to model traffic
signal phases explicitly. Of course, the resulting optimization problems are nonconvex, but the non-convex constraints are limited to logical constraints on the
actuation. In [APK09, Section 4.3], such a problem is addressed without relaxing
the nonlinear system dynamics, by means of nonlinear optimization. A similar
approach is also taken in [BZ06].
The following challenges should be anticipated if such an approach is pursued.
(vi) The topology suggested in Figure 7.1 requires to estimate the occupancy of individual lanes. It is not clear if sufficient measurements to do so are available
[KV15].
(vii) It might be necessary to consider the influence of dynamic route choice, that is,
individual drivers adapting their route in reaction to traffic conditions. It seems
likely that this effect is much more pronounced in dense urban networks, see for
example [LPK+ 15] for its influence on the MFD.
In addition to extensions for urban traffic networks, the following directions may be
considered for future research.
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(viii) Some traffic control frameworks make use of (partial) monotonicity of traffic dynamics, for example, the traffic prediction scheme described in [KV12] uses monotone over-approximations for predicting future traffic states and the control approach for synthesizing traffic controllers from finite-state abstractions described
in [CAB17] uses mixed-monotonicity of traffic dynamics in order to perform reachability computations efficiently. It seems worthwhile to study if considering monotonicity of FIFO diverging junctions with respect to the cone K = {x : P x ≥ 0}
can be used to refine the existing bounds obtained when over-approximating future traffic states in the former approach, and to prune the finite-state abstraction
further in the latter approach.
(ix) An ambitious, but appealing idea is described in [OB09, OC15]. This work uses
sophisticated queueing models for urban traffic. However, the usage of a surrogate
model or meta-model is suggested in the latter work, to assist in optimizing the
operation of the more complicated traffic model, which, according to the authors,
“allows for information from the detailed, yet inefficient microscopic simulator to
be combined with analytical information from a more efficient macroscopic model”.
Similarly, solving optimal control problems for a micro-simulator model might be
accelerated by using a suitably adapted first-order model as a surrogate and by
employing the results of this thesis for efficiently optimizing the surrogate model.
In the context of traffic control, note in particular that even though any freeway
cell might in principle suffer from the capacity drop, this effect is only relevant in
active bottlenecks, where congestion forms. Similarly, many uncontrolled merging
junctions might remain in free-flow (most of the time), such that flow always equals
demand and the usage of complicated merging models for allocating insufficient
supply is superfluous. Therefore, it seems reasonable to ask if explicitly modeling
these effects for all cells/ all junctions is necessary, which explains the appeal of
using simplified traffic models for optimization.
Finally, we remark that entirely new traffic models will likely be necessary once
autonomous vehicles become ubiquitous. Autonomous vehicles also promise to allow
for precise control of the trajectories of individual vehicles, which has the potential to
improve the efficiency of road networks tremendously.3

3

There already exists comprehensive literature on this topic. The simulation of an intersection
model for autonomous vehicles https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CZc3erc_l4, based on [TSS+ 16],
provides an initial impression of the possibilities.
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APPENDIX

On monotonicity of FIFO-diverging
junctions
In this section, we consider again the dynamics of First-in, first-out (FIFO) diverging
junctions. Corollary 4.7 asserts that in discrete-time models satisfying Assumptions 3.1
and 3.2, FIFO diverging junctions are monotone with respect to a particular cone, which
is not an orthant. However, the majority of the existing literature on monotonicity of
compartmental traffic models (or the lack thereof) concerns the continuous-time case. In
particular, counterexamples demonstrating non-monotonicity with respect to the positive orthant [MD02, CA14], an extension of the latter result to arbitrary orthant orders
based on the “graphical condition” according to [AS04b, Proposition 2], the proof of
mixed-monotonicity [CA16] and alternative, monontone (with respect to the positive
orthant, in the densities) diverging junction models [LCS14] have been formulated in
continuous time. The main purpose of this section is to show that Corollary 4.7 extends
to the continuous-time case, that is, that the continuous-time dynamics of FIFO diverging junctions are monotone with respect to the same cone as the discrete-time dynamics.
Analogously to the discrete-time case described in Chapter 3, we consider a continuoustime, compartmental traffic model based on a directed graph G = (V, E) with E ⊂ V × V.
This section focusses on the FIFO model for diverging junctions and therefore, we restrict our attention to graphs G, which are rooted, directed trees. Such a tree has a
unique root vr ∈ V with deg− (vr ) = 0. All other junctions v 6= vr have deg− (v) = 1. We
assume that deg+ (vr ) = 1, such that a unique cell r ∈ E originates at the root vr , but
allow an arbitrary out-degree for all other vertices. An example network is depicted in
Figure A.1a.
Different from the road traffic model defined in Chapter 3, we state the model in
terms of the traffic volume x(t) per cell, for t ∈ R+ , instead of traffic density, for ease
of exposition. Hence, the state of the compartmental model is comprised of the states
xe (t) ∈ [0, x̄e ] of the individual cells, where x̄e is the maximal capacity of edge e. As in
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the discrete-time model, we assume that every edge is equipped with a demand function,
modeling the amount of traffic that seeks to travel downstream and a supply function,
modeling the available, free space.
Assumption A.1 (Fundamental diagram, continuous-time model). Every demand function de (xe ) : [0, x̄e ] → Rn+ is nondecreasing, Lipschitz continuous and de (0) = 0. Every supply function se (xe ) : [0, x̄e ] → Rn+ is nonincreasing, Lipschitz continuous and
se (x̄e ) = 0.
Note that we do not need concavity of demand and supply functions. The continuoustime, compartmental traffic model without merging junctions is given as

ẋ(t) = f t, x(t) := φin (t) − φ(t),
(A.1)
with

(

φe (t) = min de xe (t) ,

and

si xi (t)
min
i:βi,e >0
βi,e

)


βe,i φi (t),
∀e 6= r, βe,i > 0,
in
n
o
φe (t) =
min wr (t), se xe (t) , e = r,

(A.2)

(A.3)

with φe (t) denoting the flow out of cell e and φin
e (t) the flow into this cell. Note that the
upstream cell i in (A.3) is unique, since the network graph is a rooted tree. Here, the
quantity wr (t) denotes external demand for the cell incident to the source. If this external
inflow exceeds supply of the cell, surplus external demand is discarded.1 Equation (A.2)
encodes the FIFO property: the flow φe (t) is limited by the minimum of the scaled supply
among all downstream cells. Depletion of free space in any downstream cell also limits
flow from the upstream cell in all other downstream cells. This system is a special case
of the system described in [CA16], therefore, we know that the solution of the system
described by (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) is well-defined for all t ≥ 0 and that the convex
set X =
[0, x̄e ] is forward-invariant. In the following, we denote the solution of the

×
e∈E

compartmental model as Ψf (t, x0 ).
Consider the routing matrix R, which is defined in the same way as for the discretetime model.2 Using the routing matrix, we can write the system dynamics as
ẋ = (R − I) · φ(t) + êr φin
r (t),
1

Disregarding surplus external demand is not a problem here, since we only analyze monotonicity in
this section, but do not attempt to minimize TTS.
2
In particular, the routing matrix is column-substochastic, that is, its column sums are smaller than
P
or equal to one, i∈E Ri,e ≤ 1 for all e ∈ E, because of the conservation law of traffic. In addition, its
spectral radius is strictly smaller than one, ρ(R) < 1, for directed-tree networks as considered in this
note.
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where êr is the unit vector for which the component corresponding to cell r is equal to
P
k
one. As for the discrete-time case, we introduce P = (I − R)−1 = ∞
k=0 R , which has
nonnegative entries (P ≥ 0) since R ≥ 0 [CA16].
Proposition A.1. The dynamics of the compartmental model (A.1)-(A.3) satisfying
Assumption A.1, defined on a directed tree with FIFO-diverging junctions, are monotone
with respect to the polyhedral cone K := {x : P x ≥ 0}.
In the same way as for the discrete-time model, we will avoid employing the conditions
for monotonicity with respect to arbitrary cones (in the continuous-time case, these are
the quasi-monotone conditions, stated in Lemma 2.2) directly. Instead, we perform a
state transformation and prove monotonicity (with respect to Rn+ ) of the transformed
system.
Proof. Consider the state transformation z(t) := P x(t) and the transformed system


ż(t) = g t, z(t) := P · f t, P −1 z(t)

= (I − R)−1 · (R − I)φ(t) + êr φin
r (t)
= −φ(t) + êr φin
r (t),
In the last equality, we have used that P êr = P (I − R)êr = êr . The transformed system
is defined on the convex set Z := {z : (I − R)z(t) ∈ X}. We have that xe (t) = ze (t) −
βe,e+ ze+ (t), where e+ is the unique cell upstream of e, for all e 6= r, and xr (t) = zr (t).
The transformed system is monotone with respect to the positive orthant, which can be
verified via the Kamke-Müller conditions. Recall that demand and supply functions are
Lipschitz-continuous. From the equations defining the compartmental model, it follows
that f (t, x) according to (A.1), and in turn g(t, z), are Lipschitz-continuous. Lipschitz
continuity implies that the components gi (t, z) are differentiable almost everywhere, and
hence, verifying that

∂
gi t, z(t) ≥ 0,
∂zj

∀i 6= j, ∀z ∈ Z,

whenever the partial derivative exists, is sufficient for the Kamke-Müller conditions to
hold. In the following, we will take partial derivatives of expressions involving demand
and supply functions, whereby we implicitly assume that the corresponding expressions
hold, whenever the partial derivative exists. We first establish that

∂ in
∂
φr (t) =
· min φr (t), sr (zr ) ≥
∂zj
∂zj
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s0r (zr ), j = r,
0,
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almost everywhere in Z. Therefore, for j 6= e,
n


o
∂
∂
∂ in
−1
ge t, z(t) ≥ −
min de xe (z) , min βi,e
si xi (z) +
φ (t)
i:βi,e >0
∂zj
∂zj
∂zj r




∂
−1 ∂
≥ − max
de xe (z) , max βi,e
si xi (z)
i:βi,e >0
∂zj
∂zj




∂
∂
−1
de xe (z) , min −βi,e ·
si zi − βi,e ze ,
≥ min −
i:βi,e >0
∂zj
∂zj
almost everywhere. We consider the partial derivatives individually and find that for
j 6= e,
(

βe,e+ · d0e (ze − βe,e+ ze+ ) ≥ 0, j = e+ ,
∂
−
de xe (z) =
∂zj
0,
else,
where we have used that the demand function is nondecreasing. Furthermore, for j 6= e,
(
−1

−βi,e
· s0i (zi − βi,e ze ) ≥ 0, j = i,
∂
−1
−βi,e ·
si zi − βi,e ze =
∂zj
0,
else,
where we have used that the supply function is nonincreasing. Hence,

∂ge z
≥ 0,
∀j 6= e,
∂zj
almost everywhere in Z, which implies that the transformed system is monotone with
respect to the positive orthant. Monotonicity of the transformed system means that for
all z0 , w0 ∈ Z, the implication z0 ≥ w0 =⇒ Ψg (t, z0 ) ≥ Ψg (t, w0 ) holds true for all
t ≥ 0. In turn, this means that for all x0 , y0 ∈ X,


x0 K y0 ⇔ P (x0 − y0 ) ≥ 0 =⇒ Ψg t, P x0 ≥ Ψg t, P y0
and




Ψg t, P x0 ≥ Ψg t, P y0 ⇔ P · Ψf t, x0 ≥ P · Ψf t, y0
⇔ Ψf (t, x0 ) K Ψf (t, y0 ),
which proves monotonicity of the original compartmental model with respect to the
ordering induced by K = {x : P x ≥ 0}.
One can avoid to introduce a state transformation and verify the quasi-monotone
condition directly. Note that the cone K is proper, which is required for applying the
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(b) Indices of initially congested cells

(a) Network topology.
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(c) Evolution of z2 (t).
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Figure A.1: The network topology (a) is used for simulations, where different cells are
congested in the initial state according to (b). Figures (c)-(e) depict the evolution of
(k)
cumulative, future flows ze (t) for certain cells. Note that the trajectories retain their
ordering.
quasi-monotone conditions according to Lemma 2.2. In this case, one needs to verify
that for all x, y ∈ X,
x K y, ζ > x = ζ > y =⇒ ζ > f (x) ≥ ζ > f (y)

for all ζ ∈ K ∗ , where K ∗ = ζ : ζ = P > λ, λ ≥ 0 is the dual cone. Since every element
of the dual cone can be obtained as a positive, linear combination of the row vectors P(e,:)
of P , this condition is equivalent to verifying that x K y and P(e,:) x ≥ P(e,:) y implies
that P(e,:) f (x) ≥ P(e,:) f (y), which reduces to verifying the Kamke-Müller conditions of
the transformed system.
To verify Proposition A.1 numerically, we present the following example, which can
be interpreted as a generalization of Example 4.1, which considers a single FIFO junction
(in discrete-time).
Example A.1. We simulate the example network depicted in Figure A.1a for different
initial conditions x(k) (0). The turning rates are β2,1 = 0.9, β3,1 = 0.1, β4,2 = β5,2 =
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β6,2 = 1/3 and β7,4 = β8,4 = β9,6 = β10,6 = 1/2. Demand de (xe ) = min{ve xe , Fe } and
supply functions se (xe ) = min{Fe , we (xe − x̄e )} are piecewise-affine, with ve = 100 and
we = 100/3. The cell capacities Fe are chosen such that all cells reach their capacity limit
3
simultaneously, for steady-state flows with φin
Note that in this example,
1 = 50000/3.
all parameters and quantities are dimensionless. In the initial states, certain cells are
(k)
(k)
congested xe (0) = 2 · Fvee , while the remaining cells are empty xe (0) = 0. The cells that
are congested for each k are listed in Figure A.1b. It can be verified that the initial states
are ordered in the sense that x(1) (0) K x(2) (0) K · · · K x(6) (0). Monotonicity implies
that the ordering of trajectories is preserved, which can be visually verified by depicting
(k)
the transformed states ze (t) for different cells and confirming that the trajectories do
not intersect. This is indeed observed in Figures A.1c-A.1e.

3

Such a choice ensures that any congested cell can obstruct upstream demand, such that the FIFO
diverging dynamics come into effect, but the results do not depend on such a choice. Similar results are
obtained if the cell capacities are randomly disturbed, and the initial densities are adapted accordingly,
such that they are still ordered with respect to K.
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B

Technical proofs
B.1

Proof of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10

Proof of Lemma 2.9. According to Assumption 2.1, X and U are closed. We have also assumed that the objective function and the constraint functions are lower semi-continuous,
which means that their sublevel sets are closed. The intersection of a finite number of
closed sets is closed, which implies that Vc∗ = {(x, u) ∈ X×U : c(x, u) ≤ c∗ , g(x, u) ≤ 0}
is closed. Assumption 2.1 (i) ensures that any x ∈ X is component-wise lower bounded
by some x. Likewise, Assumption 2.1 (iv) ensures that any x with (x, u) being contained
in the level set Vc∗ is component-wise upper bounded by some x. Since U is compact,
there exist bounds u ≤ u ≤ u for all u ∈ U. Thus, Vc∗ ⊆ {(x, u) : x ≤ x ≤ x̄, u ≤ u ≤ ū}
is bounded. Closedness and boundedness of Vc∗ imply compactness.
Proof of Lemma 2.10. It is sufficient to show that for any tk ∈ Z+
0 , there exists tk+1 > tk
that satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). Assume there does not exist a tk+1 satisfying conPT −1
PT −1
1
1
∗ δ
dition (ii). Then T −t
inf T −t
τ =tk c(τ ) > c − 2 , ∀ T > tk , which implies lim
τ =tk c(τ ) =
k
k
T →∞
P
−1
lim inf T1 Tτ =0
c(τ ) > c∗ − 2δ , clearly contradicting the initial assumption. Therefore,
T →∞

there exists some t0k+1 > tk satisfying condition (ii). If t0k+1 also happens to satisfy condition (i), we may select tk+1 = t0k+1 . Otherwise, let tk+1 = max{t : t < t0k+1 , c(t) ≤ c∗ }.
Pt0 −1
∗
Note that tk+1 as defined exists and tk < tk+1 , since otherwise, t0 1−tk τk+1
=tk c(τ ) > c ,
k+1
contradicting that condition (ii) is satisfied for t0k+1 . The index tk+1 satisfies condition
(i) by definition and it remains to be shown that it also satisfies condition (ii). We know
Pt
−1
Pt0 −1
(t0k+1 −tk+1 )c∗ + τk+1
c(τ )
=tk
that c∗ − 2δ ≥ t0 1−tk τk+1
c(τ
)
≥
which is equivalent to
=tk
t0 −tk
k+1

k+1

Ptk+1 −1

c(τ )
t0 − tk  ∗ δ  t0k+1 − tk+1 ∗
δ t0 − tk
δ
≤ k+1
· c −
−
· c ≤ c∗ − · k+1
≤ c∗ − ,
tk+1 − tk
tk+1 − tk
2
tk+1 − tk
2 tk+1 − tk
2
| {z }
τ =tk

≥1

as desired.
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B.2

Proof of Lemma 3.1

In Assumption 3.2, it is assumed that demand and supply functions are Lipschitz continle
uous with Lipschitz constant γ ≤ mine∈E ∆t
and that de (0) = 0 and se (ρ̄e ) = 0. Note that
Rρ
Rρ
these conditions imply that de (ρ) ≤ 0 γ dρ = γ · ρ and se (ρ) ≤ ρ̄e γ dρ = (ρ̄e − ρ) · γ,
for all ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ]. In the following proof, we use only the the bounds de (ρ) ≤ γ · ρ and
le
se (ρ) ≤ (ρ̄e − ρ) · γ, for all ρ ∈ [0, ρ̄e ] and some γ ≤ mine∈E ∆t
. We do not use the
assumptions that demand and supply functions are Lipschitz continuous, concave and
non-decreasing (demand functions) or non-increasing (supply functions). Therefore, the
following proof also extends to Lemma 5.1, where more general demand dt,e ∈ Ωd,e and
supply functions st,e ∈ Ωs,e are considered.
Proof. Assume that the state ρ(t) is reachable from ρ(0) ∈ Pw(t) , for some particular
external demand pattern w(t), and that ρ(t) ∈ P.
For all states ρ(t) ∈ P, demand and supply functions are non-negative according to
Assumption 3.2. This implies that the candidate input φe (t) = 0, for all e ∈ Ec , is always
feasible in both (3.9a) and (3.9b). We next establish that all flows are non-negative. For
controlled flows e ∈ Ec , this is ensured by (3.8a). For uncontrolled flows e ∈
/ Ec , defined
as
(
 P
)

si ρi (t) − j∈NA βi,j · φj (t)

φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , min
,
i∈E + (e)
βi,e

the demand de ρe (t) is non-negative for all ρ(t) ∈ P. We proceed by a case distinction.
(i) If e ∈
/ Ec , but σe ∈ MA , then Assumption 3.3 ensures that




 1 
si ρi (t) − βi,o do ρo (t)
φe (t) = min de ρe (t) ,
≥ 0.
βi,e |
{z
}
≥0


(ii) Otherwise, we use that si ρi (t) ≥ 0 for all ρ(t) ∈ P and therefore,
(
 )


si ρi (t)
φe (t) = min de ρe (t) , min
≥0
i∈E + (e)
βi,e
In turn, this implies that for all feasible inputs,
ρe (t + 1) ≥ ρe (t) −


∆t
∆t
le
φe (t) ≥ ρe (t) −
de ρe (t) ≥ ρe (t) − γ ·
ρe (t) ≥ 0.
le
le
∆t

Here, the first inequality follows from non-negativity of all flows, the second inequality
follows from constraints (3.8a) or (3.9a), depending on whether the cell is controlled, the
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third inequality uses the upper bound on the demand function and the final inequality
uses the bound on γ. Next, we establish that for all non-source cells e ∈
/ S, the total
inflow into the cell is limited by the cells supply of free space.

βe,i · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) .
 P
P
(ii) If e : τe ∈ MU , then Assumption 3.4 ensures that i∈E βe,i di ρi (t) = i∈E βe,i ·

φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) .
(i) If e : τe ∈ MS , then constraint (3.9b) ensures

P

i∈E

(iii) If e : τe ∈ MA , then according to Assumption 3.3, exactly two cells, one mainline
cell m and one onramp cell o, merge into cell e and
X
βe,i φi (t) = βe,o φo (t) + βe,m φm (t)

i∈E

se ρe (t) − βe,o φo (t)
≤ βe,o φo (t) + βe,m ·
= se ρe (t) .
βe,m
(iv) If e : τe ∈
/ M, then only the flow φi (t) of a unique upstream cell i flows into e and

βe,i φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t) according to the flow dynamics (3.8a).
It follows that for all feasible inputs,
ρe (t + 1) ≤ ρe (t) +
≤ ρe (t) +


∆t
∆t X
·
βe,i φi (t) ≤ ρe (t) +
· se ρe (t)
le i∈E
le

∆t
· γ ρ̄e − ρe (t) ≤ ρ̄e
le

for all e ∈
/ S. Here, the first inequality follows from non-negativity of all flows, the
second inequality follows from the previous case distinction the fact that we (t) = 0 for
all e ∈
/ S, the third inequality uses the upper bound on the supply function and the final
inequality uses the bound on γ. Since source cells have infinite capacity according to
Assumption 3.5, this implies that ρ(t + 1) ∈ P and concludes the proof.
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B.3

Relaxation of the CCTM constraints


In this section, we show that if any feasible solution ρ(t), φ(t) of the relaxed FNC
(−)
problem (4.8) in density states is transformed as z(t) = P Lρ(t), ze (t) = −ze (t), for
all e ∈ Ec , and ue (t) = ze (t) − ∆t · φe (t), for all e ∈ Ec , then the resulting trajectory of
cumulative demands is feasible in the relaxed FNC problem (4.9). To do so, we verify
that the constraints of the latter optimization problem


r
z(t),
u(t)
w(t)
+
f
ze (t + 1) ≥ ue (t) + ∆t · p>
e

∀e ∈ Ec

(B.1a)

∀e ∈ Ec

(B.1b)

∀e ∈
/ Ec

(B.1c)

(−)

ze (t + 1) ≥ −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
e w(t)

P P
(−)
P β
· · · + ∆t · i∈E j∈Ec e,i∆te,j zj (t) + uj (t)



s
z(t), u(t)
ze (t + 1) ≥ max fed z(t) , maxi∈E + (e) fi,e


r
· · · + ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
u(t)
e
ACCTM constraints (4.4a), (4.4b), (4.5), (4.7)

(B.1d)

z(0) = P Lρ(0) given, ze(−) (0) = −ze (0) .

(B.1e)

are satisfied one-by-one. The procedure follows the same lines as the proof of Lemma
4.1 (which asserts equivalence of the CTM with controlled merging junctions with the
CCTM), but some care is required since the problems are no longer equivalent: the
constraints of (4.8) are tighter than those of (4.9).1
First, note that the initial state constraints (B.1e) are satisfied by definition of the
transformation. Second, any feasible solution ρ(t) and φ(t) satisfies the constraints of
the relaxed problem (4.8), that is,
∆t
ρe (t + 1) = ρe (t) +
·
le

φe (t) ≤ de ρe (t)
X

βi,e · φi (t) ≤ se ρe (t)

!
X

βe,i φi (t) − φe (t) + we (t)

∀e ∈ E

(B.2a)

∀e ∈ E,

(B.2b)

∀e ∈ E,

(B.2c)

φe (t) ≥ 0

∀e ∈ Ec .

(B.2d)

le ρe (t) ≤ s̄e

∀e ∈ S.

(B.2e)

i∈E

i∈E

1

(−)

This is a consequence of introducing the states ze (t) in addition to the states ze (t), for all e ∈ Ec .
Relaxing the systems equations describing the evolution of those states means that there exists feasible
(−)
solutions in the relaxed problem for which ze (t) 6= −ze (t), for t ≥ 1.
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The constraints that are not describing the systems dynamics are not directly affected by
the relaxation. In particular, the transformed demand constraint (4.4a) is obtained by
transforming (B.2b) for all e ∈ Ec , the transformed supply constraint (4.4b) is obtained by
transforming (B.2c) for all e : τe ∈ MS , the transformed source cell capacity constraint
(4.5) is obtained by transforming (B.2e) and the transformed non-negativity constraint
(4.7) is obtained by transforming (B.2d), all in the same way as in the proof of Lemma
4.1.
Third, it remains to verify that the constraints describing the relaxed system dynamics (B.1a), (B.1b) and (B.1c) are satisfied. From the conservation law (B.2a) and the
transformation equations, if follows that (see the proof of Lemma 4.1)

z(t + 1) = z(t) + ∆t · P w(t) + fr z(t), u(t) − ∆t · φ(t).
(B.3)
Consider now the supply constraint (B.2c). We re-arrange this inequality to obtain
bounds on any flow φi (t), i ∈
/ Ec , into a merging junction and after an index change, we
obtain
(
)
 P
si ρi (t) − j∈NA βj,i · φj (t)
φe (t) ≤ min
∀e ∈
/ Ec .
i∈E + (e)
βe,i
We can combine (B.3) with the latter inequality and the demand constraints (B.2b) to
obtain the relaxed, transformed state constraints
(
)
 P
si ρi (t) − j∈Ec βi,j φj (t)

ze (t + 1) ≥ ze (t) − ∆t · min de ρe (t) , min
...
i∈E + (e)
βe,i

+ ∆t · p>
e w(t) + fr z(t), u(t)






d
s
>
r
= max fe z(t) , max
fi,e z(t), u(t) + ∆t · pe w(t) + f z(t), v(t) .
+
i∈E (e)

for all e ∈
/ Ec , as desired. Finally, by substituting the definition of ue (t) into (B.3), we
obtain the equality


r
ze (t + 1) = ue (t) + ∆t · p>
w(t)
+
f
z(t),
u(t)
∀e ∈ Ec ,
e
which clearly implies that the inequality (B.1a), describing the relaxed system dynamics
(−)
of ze (t), is satisfied. If we substitute −ze (t) for all occurrences of ze (t) in the latter
equality, we find
ze(−) (t + 1) = −ue (t) − ∆t · p>
e w(t) + ∆t ·

X X Pe,i βe,j
i∈E j∈Ec

∆t

which implies that the inequality (B.1b) is satisfied as well.
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(−)
zj (t) + uj (t) ∀e ∈ Ec ,
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B.4

Proofs of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3

The following, alternative proof of Lemma 6.2 uses only the model assumptions, but no
results derived for the CCTM and its variants.
Proof. We can reformulate the evolution of the cumulative flows as




∆t
Φk (t + 1) = min Φk (t) + ∆t · dk ρk (t) , Φk (t) +
· sk+1 ρk+1 (t)
βk
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. The minimum of monotone functions is monotone. We can therefore verify monotonicity of the CFM by checking that both of the auxiliary functions,



1
(−)
fk Φ(t), Rk (t) := Φk (t) + ∆t · dk
(βk−1 Φk−1 (t) − Φk (t) + Rk (t)) and
lk



1
∆t
(+)
· sk+1
(βk Φk (t) − Φk+1 (t) + Rk+1 (t))
fk Φ(t), Rk+1 (t) := Φk (t) +
βk
lk+1
(−)

are nondecreasing in Φ(t). To verify monotonicity of fk in Φk (t), consider ∆Φ ≥ 0. It
follows that


(−)
(−)
fk Φ(t) + ∆Φ, Rk (t) − fk Φ(t) + ∆Φ, Rk (t)


βk−1 Φk−1 (t) − Φk (t) − ∆Φ + Rk (t)
≥ ∆Φk + ∆t · dk
lk


βk−1 Φk−1 (t) − Φk (t) + Rk (t)
− ∆t · dk
lk
∆Φ
≥ ∆Φ − ∆t · γ ·
≥ 0.
lk
Here, we have used that the demand function is non-decreasing to obtain the first inequality and Lipschitz continuity of the demand function according to Assumption 3.2
(+)
to obtain the second inequality. Monotonicity of fk in Φ(t) can be verified analogously,


(+)
(+)
fk Φ(t) + ∆Φ, Rk+1 (t) − fk Φ(t) + ∆Φ, Rk+1 (t)


βk Φk (t) + βk ∆Φk (t) − Φk+1 (t) + Rk+1 (t)
∆t
· sk+1
≥ ∆Φk +
βk
lk+1


∆t
βk Φk (t) − Φk+1 (t) + Rk+1 (t)
−
· sk+1
βk
lk+1
∆t
βk ∆Φ
≥ ∆Φ −
·γ·
≥ 0.
βk
lk
Here, we have used that the supply function is non-increasing to obtain the first inequality and Lipschitz continuity of the supply function according to Assumption 3.2 to
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obtain the second inequality. For k = n, the cumulative flow evolves as Φn (t + 1) =

(−)
(−)
fn Φ(t), Rn (t) . Monotonicity of fn in Φ(t) can be verified in the same manner as
P
for k ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. Note that Φ0 (t) = ∆t · t−1
τ =0 w0 (τ ) is just the sum of the external demand, all of which is admitted to the source cell e1 , which has infinite capacity2
according to Assumption 3.5.
The proof of Lemma 6.3 follows along the same lines as the previous, alternative
proof of Lemma 6.2
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.2 above, we make use of the fact that we can write
the CFM for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} as




∆t
Φk (t + 1) = min Φk (t) + ∆t · dk ρk (t) , Φk (t) +
· sk+1 ρk+1 (t)
βk
(−)

(+)

for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and verify that both auxiliary functions fk and fk individually
are non-decreasing in Rk (t) and non-increasing in Rk+1 (t). To verify monotonicity of
(−)
fk in Rk (t), consider ∆Rk ≥ 0. It follows that
(−)

fk



(−)
Φ(t), Rk (t) + ∆Rk − fk Φ(t), Rk (t)


βk−1 Φk−1 (t) − Φk (t) − ∆Φ + Rk (t)
≥ ∆t · dk
lk


βk−1 Φk−1 (t) − Φk (t) + Rk (t)
− ∆t · dk
≥ 0,
lk

since the demand function is non-decreasing according to Assumption 3.2. Similarly, we
obtain for ∆Rk+1 ≥ 0 that
(+)

fk



(+)
Φ(t), Rk+1 (t) + ∆Rk+1 − fk Φ(t), Rk+1 (t)


βk Φk (t) − Φk+1 (t) + Rk+1 (t) + ∆Rk+1
∆t
· sk+1
≥
βk
lk+1


∆t
βk Φk (t) − Φk+1 (t) + Rk+1 (t)
−
· sk+1
≥ 0,
βk
lk+1

since the supply function is non-increasing according to Assumption 3.2. For k = n,

(−)
(−)
the cumulative flow evolves as Φn (t + 1) = fn Φ(t), Rn (t) . Monotonicity of fn
in Rn (t) can be verified in the same manner as for k ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. Note that
P
Φ0 (t) = ∆t · τt−1
=0 w0 (τ ) is just the sum of the external demand.
2

In practice, this situation means that the congestion queue extends further upstream, into unmodeled parts of the freeway.
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Model parameters of the Rocade Sud
The Rocade Sud is a congestion-prone freeway in the vicinity of Grenoble with 10 onramps and 7 off-ramps (in east-west direction). Traffic is measured by a dense network of wireless sensors and monitored by the Grenoble Traffic Lab (GTL) at INRIA Grenoble [CdWMO+ 15]. Current traffic conditions are published online at http:
//gtl.inrialpes.fr/status. In addition, a summary of historical data is provided on
the website and an extensive account of historical measurements is available for download, upon registration and completion of an approval process (for example, commercial
use is prohibited). The traffic data which have been used in this thesis have been provided by the GTL directly, within the European Union 7th Framework Program “Scalable Proactive Event-Driven Decision-making (SPEEDD)” (FP7-ICT 619435). Ramp
metering will be installed on the real freeway in the near future.
The topology of the freeway, in particular the locations of onramps and off-ramps, is
depicted in Chapter 4, Figure 4.4. The cells are chosen based on the real-world sensor
locations. However, there is some flexibility in how exactly the cells are positioned, as
described below. Our main objective is to test if FNC problems, based on models that
abide by our assumptions on the traffic model posed in Chapter 3, can be efficiently and
correctly solved using the theoretical results in this thesis. Data in the congested region
are scattered, making identification of the supply function difficult, but a triangular
fundamental diagram provides a reasonable approximation. The corresponding piece
wise affine demand de (ρe (t)) = min ve · ρe (t), Fe and supply functions se (ρe (t)) =


min Fe , we · ρe − ρe (t) are fully characterized by the free-flow speed ve , the maximal
throughput Fe and the traffic jam density ρ̄e . The congestion-wave speed is computed
ve
as we = ρ̄eFvee−F
. The free-flow velocity ve = 90km/h is chosen equal to the speed limit
e
1
on the freeway. The traffic jam density ρ̄k is chosen as 250 (cars)/km in every cell. This
is a standard choice for a two-lane freeway, related to the average length of vehicles and
typical distances between vehicles in standstill. Turning rates and maximal throughput
1

On the real freeway, infrastructure to allow for Variable Speed Limits (VSL) is already in place. So
far, this capability is only used in case of high air pollution, when the speed limit is lowered to 70km/h.
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Sensor locations

(A)

Extension of congestion, before outflow via
the off-ramp is affected

(B)
Figure C.1: Discretization in space, Rocade Sud. The positioning of individual cells
influences the model behavior. Map data c 2018 Open Street Maps.
are estimated from real data. In this work, we assume that the onramps leading to cells
5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16 and 19 are used for ramp metering. We assume that storage for 50
cars each will be available on the onramps, corresponding to a maximal queue length
of approximately 400m, as in [GH06, MH12]. Most of the current, unmetered onramps
are somewhat shorter, but the adaptation of the queue lengths seems justified since
installation of ramp metering should go along with the construction of sufficiently long
ramps. The maximal onramp flow is r̄k = 1800 (cars)/h for every onramp, a standard
choice corresponding to one car every two seconds. We use a discretization of ∆t = 15s,
in accordance with the data transmission interval of the sensors2
As stated before, cells are chosen based on the sensor locations. The majority of
sensors is located at onramp and off-ramp locations, with sensors both on the ramp
and on the mainline. If one defines a vertex for every sensor location, then the network
graph depicted in Chapter 4, Figure 4.4, is obtained. A close-up view of this spatial
discretization is depicted as variant (A) in Figure C.1. In this variant, the onramp
enters cell e16 3 and βe15 ,e14 < 1, to model the offramp. This variant conforms perfectly
with the explanation of the network model in Chapter 3, which defines junctions as
a subset of the set of vertices. Therefore, it is employed in the numerical evaluation
in Chapter 4 and in the corresponding publication [SL18a]. However, we observe that
2
3

The sensors count cars over intervals of 15s and then submit the aggregated data at once.
We number cells such that any particular onramp enter cells with the same number in both variants.
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Table C.1: Parameter values of the Grenoble Freeway, variant (A).

Cell k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

lk (km) 0.4
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.7
1.3
0.5
Fk (cars/h) 4410 5364 4950 5500 4311 5257 4680 4950 4599 5481 4320
βk
1
1
1
0.90
1
0.82
1
1
1
0.89
1
Cell k

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

lk (km) 0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Fk (cars/h) 4320 5160 4455 5861 4608 4608 5610 5049 4300 7574
βk
1
0.90
1
0.84
1
1
0.90
1
0.92
1

this particular discretization might lead to an overly optimistic model of the effects of
congestion spill-back. In particular, note that congestion often originates from onramp
merging areas, where additional traffic flow from an onramp enters the mainline. This
situation is depicted at the bottom of Figure C.1. In model (A), the outflow from the
off-ramp is only affected once both cells e16 and e15 have become congested. The length
of both cells combined is more than the actual distance between the points where the
real-world ramps connect to the mainline. By contrast, one can also define cells that are
centered around sensor locations, as depicted in variant (B), Figure C.1. In this case,
the onramp merges into cell e16 , meaning that βe16 ,o16 = 1, as before, but the off-ramp
is modeled via βe16 ,e15 < 1. In effect, the ramps are now “closer” to each other in the
network graph, which means that outflow from the off-ramp is affected as soon as cell e16
is congested. This variant was employed in [SRL17], on which Chapter 6 of this thesis
is based. For completeness, we perform the numerical evaluation in Chapter 6 for both
variants.
All remaining parameter values are provided in Tables C.1 and C.2, for variants (A)
and (B), respectively. Some parameter adjustments have been necessary to reproduce
typical congestion patterns seen in reality: traffic data from the end of the freeway
(sections 18, 19, 20 and 21) are disturbed by what seems to be spill-back effects of
the roads downstream of the considered freeway. Since we do not have data about
downstream traffic conditions available, we resort to a reasonable estimate of the critical
densities and use the value that was identified for cell e17 . The critical density for the
very last cell is obtained as ρc21 = 32 · ρc17 , since the freeway widens to three lanes at the
end. In addition, the capacity of cell e20 was reduced to F20 = 4300 cars/h, such that
this section becomes a bottleneck in rush-hour times, as observed in reality, for variant
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Table C.2: Parameter values of the Grenoble Freeway, variant (B).

Cell k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

le (km) 0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.7
1.3
0.5
0.5
Fe (cars/h) 4410 5364 5500 4950 5257 4311 4680 4950 5167 4878 4320
βe+ ,e
1
1
0.90
1
0.82
1
1
1
0.89
1
1
Cell k

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

le (km) 0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Fe (cars/h) 4800 4644 5304 4923 4608 5120 5049 4500 5049 7574
βe+ ,e 0.90
1
0.84
1
1
0.90
1
0.92
1
1

(A), and similarly, the capacity of cell e19 has been reduced to 4500 cars/h in variant
(B).
The model with capacity drop employed in Section 4.3.2 is based on variant (A),
but requires an additional modification: In particular, the supply function is scaled

up as sCD
e (ρe (t)) := 1.05 · se ρe (t) . In a model with capacity drop, this modification
ensures that every bottleneck cell becomes congested. Without it, congestion forms one
cell upstream of the bottleneck cell, which, depending on the precise parameter values,
might negate or at least alleviate the effects of the capacity drop. This modification has
minimal impact on the simulation results for monotone demand functions.
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